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AND IT'S WHAT GOES
INTO HPM SPEAKERS THAT
MAKES THEM SOUND GREAT ON
EVERY PART OF THE MUSIC.
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with the same materials that were being
used in 1945.
Every woofer in the HPM series,
however, is made with a special carbon fiber
blend that's allowed us to decrease the
weight of the cone, yet increase the strength
needed for clarity. So you'll hear the deepest
THE HPM SUPERTWEETER:
SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY RISES TO NEW HIGHS. notes exactly the way the musician recorded
In many speakers, you'll
them.
the
of
find that the upper end
And because every HPM
audio spectrum is reproduced
woofer also has an oversized
by an ordinary tweeter.
magnet and long throw voice
In HPM speakers, you'll
coil, they can handle more
find that the high frequencies
power without distorting.
are reproduced by a unique
OTHER FEATURES YOU

Most speaker companies try to impress
you by describing the "wonderful" sound
that comes out of their speakers.
At Pioneer, we think the most believable
way to describe how good HPM speakers
are is to tell you what went into them.

e,

supertweeter.
It works by using a

RARELY HEAR OF

Every HPM speaker has
cast aluminum frames, instead of the usual flimsy stamped out metal
kind. So that even when you push our
speakers to their limit, you only
hear the music and never the
frames. In fact, our competitors
supertweeter doesn't need
were so impressed, they
any of these mechanical parts,
started making what look like
it can reproduce highs
die cast frames, but aren't.
with an accuracy and
HPM speaker cabinets
definition that surpasses
are made of specially comeven the finest conventional
pressed board that has better
tweeter.
acoustic properties than ordiAs an added advantage,
nary wood.
You' never hear sound out of these
the HPM film is curved for
Their speakers have level
die cast aluminum speaker frames.
maximum sound dispersion.
controls that let you adjust
So unlike other speakers, you don't have to
the sound of the music to your living room.
plant yourself in front of an HPM speaker to
And these features are not just found in
enjoy all the sound it can produce.
our most expensive HPM speaker,
but in every speaker in the
MID -RANGE THAT ISN'T
HPM;ßóo
MUDDLED.
HPM series.
For years, speaker manAll of which begins to exuacturers have labored over
plain why, unlike speakers
mid -range driver cones that
that sound great on only part
are light enough to give you
lesel controls that let you adjust the bound
of the music, HPM speakers
to your listening area.
quick response, yet rigid enough
sound great on all of it.
not to distort.
At this point, we suggest you take your
Pioneer solved this problem by creating
favorite record into any Pioneer Dealer and
special cones that handle more power, and
audition a pair of HPM speakers in person.
combine lower mass with greater rigidity. So
If you think what went into them
our HPM drivers provide you with cleaner,
sounds impressive, wait till you hear what
and crisper mid -range. Which means you'll
comes out of them.
hear music, and not distortion.
The High .+olymer fv oocular Supertseeter.
So incredible, we named a whole line of speakers alter it.

single piece of High
Polymer Mo'ecular film, hence the name
HPM that converts electrical impulses into
sound waves without a magnet,
voice coil, cone, or dome.
And because the HPM
(

)

a

1

WOOFERS THAT TOP EVERY OTHER BOTTOM.

Conventional woofers are still made

c
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PIONEER'

We bring it back alive.

WHAT COMES OUT
F A SPEAKER IS ONLY
AS IMPRESSIVE AS
WHAT
INTO
IT.
GOES
r
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Prevents

"record chatter"
on your turntable?
Looks
unimpressive?
3. Is very thin
and gray?
4. Is more anti -static
than similar
products*?
2.

*according to tests by the
Swedish National Test Institute.
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A Revolutionary Record Care Breakthrough
From Stanton...

TM

eliminates record static
permanently with only

one application!

UNTREATED RECORD

BRAND X

Stanton introduces Permostat, the only record
care product that eliminates record static permanently with just a single application. Permostat is a
new and uniquely formulated fluid, which with just
one application to a record totally eliminates static
without any degradation in sound quality... and prolongs the life of your record.
Static electricity draws airborne dust particles
onto the record where they can be pushed along
the groove creating various degrees of audible
distortion. Now, Permostat eliminates this problem
permanently.
To demonstrate Permostat's unique anti -static
qualities, Stanton engineers constructed a dust
chamber to perform accelerated dust pickup tests.
In this test, three records were suspended vertically

PERMOSTAT

within the chamber, the first untreated, the second
treated with anti -static products currently available
(piezo electric guns, fluids, cloths and conducting
brushes) and the third treated with Permostat.
Under test conditions, only the Permostat treated
record showed no visible evidence of dust pickup
and no residual charge.
Each Permostat kit provides protection
for 25 records (both sides). Just spray it
on, buff it in and eliminate static for the life
of your records.
Now available at your local dealer.

Suggested Retail:
Complete Kit...$19.95
Refill...$15.95

For further information contact: Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, New York 11803
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INTRODUCING TI -1I: EMPIRE I:DI? 9 PI-IONÿ C:Al? I?IDCI:.
IT SOUNDS AS GOOD ON A I?I:C:^l'.Ia AS IT DOES ON IhI'I:I?.
It was inevitable

...

With all the rapid developments
being made in today's high fidelity technology, the tremendous advance in audible performance in Empire's new EDR.9
phono cartridge was bound to happen.
And bound to come from Empire, as we
have been designing and manufacturing
the finest phono cartridges for over 18
years.
Until now, all phono cartridges were
designed in the lab to achieve certain
engineering characteristics and requirements. These lab characteristics and requirements took priority over actual listening tests because it was considered more
important that the cartridges "measure
right" or "test right"-so almost everyone
was satisfied.
Empire's EDR.9 (for Extended Dynamic Response) has broken with this tradition, and is the first phono cartridge that
not only meets the highest technological

and design specifications-but also our
demanding listening tests-on an equal
basis. In effect, it bridges the gap between
the ideal blueprint and the actual sound.
The EDR.9 utilizes an L. A. C. (Large
Area Contact) 0.9 stylus based upon-and
named after-E. I. A. Standard RS -238B.
This new design, resulting in a smaller
radius and larger contact area, has a
pressure index of 0.9, an improvement of
almost six times the typical elliptical stylus
and four times aver the newest designs
recently introduced by several other cartridge manufacturers. The result is that less
pressure is applied to the vulnerable record groove, at the same time extending
the bandwidth-including the important
overtones and harmonic details.

addition, Empire's exclusive, patented 3 -Element Double Damped stylus
assembly acts as an equalizer. This elimiIn

nates the high

"Q" mechanical resonances

typical of other stylus assemblies, producing a flatter response, and lessening wear
Enter No. 10 on Reader Servüoe Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

and tear on the record groove.

We could go into more technical detail, describing pole rods that are laminated, rather than just one piece, so as to
reduce losses in the magnetic structure, resulting in flatter high frequency response
with less distortion. Or how the EDR.9
weighs one gram less than previous Empire
phcno cartridges, making ita perfect match
for today's advance, low mass tonearms.
But more important, as the EDR.9 cartridge represents a new approach to cartridge design, we ask that you consider it
in a slightly different way as well. Send for
our free technical brochure on the EDR.9,
and then visit your audio dealer and listen.
Don't gc by specs alone.

That's because the new Empire EDR.9
the ferst phono cartridge that not only
meets the highest technological and deis

sign specifications-but also our demanding listening tests.
Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City,N.Y.11530

EIVIDIFE

The

Audioclinic

Joseph Giovanelli

Apt/Holman
Preamplifier

The design of the Apt/Holman Preamplifier occupied literally manyears of new research into those
factors which are important to the
reproduction of music. A great deal
was learned about the effects of the
various parts of a modern highfidelity system and how they interact.

6

These results guided the development of new circuits which together
yield uniquely flexible and complete
control over the program material,
while delivering the best possible
sound under the widest range of
system conditions.
You can learn more about the

Apt/Holman Preamplifier from your
Apt dealer, whose name we will be
glad to send you.

addition, the Owner's Manual
(often called the best for any high
fidelity product) is now available by
use of the coupon below. A Technical Paper set is also available
detailing the published research that
went into the design.
In

A.C. Adaptors
Q. Can the a.c. adaptors, such as
those sold for portable radios, calculators and recorder's, be left plugged in
for long periods of time when they are
not being used?-James R. Henderson,
Victoria, B.C., Canada
A. It is only in those instances where
the adaptor serves something like an
intercom, which must be ready for serrecommend
vice at any time, that
these adaptors be left plugged in
when not actually in use.
These a.c. adaptors are actually complete power supplies and are
comprised of a stepdown transformer,
a rectifier system, and the necessary
filter capacitor. When one of these devices is operated, there is some heat
generated by the stepdown transformer which will not be significant unless
the filter capacitor should short out.
When this occurs, the transformer will
run excessively hot and might cause
problems.
Keep in mind that when the device
is plugged in, but not feeding a suitable load, the voltage developed
across the filter capacitors will be
higher than the nominal output voltage of the a.c. adaptor. If the filters are
made to operate at or close to their
maximum ratings, this high voltage remaining across the capacitor for extended periods of time could cause a
short circuit.
I

Apt Corporation
Box 512
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Fora brochure and the name of
your local dealer.
For a set of review reprints.
For an Owner's Manual, please
send $4 ($5 foreign).
Fora set of six technical papers
by Tom Holman, please send $2
($3 foreign).
Name

Address

"Popping"
Q. My component system develops
a

"popping" noise in my speakers ev-

ery five minutes or so. It sounds like a
static discharge. It is heard whether my
amplifier's mode switch is on FM,
Tape, or Turntable.
What do you suggest that try in the
way of trouble -shooting? The people
in the store where I bought my system
said, "let it get worse, and then the
technician has a better chance of finding the problem.'-Tuck Krehbiel,
Cincinnati, Ohio
A. It will be hard to locate your
"popping" problem because of its intermittent character, and that is why
your dealer was reluctant to attempt
servicing the equipment until such
1

time as the symptoms become more
constant. This is probably to your advantage inasmuch as this kind of servicing can be expensive. Where a
problem occurs more or less constantly, it is simpler to track down and,
therefore, less costly to solve.
You do know something about this
problem, however. For instance, you
know that the problem is not located
in the early phono stages of the equipment. You know this because it occurs
even when these stages are switched
out. It is located in stages common to
the rest of the input functions. You did
not state whether or not the condition
exists in just one channel. If the condition exists in both, you know that the
"popping" is the result of some common component, and power supply or
decoupling elements would be suspect. This condition could also indicate that the "popping" is external to
your system. Transient voltage changes
on the power line often cause this
condition. Various filters are available
which can suppress such interference.
Poorly soldered connections or minute cracks in the circuit "lands" could
also cause the problem. Resolder suspicious joints.
Try signal tracing. Use a second amplifier to enable you to listen to the
output from various stages in the defective equipment. Feed the input of
this second amplifier via a blocking
capacitor. This will allow you to make
direct connections to collectors where
this is necessary. Work your way from
the input selector switch to the output
of the defective channel. When the
"popping" is heard in both amplifiers,
this means that you have reached the
output of the defective stage. You can
then investigate the components in
that particular stage. The ultimate
source of the problem can be anything
from defective semiconductors to defective capacitors, resistors, or even
Q
solder or circuit foil problems.

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA
19108. All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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meets
the high standards of A&M Records,
If Technics RS-1500

why did we improve it?

After the musi: is recorded, and before i' becomes a
reccrd, bar da the top executives of A&M Reco-Aslistlen to
Peter Fra-npto-, Chuck Mang one, and their other stare?
On the Techri_s RS -1500. Why? Because of its antstarding
frecuency eesaonse, constan- tape speed and lcv wow
and flutter. Ir fact they were so imaressed, A&M Reco-ds
bought save. more.
Now, .vi -h echnics RS -1520, you :an have the same
perFormon_e A&M R .:ords I- as w th the RS-15CO3 plus these
ext-a feature; studios want. _ike adjustable fron- Fanel
bias anc e3ualization contrats. A lk-z/ 10kHz -es--tole
oscillator fa -accurate equipment check.. The p-ec sio-r cf
ASA strnca- I VU me'ers wi-h a -1JdB sensitiv ty se ec-or.
A Cue/Ed ts.nitch for quick., safe ecits. And bclarcea
low-impecance, XLR-type output :onnectors to nctch ot-ier
widely used broadcast and rtudic equipment.
_ike cll ci- open reel decks, the FS -1520 has Techrice
"Isolated Loa," tape transport sisiem. By isolz-tng the tape
frcm exte-nd influe-r:es, our "Isolated Loop" -air imized
tape tersioi to a constant BO grams. This not c.ly provides
extremely stable tape transaort and loti head wear,
it also reduces moda ation noise to the point whe-e i 's

detectable arty on scphis-icated testing equipment.
Electronically the. RS-752 is equally sophisticated.
And the reasore are as sir,plaas IC =ull-logic con -r:-.15.
A highly acc.rote mi:rop`arr3 ampli=ier FET mixinç amplifier.
And sepera-e 3-pcsi-ionbias /EQ selectors.
The RE -1520. It meet! -he high stanciaris of A&'\ Reccrds
fcr the same reascis the RE -1300 does: FREQ. RESF:
3D -30,0001-z =3dB(-1Co13 rec. level) at 15ips WCW
& FLOTT_-:: O C'8°. WRMS et 15ips S. N RATIO: b03B (` .AB
weighted) at 15ips. 5E2A AT CN: 50dB. START-UP TIME: 07
nA-% w'Hh 1.0 or 1.5 m lape at
secs. SPEED DE`/IA/ION:
15ips. S'EEE itUCTUA'I=N C.05% wi-h 1.0 or 1.5 m taxe
et 15ips. PIT_-1CCPTFO_. -5%. "RACK SYSTEM: 2 -track,
2 -channel reccrdiiç, playback and erase. 4 -track. 2-_13-mel
laybac<.
RS -1520. A rare :o7b flat on of audic technology. A rare
standard of ca_dic excellence.

t

l

Technics
Pra,e&cbrel Series
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Eurotope
Donald Aldous

Despite the gloomy forecasts of
some hi-fi industry pollsters, British
audiophiles are still spending considerable sums of money on their hobby.
Certainly the success of the Spring HiFi Exhibition, held at the end of April
in London's Cunard International
Hotel, served as a pointer to the sus-

8

tained enthusiasm of the hi-fi devotees here in the United Kingdom.
Let's take a look at several of the
"top -of-the -market" loudspeakers revealed at this show. The first of a new
series of B & W loudspeakers, Model
801, was seen in an early format at last
winter's Consumer Electronics Show in
Las Vegas. It has been designed as a
professional monitor system produced
using totally new facilities (such as
laser interferometry and computer
optimization) linked to the most comprehensive tests and quality control
checks. In fact, each model manufactured will have factory documentation
filed, based on tests in the company's
new anechoic chamber at their Worthing, Sussex, factory. This chamber has
cost some $100,000 and will be completed during September; in the meantime the firm's existing R & D anechoic
chamber will be used for the tests.

"Professional Monitor"

is a

much -

abused description, but John Bowers
and his team have used a design brief
that calls for a linear free -field amplitude response from 30 Hz to 20 kHz,

with minimum deviation horizontally
and vertically, to provide a uniform
sound picture to a group of listeners.
And, of course, such a monitor must
have no coloration and be free from
audible distortion. Another feature of
the specification is an ability to handle
sound levels of 106 dB in environments of up to 200 m' (that is, 7,000
capacity. Physical size was not laid
down, other than a general requirement that the new 801 be large
enough for studio work and yet remain attractive enough from a domestic furniture viewpoint.
The full design story is too lengthy
for publication in this column, but the
speakers involved are a bass driver of
270-mm diameter with a thermo-plastic, PVA-coated cone and 50 -mm diameter voice -coil; a midrange driver
with 100 -mm diameter, aromatic
polyamide-fiber matrix cone, and 25 mm, phenolic -bonded, aluminum lined voice -coil, plus an HF driver with
a
26 -mm multifilament, polyester ft.3)

weave domed diaphragm. The LF system is a closed -box acoustic suspension design with a resonance of 37 Hz
and a system Q of 0.7 (i.e., -3 dB at the
resonance frequency). Its power handling spec is a minimum of 50 watts
into 8 ohms with no upper limit.
As we all know, unfortunately, with
the growth of transistor amplifiers, the
wattage and destructive power of amplifiers has rapidly increased. In fact,
power outputs between 100 and 350
watts are not uncommon, and without
some form of protection almost any
loudspeaker can be destroyed by the
simple act of, say, removing a phono
plug with the preamplifier gain control
advanced. Fuses are not a complete
answer, but B & W's Steven Roe has
developed an overload protection circuit that senses the peak voltage applied to each driver. It has individual
adjustment for each such voltage, and
the time constant at which the trip will
operate is individually adjustable. If
any of these predetermined parameters are exceeded, the trip circuit operates and the loudspeaker is disconnected from the audio supply. The
reset button restores operation. Envi Continued on page 95

KEF 101

PWB Dyna-X 100

Wharfedale

E90
B

& W 801
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We found the optimum pivot point
before the others even knew
it was missing.
Most manufacturers are content to determine
tonearm pivot points by trial -and -error, And many
tonearms are so susceptible to external vibrations that
you have to tiptoe around the turntable.
With Sansui's Dyna-Optimum Balanced (DOB)
tonearms, based on our Optimum Pivot Point principle,
the transmission of vibrations is dramatically reduced
to give you more freedom to enjoy your music. It's
used in our new, fully automatic direct -drive FR -D4
and FR -Q5.
Here's how the DOB works: Put a pencil on a
table. Wiggle one end
a.
back -and -forth. The other
A
end will move; but a cerb.
AAAA
tain point will not. This is the
Optimum Pivot Point.
In our new DOB
tonearm the arm is pivoted
at this highly stable point.
O. Center of Mass. Starting point fci
conventional tonearm designs.
With no relative motion beb. Typical trial-and -error pivot
tween the point and the
points, usually placed close to a. to

arm support, effects from
external forces are minimized. Friction is almost
non-existent, so the stylus is

that counterweight is not too heave.
tonearm not too long.
C.Sansul's Optimum Pivot Point.

Calculated mathematically as a
function of length and mass. The
most stable point.

free to trace every part of the groove. We also added
a special decoupling device and a unique counterweight for optimum tracking.
A patent

pending on Sansui's brushless DC
and FR -Q5. And with the
Quartz-PLL system of the FR -Q5 and the special speed error detection /correction system of the FR -D4,
wow and flutter, speed accuracy and signal-to-noise
specifications are outstanding. All operations are
computer -controlled using the latest LSIC technclogy.
The computer even knows to shut off the motor if you
forget to unlock the tonearm clip.
motor used in the

To

is

FR -D4

make the FR -D4,

budget -priced direct-drive

FR -Q5, as well as the
FR -D3 even more con-

venient, we put all the controls up -front, outside the
dustcover.
Ask an authorized Sansui dealer to demonstrate our new turntables. Listen closely and you'If hear
what the others are missing.
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey X7071 Gardena, Ca. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltc, Tokyo, Japan
Sansui Audio Europe SA., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada, Electronic Distributors
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A great many Audio Engineering Society members last March were aware
of the presence in Brussels, at the AES
winter convention, of a man whose familiar initials were BBB. It was only the
usual. As always, he was everywhere,
indefatigable, seeing everybody, highly visible. And as usual he presented a
what AES convention has he
paper
ever missed, and did he ever not present a paper or two?
This one, though, was perhaps more
than the usual. Somewhat as in
Einstein's unified field theory, BBB
here aimed to set forth an overall theoretical system for multichannel sound
in both recording and broadcasting, in
the taking down and the playing back,
incorporating all the presently variable
approaches towards an "en route"
broadcast signal as presently designatplus con4-4-4, 4-3-4, 4-2-4
ed
ventional mono and stereo and SCR
and, of course, every aspect of the disc
process. A huge theoretical package
and, as the ultimate synthesis of this
man's work over many years, it must
have impressed even those who might
not go along with the system itself by
its sheer elegance and comprehensive-

-

-

-
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line of BBB's technical fire. Not even as
an FCC member. Behind that courteous European politeness was a will of
incredible intensity and the mind
power to match. Was it diamond drill
or bulldozer? A judicious bit of both.
The final BBB paper was ready for
mailing only a week or so after the
Brussels AES, more than 30 pages of
closely reasoned text, diagrams, formulae with derivations, and reference
listings. My own copy was sent out
from BBB's "retirement" office, Audio Metrics, Inc. (which consisted of his
front living room plus facilities in his
old nearby laboratory haunts in Stamford, Connecticut), on Wednesday,
March 28, 1979. Enclosed was a signed,
personal note from BBB. Page 5 of the
the only indicapaper was missing
tion of any haste, and surely not his
haste. got it later on. On that very
day, Benjamin B. Bauer suffered his
second and fatal heart attack. After a
typically optimistic and even cheerful
several days in the hospital, where he
happily found himself in the charge of
a
personable physician, Ben Bauer
died on Saturday, March 31. It was

-

I

ness.
BBB also received a new

honor at
Brussels this year, on top of many others. He became an honorary horseman. A chevalier of the ancient Order
of the Knights of the Star of Peace, an
organization founded in 1229 when
knighthood was in flower and quadraphony quite unknown. This must have
tickled him pink. Some horseman! Fortunately, there was no need to mount
an actual horse.

Patents by the Score
As most of us know, BBB was for
many years out in the Midwest with

Shure Brothers, doing major work on
microphones, in our field, and later in
phono pickups, predecessors of the
present-day Shure line. There was that
sensational "dart" arm and cartridge, a
long, thin, tapering arm with an incredibly tiny cartridge in its drooping
nose, independently sprung; the arm
moved sidewise only, the tiny head
moved up and down. (Well, if an arm
can have a head, it can have a nose
.) There was a cybernetic problem
with this arrangement. To raise the
stylus, you pushed downwards on a
.

.

.

a motion so unnatural for the
human mind and fingers that most
people just grabbed the arm itself and
dragged the point sidewise over the
grooves. No damage but an awful
doubt if this aspect was a
squawk.

button,

I

BBB idea.

The most important of BBB's earlier
inventions (he pulled down some 75
U.S. patents) was the original single transducer, cardioid dynamic microphone, 'way back in 1937, making use
of the phase -shift principle, or what
like to call re-entry, to cancel out signals coming from the sides. It is, of
course, fundamental to the cardioid
style of miking today and therefore
fundamental to the art of recording
and broadcasting. How directly prophetic of later Bauer developments
along phase -shift lines! Culminating in
the ultimate BBB consolidation, the
I

As always, BBB came back home full
of verve and immediately got to work
preparing his Brussels paper for wider
distribution, to the American audio
press and to all other possibly interested parties including, of course, the
most important party of all, the FCC in
Washington, which has a few outstanding little matters to decide in this
very same area. The FCC has been
hearing regularly from BBB for perhaps
a bit longer than some of its members
might wish. Few engineering minds in
the U.S. could match BBB's steely ability for careful, quiet, and logical arguof the sort that one challenges
ment
do not think
at considerable risk.
would ever have wanted to be in the

1979 Brussels paper.
In 1957 BBB came east to

join

CBS

Laboratories and from thence onwards
his activities spread and multiplied
into the infrared and the ultraviolet.One never knew
quite what he was up

-

I

-

barely two weeks after the Brussels
convention. So he made it
by a hair.
He must have known the risk.

I
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JBL'S NEW L150:

ITS BOTTOM PUTS IT ON TOP.
JBL's new L150 takes you
deeper into the low frequencies
of music without taking you
deeper into your budget.
This short -tower, floor standing loudspeaker system
produces bass with depth,
power and transparency that
comes incredibly close to a
live performance.
A completely new 12"
driver was created
for the L150. It has
an innovative
magnetic assembly,
the result of years of
research at JBL. It
uses a stiff, heavy cone
that's been coated with an
exclusive damping formulation for optimum mass
and density.
And it has an
unusually large 3"
voice coil, which aids
the L150's efficiency
and its ability to
respond to transients

(peaks, climaxes
and sudden
spurts) in music.
There's even
more to the L150's

bottom-a 12"

passive radiator. It
looks like a driver
but it's not. We use
it to replace a large
volume of air and
contribute to the production of true, deep bass. Bass
without boom.
If you're impressed with the
L150's lows, you'll be equally
impressed with its highs and nids.
Its powerful 1" high -frequency

dome radiator provides wide dispersion throughout its range. And a 5"
midrange transducer handles high
volume levels without distorting.
The maximum power recommended is 300 watts per channel.
The L150's other attributes
include typical JBL accuracy -the
kind that recording professionals
rely on. Maximum power/flat
frequency response. High efficiency. And extraordinary time/
phase accuracy.
Before you believe that you
can't afford a floor system, listen tc
an L150. While its bottom is tops,
its price isn't.
James B. Lansing Sound,
Inc., 8500 Balboa Boulevard,
Northridge,
CA 91329.

FIRST

WITH THE
PROS.
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Yamaha, the indus
When we set out to improve on our industry-acclaimed
receivers, we knew we had a tough task ahead of us.
How do you top being the first in such precedent setting developments as built-in moving coil head
amps, negative feedback MPX demodulators, pilot
signal cancellation circuits, and the same amazingly
low distortion throughout our entire tine? After much
continuing research, effort and unique care in design,
we have the answer. It's called the CR -2040 the first
in Yamaha's new line of receivers that does what only
Yamaha could do. Outdo ourselves.

Unique continuously variable turnover tone
controls. This unique Yamaha innovation gives you
the tonal tailoring characteristics of both a parametric
and a graphic equalizer. Without the added expense
of having to purchase either. For instance, in addition
to boosting or cutting We bass control ± 10c B, you
can also vary the turnover frequercies between 100
& 500 Hz to compensate for speaker deficiencies,
room anomalies, etc., for unparalleled tonal tailoring
flexibility.

Continuously variable loudness contour.
control compensates for the ear's decreased
sensitivity to bass and treble tones at lowvolume levels.
And you're not just limited to compensation at only
one specific voume setting as with other manufacturers' on/off-type loudness switches. The Yamaha
continuouslyva-iable loudness contour assures you of
ful, accurate tidelity at any volume setting you choose.
Another Yamaha exclusive!

This

Automatic operation. Without a doubt, the
Yamaha CR -2040 is one of the most automated
receivers in audio history. Instead of fiddling with dials
and meters, you can sit back and let the automatic
circuits do the wore. Or, if you choose, manually override the circuits. Take the AUTO-DX circuit, for instance.
We developed IF bandwidth switching 'or our world acclaimed CT-7003 tuner. Now we've gone even
further by improving this circuit so the receiver automatically chooses 7he correct bandwidth (local or DX)
for the least noise. Working with this circuit is the AUTO
BLEND circuit which eliminates annoying FM hiss to

Built-in moving coil head amp. More and more
listeners are discovering the beautiful experience of
music reproduced with a moving coil cartridge, such
as Yamaha's newly introduced MC-1X and MC-1S.
YAMAHA
Discover this exquisite pleasure fci yourself with the
CR -2040's built-in moving coil head amp. This ultra -low
noise head amp provides an ultra -quiet 86dB S/N ratio

NATURAL SOUND

CR -2040

STEREO RECEIVER

FM

E3B
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to assure you of capturirg all the hgh-end detail and
imaging the MC experience affords. All you'I° miss is
the extra expense and added noise of an outboard
head amp or step-up transformer.

Independent input and record out selectors.
you're a tape recordirg enthusiast, this feature is
something You won't want to be w''hout. It lets you
select the signal from ore program source to send to
the REC OUT terminals for recording while you listen
through your speakers to an entirety different program
chosen on the INPUT selector. You can also dub from
one tape tc another even while listening to an entirely
different program. It's another example of whyYamaha
is the industry leader. We build in what the others can't
even figure out.
If

make previously unlistenable
stations more cliearly audible. All
without your lifting a finger. And
Yamaha's exclusive OTS (Optimum
Tuning System! automatically locks
in and holds the desired station
when you release the tuning knob.

INPUT SELECTOR

REC OUT SELECTOR
TAPE

12

COPY

'2.-1\
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TAPE
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AUX
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-PRE

OUT

leader...leads again!
Advanced circuitry. All these advanced
features are backed by the most advanced internal
circuitry imaginable. Like the auto tracking pilot signal
canceller. Yamaha invented pilot signal cancellation
and now we've improved it farther. A special circuit
not only senses the incoming 19kHz pilot signal (which
is a part of FM broadcasts), it also aummatically tracks
any signal fluctuation which might occur. This assures
you of complete pilot signal cancellation for interference -free FM listening. Yamaha does it again!
The all DC power amp section pours out a massive
120 wafts per channel, both channels driven into
8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz, with THD and I.M. an
astronomically low 0.02%. That's a nee low, even for
Yamaha. And to keep tabs on all this pure power there's
a twin LED power -monitoring system-green to indicate half power, red to indicate ar overload condition.
The tuner section has a Yamaha -exclusive Direct
Curren` -Negative Feedbacl;-PLL MF>: IC providing
excellent phasing of the high frec uencies for superb
s-ereo separation and clearer so _inc. Our efforts to
bring you the finest sound possible kn Dw no limns.

Human engineering. As incredibly advanced
and complex as the CR -2040 is, it is incredibly simple
to operate. The front panel is arranged in a clean and
logical manner with the larger primary operational
controls located on the central forward panel, and
the smaller tone -tailoring controls located on the lower
panel. It takes a minimum of effort to set up the CR -2040
for maximum listening pleasure.
The functionally beautiful front panel is complemented by the beautifully functional ebony grain
veneer cabinet. The elegant appearance of ebony
is the perfect finishing touch to the extraordinary
CR -2040.

And the CR -2040 is just one of a whole new line of
receivers from Yamaha. Each one offers, in its class, the
ultimate in features, performance and pure musical
pleasure. Visit your local Yamaha Audio Specialty
Dealer and see and hear for yourself how we've outdone ourselves. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write
us: Yamaha, Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park,
CA 90622.

From Yamat-a, raturally.

YAMAHA

PHONO SELECTOP
47Kr1
33Kf1
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remember one notable occasion
(for me) when became a temporary
Bauer guinea pig. Under Ben's benevolent direction was taken to a local
Stamford indoor swimming pool and
immersed in about 12 feet of water,
with headphones on. There was an
athletic CBS guard, too, in case
conked out, which didn't. can still
swim my 50 feet under water minus
snorkel or aqualung. Down at the bottom of the pool was fed headphone
signals and asked to point to their apparent source. The signals had been
processed in such a way as to simulate
ordinary airborne acoustic signals. Inside the phones, there were air pockets for ordinary dry -land -type binaural
hearing. This was merely a bit of fundamental research, the sort that must
cover all bases, however obvious. Of
course heard the signals exactly as
would have on shore, but this had to
be proved. So vigorously pointed to
the left and to the right, but not towards the front (!) and then came up
for a hot shower. My normal binaural
experience,if in an odd location.
Note in passing that this, too, was
based on timing differences as between two listening ears and upon
directional selectivity in sound
reproduction. One way or another,
that was the focus of Bauer's engineering life over a span of 40 years
and more. SQ was merely the
late -late product of phase preoccupation, though it was what
most of us will remember first.
to.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Movers and Doers
With long-time friends,

Goldmark

from

Hungary, Bauer out
of Russia via Cuba;

both inherited an
unmistakable degree of Old -

World

culture

and manners and

reproduction
and this held true
from the innovation of the Goldmark
LP record and "360 degree" Columbia
phonograph (anybody still remember
that one?) right through to the final
Bauer matrix configurations of SQwith-logic, and that ultimate consolidation of this year at Brussels which he
called USQ.
If may say so, have often suspected that with these men CBS must have
sometimes thought that it had bitten
off a bit more than it could chew. No
doubt of their leadership and we do
not need to hold the CBS hand in sympathy for a few little monetary losses
here and there. The overall balance
was emphatically favorable. But, however corporate minded they became,
in their work both remained the purest
engineers and scientists and, if you
will, artists. Goldmark was from a distinguished musical family. Ben Bauer
studied classical violin, as discovered
heard some remarkone day when
able fi coming from his living room
and went in to find the man tossing
off advanced fiddle exercises "live" on
his own instrument. This peculiar
combination of far-seeing aesthetic,
I

I

I

I

.Y

F
ß

I

have a curious habit of forgetfulness of the past. I have not
the slightest recollection of
my first meeting with BBB.
Nor, for that matter, with
that other and closely related (corporately) CBS leader, Dr. Peter Goldmark.
Curious, too, in a larger
scale of reference, that
CBS, grand and omnipo-

tent combine of communications corporality,
should have taken on
two such far-seeing
and original engineering leaders of similar
backgrounds. Both
came out of Europe,

-

-

-

to the day of their respective deaths
spoke with the faint
so near in time
remains of a European accent. Eventually, of course, they became more
American than most Americans, joining a whole group of similar powerhouse types from the ancient lands
who made their mark at the very top in
American communications biz. (To
give good credit to the CBS Opposition, we might mention Gen. Sarnoff
of RCA.)
These men, as we always put it,
were movers and doers. But in a higher
sense they were also out of a background of culture, however distantly,
that was totally unlike that of our native Edisons and Henry Fords. These
were better, more meticulous engineers, if not greater geniuses, more rigorous in their science but also far
wider in their range of view. It was no
accident that so much of the audio related work of both Goldmark and
Bauer was based to a really surprising
extent on the demands of European
classical music in all the
aspects of its
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Absolutely
even torque through
a full 3600
DC Direct -Drive Motor vs. Unitorque Motor

Hitachi's
Unitorque motor

Conventional
direct-drive motor

Graphic Illustration: Simulation of basic form of motor torque

Unitorque
direct-drive turntable
Hitachi's HT-356 Semi -Automatic Turntable is
the epitome of accuracy. Its patented Unitorque
motor has two star-shaped stator coils arranged
for precise balance, even torque distribution and
low temperature rise. Brushless, coreless and slotless,
it eliminates cogging and vibration. And this direct drive marvel features quartz -locked control to keep
platter speed free from deviation or drift, regardless of
changes in load, temperature or line voltage.
Quartz is the most accurate frequency generating
element known to man. Coupled with Unitorque's
inherent smoothness, it leads to extremely low
wow and flutter and virtually unmeasurable
turntable rumble. 0.03% WRMS and
a S/N ratio of 75 dB (DIN B).
This impressive performer also has
front -mounted controls for full operation
with the dust cover down.
The Hitachi HT-356. It's the accurate choice.

HITACHI

The New Leader in Aedio Technology

Audio Component Division, Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 401 Wes, Artesia Boulevard, Compton. CA 90220, 1213) 537-8383, Extension 228
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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artistic, and scientific background with
the doer -mover psychology meant
that CBS as a whole was really rocked
pro and con
by these two, again
and again; for both were, needless to
say, consummate persuaders within
the company, as well as outside it, and
very much in that order. First, persuade the corporation execs to plank
down X R & D millions; then persuade
the public to buy the D via the press.
Most of the press in our area can remember that relentless, if genteel,
blizzard that came down upon us in
favor of this or that CBS project from
the Goldmark and Bauer offices, and

-

-

of course from every subsidiary branch
of CBS Public Relations right down to
the bottom.
would suggest that
I

Bauer's persuasiveness was even more
potent than his engineering logic. And

equally so with Goldmark.
Not that these men were remotely
alike in personality. During the very
early LP days
used to go visit CBS
Labs, which then squeezed itself into a
floor of the old New York CBS building, and Dr. G. would take me out to
some plush, private dining room nearby, where would be treated to unimaginably wonderful food, plus a soft,
deft, endlessly interesting lecture on
I

I

the latest Goldmarkian developments.
In later years, BBB would do the same
but here it was some happily expensive suburban steak house in Connecticut where Bauer knew all the waitresses by their first names; and with
his wife, we three would consume
whole lobsters while I would again be
subject to tablecloth and torn -notebook diagrams on every aspect of SQ
and plenty more
see illustration.

-

To Teach, Perchance to Learn
It was sheer education at its best,
right from the top, a thing that could
not ever be duplicated by an academic
course, though that kind of organized
study is equally important, obviously.
floundered (again
see illustration).

-

I

learned.
tried, really tried, to ascribe ulterior motives. Yes indeed, both men were
single minded about promoting their
own wares. After all, would very possibly "write them up." But to spend all
those hours with a non -engineer tyro
like myself who had no more to offer
personally than a brain and a desperate interest to learn the impossible
this was beyond the call of duty. And
public relations. They were natural
teachers, these two, and as a matter of
fact in his "off moments" (say a mere 8
hours a day) Bauer often taught courses in engineering.
learned with
dismay, last year after his first and
warning heart attack, of his pleasure in
a strenuous 1978 summer course at
Pennsylvania and the welcome request that he expand the project for
the next summer
this one. Too
much! He never stopped. And his satisfaction was clearly in seeing the advancement of others' knowledge and
understanding. The very learning process itself. As is my own satisfaction,
too, in a smaller way and in different
areas. This,
may say, is the utter opposite of what must call the "didn't
you know?" attitude, which radiates
disdain towards those who do not
happen to know the same things as
the radiator himself. What distinguishes the real teacher in every area is
a respect for the un -knowledge of his
students, of whatever sort, even including us reasonably intelligent souls
in the hi-fi press.
have always cherished that sort of respect. And with it
goes another, an equal respect for the
things that one does happen to know
which was given to me unstintingly
by Ben Bauer. We should realize by
this time that leadership, greatness in
this world, basically means humbleness of spirit.
Different personalities
yes. never saw Bauer less than humble in the
deepest meaning of that word. Gold But
I

I

I

I
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Polk Audio is pleased to introduce
the Real -Time Array Reference
Monitor System. The R.T.A. 12 is
a perfectionist quality, phase coherent, loudspeaker which
compares in sound with the
world's finest and most
expensive speakers,
AND...
is very efficient,
goes very loud,
handles lots of
power,

-

I

I

has excellent bass,
looks great,

and doesn't cost
a fortune.

I

INCREDIBLE SOUND -AFFORDABLE PRICE
Polk Audio Monitor Series

polk

Monitor Series Loudspeakers

Loudspeakers, priced from less
than S100 each, are available at
the world's finest hi-fi stores. Write us
for complete information on our
products and for the location nearest
you. Polk Audio, Inc.,1205 S. Carey
St., Balto., Md. 21230 Dept. B5

-

-
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A NEW PREAMP FOR THAT DISCERNING
PERFECTIONIST WHO CAN APPRECIATE
THE DIFFERENCE.
The new Phase 3000 Series Two
was desiigied for that discerning
music -lover who has a passion for
accurate soLnd. an eye for elegant,

yet functional design, a feel forcraftsmanship, and ai unfailing cetermina:ion to maximize return on investment.
Tie Phase 3000 incorporates the
atest technological advancements in
Preamp design. Transient overloading
:hat plagues preamps has been
virtually e ;minated, whether amplitude, frequency, or slew induced.
Now you can enjoy the flexibility,
Per-crmarce and features that are
priced substantially higher in
Pflher equipment.
COOS LOGIC MEMORY SYSTEM
Most preamps use dated mechanical swtching cevices that force
signals to :ravel long, noisy, circuitous
routes from

back to the outputs. Ours doesn't.
The Phase 3000 uses CMOS-digital
ogic to energ ze switching relays
ocated where they belong, at the
nout jacks. This shortens critical
signal paths. Noise, hum. and the
"'crosstalk" that's characteristic
of mechanical switching s vi -tu -

al y eliminated.
WANT MORE?
A listening session with a pair of
headphones will convince ycu just
pow much of adifferencea true head-

phone amp makes. Turn :he 3000
around, and see how easy it isto patch
n yo.ar noise reduction unit.
Two complete taping circu is allow
you to copy between dec:ks while
isteriing to another source.
But we've done enougi tallking. If
you're serious; about state -of -the -

Ire inputs

to the front
par el, then

art performance it's time for you :o
dc some listening. See your
Prase dealer.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Distortion: less than 0.04%
20Hz-20kHz).
Typically 0.005% @ 1 kHz..
Signal/Noise (IHF "A"):
Phono 1-Moving Magner: greater
:han 90dB re: 10mV input
Phono 2-Moving Coil: greater Than
78dB re: 1 mV input
Frequency Response: Phono -11
Phono-2 deviation: ±0.3óB
Tone Controls: High & Low F-equency

controls with switchable turnover
Points.

Volume Control: 22 -position
Precision attenuator with Plus or
minus 0.5dB tracking.
Low Filter: 18dB/octave belaNe 15Hz.
Phase Linear C_a-oeration
20121 481h Aenue West
Lynnwo:d, Washington
98036

°

PHONO CARTRIDGE FLEXIBILITY
The two independent RIAA Phono Stages ehm nate all low-level switching. As a result. noise
is reduced to tneoyetical linnits
Phono is designed -on moving -magnet
cartridges and has three selectable
capacitance values.
Phono 2 is used with morirg-co;I cartridges
and has three selectable resistance val aes. The
expensive outboard head amp usually required
1

for

a

moving -coil cartridge is already
Dui': inic the 3000.

THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE
MAGE IN USA. DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA By H. ROY GRAY LTD. AND tN AUSTRALIA EY MEGASOUND PTY. LTD.
Enter No. 46 on Reader Service Cad
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mark, at the glorious height of his
thought rather enjoyed the
fame,
I

perquisites and fringe benefits that
come to the Big Boss. will never forget the day when, happening to be at
casually
CBS for some other biz,
asked if could stop by for a moment
and see Dr. G., just for old times. It
was at the apex of that glorious CBS
development, EVR (TV recorded on
film), and Dr. G. was IT. Braces of lowly minions took me in charge and
was granted the privilege of an INTERVIEW, maybe for five minutes.
there he was,
walked in and gaped
the Great God himself in his CBS
heaven, behind a monstrous white
desk so covered with phones and
pushbutton consoles could hardly
see him, Rajah of Rajahs, the Panjanbegan to
drum! Believe it or not,
laugh. Never saw such a preposterous
I

I

I

I

fine
Everyone eserves to get their mo - s
audio gear you should get your ear's worth es well. At Marcof,
our goal is to build the finest sounding, highest quality audio
products possible at realistic prices. The Marcof PPA -1
moving coil pre -preamplifier at $120, is just that. Soon a new
preamplifier and very unique cables will join the ranks. Ask
your dealer.
help you.
If it's the finest in audio you're looking for, let
a

Marcof
Electronics

Exclusive Canadian distributor
7500 Big Bend Blvd.,
Webster Groves, MO 03110 Tune Audio Marketing

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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Without
The Audio Critic,
you'll never know.
Which $3000 -plus speaker system
produces sheer garbage instead of the
true sound of music? And, on the other
hand, which $400 stereo power amplifier
is almost as good as the world's best,
regardless of price? What's wrong with
nearly every phono cartridge and tone
arm on the market today?
Without The Audio Critic, you'll
never know. Other audio publications
must kowtow to advertisers or, if they're
noncommercial like The Audio Critic,
their scientific grasp of the subject and
their listening criteria are generally on
the audio -store cowboy level. Only The
Audio Critic has 100% respect for the
laws of physics, combined with a
complete, in-house laboratory facility
plus a $25,000 reference system for
listening to new components under test.
Seven issues have been published so
far; the last four are still in print. You
may want to start your subscription with
Number 6, which is a cumulative reference work with over 150 reviews. Send
$30 for 6 consecutive issues by first-class
mail (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra for
overseas airmail) to The Audio Critic,
Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

oudspeaker System
KI T SALE

10%

off

This Ad

$88.88/pair GEN.

II

save

Gen II. A full-sized speaker kit with

754i!
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full-sized sound-at 1/4 the price! Build
this kit yourself for only $88.88/pair.
Cabinets have slight dents and vinyl de laminations, but so what? Speakers Inc.
lude 8" woofer, 10" passive radiator,
31/2" superhornT. Cabinet size: 264,"H
x 141/2"W x 1142"D and comes with
damping grill cloth. Sh. wt. 80 lbs/pair.
Ord. No. 98A0090

Ì

$88.88/pa!r

10ures

and

5PE
giaAKERd IsoundT. l Earth

brilliant highs from

a

inet

bows
system that

i"

$119.881 pr.

includes a pair of 3t.:" piezohorn T's, a
8" MR, and a 12" passive radiator (W).
Size: 254"H x 14':;"W x 11'5"D. This
system is for really big sound recuirements. Our price is absurdly low because
of our super industry contacts, and also
because of vinyl imperfections, dinged
resp. Is 30 Hz to 25,000 Hz
rorners,Fre4.
BUT WHAT A PRICE FOR SECONDS!
Do it yourself and refinish for a handsome system with immense savin ps. List
price fora pair like this $389.SAV E 75%
9110123 $119.88/pr. $1,998.88/20pr.

i'

Pm'

1

10.88/18.88
8.88/15.88
22.88/42.88
16.88/29.88
32.88/59.88
10
2
27
75
10
l'/z 17.88/33.88
24
2
20
40
100 12
2
34.88/67.88
20
2
12
2
29.88/56.88
2
26
90
21
12
60
12
11/2 17.88/33.88
34
2
12
12.88/23.88
Passive Radiator
10
Passive Radiator
8.88/15.88
6.88/11.88
Passive Radiator
8
SURPLUS IS YOUR BEST BUY!
.5

80114
00115
00116
80124
00117
B0118
80119
B0120

12

12
3
7
2

9
3

20

12
4Q

70

5

75

5
8
8

35

60
100

sight.
"I didn't even ASK for an interview,"
sputtered, "I just wanted to say hello
and look at you!" For a moment a
black thundercloud arose. Dr. Goldmark could be pretty formidable when
he wanted to. But a twinkle quickly
appeared and he suddenly laughed,
too, almost apologetically. Those fancy

I

trimmings really did look sort of silly.
How could be expected to take them
seriously?
Before his last and somewhat pensive speech at an AES banquet, long
after EVR, he came up to me of his
own accord in the preliminary cocktail
hour, this time with no conceivable
simply as a
public relations in mind
was moved. Not so
human being.
long after, he was killed in a hideous
car accident.
am, of course, aware that from his
position as an executive in a very large
corporation Ben Bauer was able to
wield great power in the long, frustrating war of the quadraphonic systems.
do not think he ever abused the engineering aspects of that power, and
know that he was always ready to
meet arguments with the most detailed reasoning. must say now that
in private did not myself necessarily
go along with all aspects of the SQ system that could judge and understand
that is, the audible, musical aspects.
did feel that there were other and
reasonable premises and different values, if not always presented with the
rigorous logic that was Bauer's. But
now that he is gone, few of us are likely to challenge the sheer technical elegance of his conclusions. Enough!
Even BBB's erstwhile foes are going to
miss the excitement of the fight that is
now over, for him.
Take a look at that Brussels paper
A
it'll soon be around. USQ by BBB.
I

I

I

I

I
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SPECTRUM "Q" SPEAKERS 'Ferro lid dampe
Ref. No.
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Data sheet included with all kits.
Another kit fit for complete sound
repro is the 3 -Way Bookshelf' system
pLUs,
W x
matas that
S Ua
" rear -firing pasgoWer 7V,"O. Kits Includes
po 5 hoe rad lWL 8" MR, Hz" pies
pM
horn T. Free rasp 30 Hz to 25 KHz,
$Watts. Save 7598 off
power (e
Ils? prlee of over $500/pair. Our untler
1111!
price Is $138.88/pair.
$138.88/p air ground
9130224..96 Ibs/pair.. $138.88/pair
with

I

-

17,1-P

IT'

4 -Way

-

1

9/16

1'/z

11/2

Dept A8
B&F Enterprises
Peabody, Mass. 01960
119 Foster St.
(617) 531-5774

major Credit cards to charge by phone. $10 min. on
orders. No C.O.D.s. Please add postage. In
NH, visit our store- The Towne Dumpe,
next to Woolco on So. Willow. Great buys on electronic
parts SEND TODAY FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!
Use

all charge
manch
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The high bias standard.
In the past few years, these fine deck
manufacturers have helped to push
the cassette medium ever closer to
the ultimate boundaries of high
fidelity. 'Ibday, their best decks
can produce results that are

SUPtrt AYILYN CASSE
Super Ptacisron

71 L

Cassette Mechanism

virtually indistinguishable
from those of the best reel-toreel machines.
Through all of their technical breakthroughs,they've
had one thing in common.
They all use TDK SA as
their reference tape for the
high bias position. These
manufacturers wanted a
tape that could extract
every last drop of performance from their decks
and they chose SA.

ART PERFORMANCE

And to make sure that
kind of performance
is duplicated by each
and every deck that
comes off the assembly
line, these manufacturers use SA to align
their decks before they
leave the factory.
Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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Which makes SA the logical choice
for home use; the best way to be sure
you get all the sound you've paid for.
But sound isn't the only reason
SA is the high bias standard. Its
super -precision mechanism is the
most advanced and reliable TDK has
ever made-and we've been backing
our cassettes with a full lifetime
warranty* longer than anyone else
in hi fi-more than 10 years.
So if you would like to raise your
own recording standards, simply switch
to the tape that's become a recording
legend-TDK SA. TDK Electronics
Corp., Garden City, NY 11530.

TDK.

The machine for your machine.
'In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette guar raie to Perform due to a detect .n materials
Ca workmanship simply return rt lo your local dearer or le 1UK for a tree replacement

Bert Whyte

rotary,

even been scratched, it is amazing
how many people have progressed
through several generations of VCR
units, adding the jazzy new programmable units or color cameras to
their VCR set-ups. Now the latest enthusiasm is for the new portable VCRs,
which with an appropriate color camera permits a vast broadening of VCR
interests. With the ability to record a
scene in full color and then get instant
playback on your TV screen, this
brings out the "ham" latent in everyone and "sells" the system far better
than any salesperson.
For the past several months
have been enjoying using the nifty,
new JVC VHS portable VCR and
color camera. The system consists
of the HR -4100 portable Vidstar
VHS 1/2 -in. video cassette recorder
and the GC -3350 color camera with
Color Control Unit (CCU). The HR 4100 weighs in at 21 lbs. with its
battery pack. The PBP-1 battery
pack is a nickel -cadmium type which
is rechargeable overnight via the AA P41 battery charger. There is also an
a.c. adaptor which supplies d.c. power
to the VCR. A fully charged battery
provides about three hours of recording time. For those who really ride this
hobby horse, you can carry a spare
charged battery, which can be
changed in minutes. The VCR accepts
standard VHS cassettes and permits up
to two hours of recording with the 120
cassette. Being a portable design, the
HR -4100 has a gyroscopic capacity so
that the unit can be subjected to fairly
abrupt motion without mechanical
damage or recording malfunction. An
aid, too, is that during fast -forward
and rewind modes, the videotape is
not wound around the head drum.
The VCR has low wow and flutter
thanks to a capstan servo system.
There are finger-type pushbuttons for
Play, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward,
Record, Pause, Audio Dub, and Eject.
On the front panel are a digital counter with search button and pilot lights
showing battery condition and dew
conditons. The latter is quite important, since quite often the VCR will be
used outdoors. An automatic dew protector automatically shuts off the VCR
when the external temperature drops

mechanically

I
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two-

slant -azimuth,

head, helical -scan system to
record the NTSC color signal.
Tape speed is 1.31 ips, the signalto-noise ratio is better than 45 dB,
and color resolution is 240 lines. Wow
and flutter is spec'ed at less than 0.5
percent rms. Audio S/N ratio is rated
at 40 dB, with a frequency response of
70 Hz to 10 kHz. There are jacks provided for mike input and earphones.
I
have found the HR -4100 to be

While video cassette recorders are
still relatively new on the scene, and
obviously the market for them hasn't

with

reliable,

smooth operating controls, and while
noise is hardly a factor outdoors, it is a
quiet -operating unit. This VCR certainly is a neat and tidy package, thus
qualifying as a portable unit, but 21
lbs. gets to be a bit burdensome after
awhile.
JVC makes a number of color camerhave
as, and the GC -3350 model
been using has some deluxe features.
For one thing, this camera has an electronic viewfinder (in essence a tiny TV
screen) which is far better than the
usual optical viewfinder. The camera is
equipped with a high -quality, 6 -to-1
zoom lens, ranging from 12.5 -mm
wide angle to 75 -mm telephoto. Aperture is a fast f 1.8. A lever is used to
control the zoom, and found it very
smooth working. There are the usual
focusing and aperture rings. With an
adjustment, the lens can be set to Macro position and focus as close as four
inches. The start/stop switch activates
tape motion when the camera is connected to the HR -4100. The camera is
equipped with a fairly sensitive omnidirectional condenser microphone.
With the built-in sync signal generator, needless to say, picture and sound
are in perfect juxtaposition. The camera actually plugs into the external
Color Control Unit. This 2 -lb. unit is
largely responsible for the excellent
color produced by this camera. The
CCU has a color compensating switch
which selects between outdoor,
indoor, morning/evening or a manual
position which permits further fine
tuning of red and blue elements. As
you might expect, in bright sunshine
with the color temperature at 6500 degrees Kelvin, color quality of the image
is at optimum, with highly saturated,
clean, clear colors. Red is particularly
well reproduced. The color system
used in the camera is NTSC frequency
multiplex type and uses 2215 inch Vidicon tubes with electrostatic focus. The
I

I

Peg
JVC's HR -4100 is portable

but weighs

a

hefty

21

lbs.

below a predetermined threshold and
there would be a threat of condensation. A tracking control is provided to
correct picture distortion during playback. The HR -4100 has a built-in r.f.
adaptor so that it can be played
through any TV set on the usual channels, 3 or 4. This VCR uses the JVC
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What separates our separates
from the boys.
Two things, actually.

With Sherwood Certified Performance" Separates, what you

Number one, Sherwood separates are the only separates
designed to outperform our receivers. Because we don't make a
laundry list of products, we can concentrate on creating the most
practical, reliable and audible design improvements in our tuners
and amplifiers.
Like our S-32 CP Stereo Tuner and S-702 CP Integrated
Amplifier.
The Tuner offers 50 dB stereo quieting from less than 38
micro volts of signal. That's station monitor -quality performance.
There's a multiplex noise filter to eliminate noise in weak FM
signals and an output level control so you can match the volume
levels of broadcasts and records.
And more.
The Amp gives you pre -amplifier outputs and power amp
inputs. You get a phono section with THD of .008% (or less), 92 dB
signal-to-noise ratio and subsonic filter. It's DC coupled with
fully complementary circuitry in the amplifier section.
After we put them together, we take them apart.
The second thing that sets our separates apart from our competitors is the fact that we're the only maker of audio components
to certify and notarize their performance in writing.
After production, every Sherwood Amp and Tuner is individually checked and adjusted for maximum performance under the
supervision of the engineers who originally designed the model.

OSHERWOOD

I

SHERWOOD

Certified Performance Series
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It all adds up to a sound deal.
A fine-tuned Sherwood Tuner and Amp with specs you can
believe. Together, they make the hi-fi heart of a superb audio
system with all of the flexibility and performance only superior
audio separates can provide. And it won't cost you an arm and a
leg to own them.

SHERWOOD
The Certified Performers:"

S-32 OP STEREO TUNER
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see in writing is what you hear. Certifiably. The result? Distortion free sound that's music to your ears.
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S-702 CP STEREO AMPLIFIER

California Avenue. Chicago. Illinois
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How close can
hi-fi get to an
authentic musical experience?

scanning system is 525 lines, 2:1 interlaced. Horizontal resolution is better
than 400 lines, and S/N ratio is better
than 45 dB. There is a Sensitivity control switch on the CCU with Normal
for regular lighting situations or Up for
low light. Minimum practical illumination that will give a reasonably exposed picture is nine foot-candles.
When you look through (more
appropriately, at) the viewfinder, there
is an aperture setting guide with plus
or minus indications and a "proper"
center mark. A white marker should be
centered for proper exposure, which is

on new Audio-Technica
Stereophones and
hear for yourself.

ASlip

If you want to find out how good the new Audio-Technica
Stereophones really are, don't just compare them with

24

other headphones. Put them up against the very finest
speaker systems. But don't just listen to the equipment.
Listen to the music. And be ready for a surprise!
Judged on the basis of flatness of response, freedom
from distortion, transient response, sensitivity, and
independence from room acoustics, these new dynamic and
electret condenser models are perceptibly better sounding
than speaker systems costing hundreds of dollars more.
And if you think that great performance can only
come from heavy, bulky stereophones, get ready for another
surprise. Our heaviest model is less than PA ozs. and our
lightest is an incredible 43/4 ounces light. Comfort that
lasts an entire opera if you wish.
For all the facts, send for our catalog. But for the
revealing truth about stereophone performance, listen and
compare at your nearby Audio-Technica showroom.
It will be a great musical experience.

HR -4100, GC3350, and CCU.

accomplished by turning the aperture
ring. Once you observe the contrast
ratios of your image, and select that
which you find pleasing, you are free
of slavishly centering the aperture
marker all the time. However, when
you are zooming from the extremes of
wide angle to telephoto and vice versa, unfortunately the camera does not
have automatic iris control, and the
aperture setting will vary with the focal length changes. The camera is really quite easy to use, and in conjunction with the HR -4100 produces outstanding, high -quality images on the
videotape. Naturally, you are producing "direct" camera -to -VCR images, so there is none of the "hash,"
"snow" or picture granularity which
often afflicts transmitted television
pictures. What a pleasure to see such
clean, steady, beautiful color images.
As to what you can do with a portable VCR set-up like this, the list is endless
photograph your golf swing
or tennis form by using a sturdy tripod
if there is no one around to capture
show your son his booyour style
boos or heroic efforts at his Little
make a production
League game
of your local theater group. You can
never run out of subjects, and, best of
all, it's available for instant playback.
have found this JVC portable set-up to
be of excellent quality, endlessly fascinating, and,
assure you, definitely
addictive! At list prices, the system will
be around $2,700
but think of the
money you will save on film!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Model ATH-7
Our finest Electret Condenser
with LED peak level indicators
$149.95

Model ATH-1
The moving coil dynamic stereophone that weighs just 43/4 oz.
$29.95

.

.

I

audio technica.
INNOVATION o PRECISION

INTEGRITY

AUDIOTECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 89A-1, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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Tandberg's exclusive PROM
computer -controlled four -motor
transport that eliminates solenoids
and relays. The unique fourth
motor (behind the left reel)
operates the pinch roller & servo
brakes, achieving a smooth,
noiseless and reliable operation
simply not possible with the

conventional solenoid -activated
systems the fourth motor replaces.
The ultimate touch to our
"punch -in" record capability.

Perfection
for the
Professiona
Drawing upon their unequalled
30 year leadership in magnetic

recording technology, Tandberg's
TD 20A open reel tape recorder

extends their traditionally superior
level of performance to even further
limits-to even beyond the present
capabilities of today's magnetic
recording tape! This is due to
Tandberg's exclusive ACTILINEAR
Recording System, which not only
provides up to 20 dB headroom
margin over existing tape, but is
specifically designed to be used with
the new high coercivity tapes that will
appear in the market in the near
future-including the soon -to-be available metal particle tapes. No
other quality open reel tape recorder
can make this obsolescent -proof
claim today.
The ACTILINEAR Recording
System's extremely linear frequency
response ("ruler flat" according to
some test reviewers) not only makes
the TD 20A essentially immune to
slew -rate limiting and transient
intermodulation distortion (TIM), but
also means better transient
response and lower distortion
overall.
Adding to the TD 20A's superior
level of quality & performance is its
unique PROM computer -controlled
four -motor transport, as well as its
many standard operating features
that permit a degree of performance
and control flexibility that you would
expect only from Tandberg-the
world leader in tape recorders.
Visit your authorized Tandberg
dealer for a demonstration of the
TD 20A. Check our guaranteed
minimum specifications and rate
them against any other manufacturer. Combined with the
unsurpassed ease of operation &
control, the TD 20A is probably more
tape deck than you actually need.
Isn't it the way things should be?
For your nearest dealer write:
Tandberg of America, Inc.

Labriola Court
Armonk, N.Y. 10504

TANDBERG
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Still more features: Four line input
mixer + Master gain control with
pre-set, Self adjusting input

Tandberg's unique ACTILINEAR
Recording System, offering up to
20 dB headroom margin over
existing tape. And easily
adjustable for use with the new
high coercivity tapes to come, so
your TD 20A is obsolescent -proof!

amplifier, Front -panel bias
adjustment, Mic sensitivity switch,
Channel Sync & Sound -on -Sound,
"Free" mode & Edit/Cue facilities,
Infrared -controlled motion
sensing device, Professional
scrape -flutter filter, Separate
power supplies for operational
functions & audio functions, and
Peak -reading equalized meters
that have been graphically
redesigned for easier reading.

Enter No. 41 on Reader Service Card
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Optional PCM
infrared wireless
remote control for an
ease of operation
that doesn't tie you
down to the length of
a cable. Plus
automatic start &
stop via a timer
switch (optional).

Herman Burstein
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Copying Dolby -Encoded Tapes
What is the procedure when
copying a Dolby -encoded tape to produce a Dolby -encoded copy?- David
Rowland, Parlin, N.J.
A. There are two schools of thought
on this. The first, and apparently preferred one, is that to obtain proper
tracking (correct application of treble
cut on low-level signals), you should
play back through a Dolby decoder to
restore a flat signal and then record
through a Dolby encoder to make the
dubbing. The second school of
thought is that the less you tamper
with an audio signal, the cleaner the
final result will be. You would thus
play the original tape without decoding, and copy this by recording without encoding. Accordingly, the copy
will retain the original encoding.
have tried both methods, and with
my equipment and to my ears there is
no obvious or consistent difference in
results. With your equipment and your
ears, however, there might be a differQ.

1

I
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ence.

External Dolby Hook-Up
Q. I am planning to buy an external
Dolby unit. I'm wondering how to
hook up this unit to decode FM Dolby
broadcasts. Can the unit be put be-

V
w_

oC

w

tween my receiver and my open -reel
tape deck, or would it be necessary to
connect it between the preamp and
amplifier sections of the receiver?Scott MacGregor, Atlanta, Ga.
A. You apparently have two objectives: (1) To produce Dolbyized tape
recordings for any signal source (FM,
phono, etc.) and (2) to decode Dolbyized FM broadcasts. To meet the first
objective, the Dolby unit must be
placed between the receiver and the
deck, utilizing the "tape -out" and
"tape -in" jacks of the receiver. To
meet the second objective, you need a
switching arrangement that permits
the decoding (playback) section of the
Dolby unit to be connected to the FM
signal. Quite possibly your deck provides such an arrangement, particularly if it is of the three -head type that
permits simultaneous record and playback, as it will have a "tape -source"
switch for monitoring. The switch can
be set to the source position to accept
the FM signal, and this can be pro-

ide
e
cessed through the decoding section
of the Dolby unit. Altogether, the Dolbyized FM signal would be routed

through the Dolby unit's recording
section but with Dolby encoding off,
through the tape deck (without otherwise operating the deck), through the
Dolby unit's playback section with
Dolby decoding on, and into your receiver via the "tape -in" jacks. In the
case of non-Dolbyized FM broadcasts,
you would play the FM signal straight
through the receiver, without going
through the above sequence.

Storing Tape Recordings
Q. I have been led to believe that
tape recordings should be stored carefully away from electric motors and
electronic equipment lest the recordings be damaged by stray magnetic
fields. But I have also read an article
with a different view. It summarizes a
3M Company report to the effect that,
apart from a magnet placed directly on
a reel of tape, no electrical or magnetic
device in the home is likely to damage
the magnetic impression on a tape.
Has anyone confirmed 3M's research?
Everett Young, APO New York
A. The 3M Company is one of the
primary authoritative sources on magnetic tape recording, and I am inclined
to trust their findings. Studies by the
National Bureau of Standards have
confirmed the point that only an extremely powerful magnetic field very
close to the tape (a matter of a very
few inches) will endanger the tape.
That danger is erasure.
My own experience is that a very

-

powerful

electromagnet (ordinarily
bulk eraser) brought as close
as about four inches from a reel of
tape has no audible effect on the recorded sound.
It seems, altogether, that a safe rule
would be to keep tapes at least six
inches away from possible sources of
magnetic fields, such as those emanating from motors, speakers, etc. If you
want to be extra, extra safe, change the
rule to one foot.
used as

a

If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at
AUDIO, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA
19108. All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO
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Our 120's do something unusual.
They work.
cassette housings.
Anyone who uses 120 minute cassettes
At Maxell, we build our cassettes to nigher
knows the tape is not only a fot thinner than
standards than the industry calls for. We use
the tape in a 60 minute cassette, it's also more
susceptible to stretching, buckling, and tearing. heavy-duty styrene in our cassette housing,
special guide rollers with precision steel pins
Yet few people realize tre fault lies not
and teflon slip sheets. All of which help
in the tape itself, but in poorly constructed
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eliminate sticking and jamming.
So if you're looking for a 120, why look
for trouble.
Try Maxell. The two hour cassette that's
guaranteed to work.
Forever.
111111111111111111111111111111111
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Mexell Corporation of Amereo, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonochie, N.J. 07074.
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The Sennheiser HD 430's are so light you'I "soon
forget you're wearing them. But you'll never forget the
sound. You'll hear, on your audio system, sound qualities
you didn't know you had. Brilliant trebles, accurate
mid -range notes. And the bass! Because of the unique
Sennheiser Open -Aire® design, the bass no -es come
through with all the authority you'd expect to hear from
the best concert seat in the house.
The HD 430's are only one of a complete line of

Sennheiser Open -Aire headphones-each designed to
give you the best possible sound for your particular
requirements. They're available at quality dealers across
the country-just drop us a postcard for the name of
the one nearest you.

lkSENNHEISER
...the one the dealers take home, themselves

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION: 10 West 37th Street, Ne /York, N.Y. 10018, (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant eissendorf/Hannover, West Germany
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The annual Los Angeles convention
of the Audio Engineering Society was

later than usual this year, May 15-18,
and unfortunately coincided with the
gasoline shortage hysteria that swept
California. While the 63rd AES Convention was bigger than ever, and set
new records for the number of exhibitors, the gasoline crunch kept the attendance at about the same level as
last year.
Just prior to the convention, May 11-

UCLA Extension, in cooperation
AES and Audio magazine,
presented a seminar on "The Revolution in Home Entertainment: New
Technology's Impact on the Arts."
Chaired by Martin Polon, Director of
Audio -Visual Services at UCLA, who
was also the Chairman of the 63rd AES
Convention, this symposium suffered
a reduction in attendance as a consequence of the gasoline problem.
Nonetheless, there was quite a respectable turnout, with the attendees
ranging from engineers of the audio
manufacturers, salesmen from audio
retailers, inquisitive audiophiles, and
even Wall Street analysts. Everything
from digital recording through direct
disc to the latest developments in
speakers, amplifiers, tape technology,
all aspects of video, laser communication, and satellite broadcasting. Finally, "Visions of the Year 2000" was presented by a panel of speakers which
included Dick Heyser; John Eargle;
Bart Locanthi of Pioneer Development
Laboratory; Stan Ricker of JVC Cutting
Center; Emil Torick, former President
of the AES and a Director of the CBS
13,

with the

Technology Center; Jeffrey Krauss of
the FCC; Bruce Apar, Editor of Video
magazine; John Dykstra, supervisor of
special effects for "Star Wars" and producer of "Battlestar Galactica," and
yours truly. As the first effort in what
apparently will be an ongoing series,
the symposium had some organizational rough-spots and awkwardness
in presentation, but most participants
felt the event was worth their time and
enjoyed the lively repartee with the
panelists.
As expected, some pretty "far out"
ideas were in the scenario for home
entertainment in the year 2000, with
the consensus being that the home
will have a central "media room,"
where at the punch-up of a program in
a personal computer you command an

incredible diversity of

audio-visual

presented in wall -sized
three-dimensional holographs and
360 -degree "live" sound. It was sort of
ironic that this vision of the "brave
new world" was being proposed in the
midst of a gasoline crisis, since the energy requirements for this kind of installation and, indeed, many of the
materials of the media complex itself
are dependent on petroleum. It is obvious that, 21 years from now, we had
better be operating on fusion power
and have developed alternative materials for our "media rooms" or they
will forever remain a fantasy. Martin
Polon is to be commended for initiating this important new symposium
and given a vote of appreciation as
well for a smooth running AES convention.
sources, all
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As for the 63rd AES Convention, digital recording was as expected a
prime topic, but rather surprisingly,
not as dominant as in the past several
conventions. Now I'm not saying that
there is any diminution of interest in
digital, merely that some of the manufacturers involved with digital equipment encountered problems which
have delayed the debut of certain new
digital products. For example, 3M's
elaborate Inter -Technology Exchange
(ITX, Ltd.) digital editing system evidently ran into a few "glitches," and it
was deemed "not quite ready" for
demonstration and subsequent production. Similarly, the long -anticipated debut of the Ampex digital recorder
has been delayed. believe they were
quite close tó its introduction, and, in
view of this, perhaps we will see a special presentation of the recorder rather
than endure the long wait until the
November AES Convention at the
Waldorf. However, counter to these
unfortunate "no-shows" was the introduction of a new digital recorder from
Technics; and an electronic editing
console from Sony for its PCM-1600 digital recorder, an upgraded version of
their original PCM-1 unit, now called
the PCM-100, and a unique sampling
rate converter, Model DSX-87.
The Technics open -reel digital recorder uses a dosed -loop tape transport based on their by -now -familiar
RS -1500. This system is a radical departure from anything previously shown
by Technics and features an entirely
new digital code format. Tape width is
one -quarter inch, and tape speed is 15
I
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ips. It is claimed that this

fact:

the phono
cartridge is the
heart of hi-fi...

30

The hi-fi phono cartridge functions as the
source of sound (the point at which the
recording is linked with the balance of the hi-fi
system)-therefore, its role in high fidelity is
absolutely critical. Just as the camera can be
no better than its lens, not even the finest
hi-fi system in the world can transcend the
limitations of an inferior cartridge. The cartridge
represents a relatively modest investment
which can audibly upgrade the sound of your
entire record playback system.
Consult with your nearby Shure dealer who
will help you select the Shure phono cartridge
that is correct for your system and your
checkbook. We especially recommend that
you audition the Shure V15 Type IV. Discriminating critics throughout the world praise
this cartridge as the new standard for faithful
sound re-creation. It overcomes such everpresent problems as dust, static electricity,
"hot" signals, and record warp that cause
"clicks" or "pops:' and distorted record
reproduction. May we send you our brochure?

Ii

SI--HURE

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Dept. H1, Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

Manufacturers of high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems and related
circuitry.

will permit

one hour continuous recording on a
101/4 -in. reel. This recorder (as yet un designated as to model number) uses
16-bit linear quantization with a sampling rate of 50.4 kHz. The unit uses
the unique thin-film magnetic head
for recording and a magneto -resistive
thin-film head for playback. These
thin-film heads are made by photo etching techniques similar to that employed in the manufacture of semiconductor devices. Because of this,
uniformity of the heads is extremely
high and costs comparatively low. This
Technics recorder has four audio
channels, but future formats would be
32 channels on one -inch tape and 48
channels on two-inch tape. Actually,
there are 20 tracks on this quarter -inch
tape ... four audio channels, and four
tracks to record each channel (three
data and one parity), and four auxiliary
tracks for such things as SMPTE time
codes and analog tracks which would
permit cut -and -splice editing techniques. This machine uses the data
block system, and one data block of
each track consists of one word of
sync, 14 words of data, and one word
of CRCC (cyclic redundancy check
code). One word consists of 16 bits for
data and CRCC and 12 bits for sync.
All this adds up to complete parallel
processing for bit -error detection and
dropout countermeasures. Dynamic
range of this digital recorder is rated at
better than 90 dB, with THD less than
0.05 percent, and a frequency response
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz plus or minus a
mere half of a dB. With the SMPTE
time code that is recorded on one of
the auxiliary channels, electronic editing and assembly is possible, although
at present no editing system is available. A great deal of interest was
shown in this Technics digital recorder, especially when it was announced
that the price of the unit is expected to
be about $20,000, making it the least
expensive 16 -bit, fixed -head recorder
thus far available. There, in fact, is the
rub ... production of this recorder is
not slated until the fall of 1980.
The new Sony DEC -1000 editing
controller is a very sophisticated electronic editing and assembly unit for
use with their PCM-1600 digital audio
processor and U-Matic VCR. This is a
really slick unit, which actually permits
edit points to be selected with a manual search dial and rotating the reels
back and forth in the manner of present analog recorders. An auto search
system is also provided. As with all
present electronic editing systems, two
VCR transports are necessary for editing lay-out and recording. In use, an
approximate edit point within a six -
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second range is selected and stored in
a memory. Then this six -second segment is scanned and searched for the
exact edit point. Edits can be previewed, shifted in two millisecond
steps over a 100-mS interval. Butt and
crossfade edits are available, and edits
are claimed to be accurate within 90.8
microseconds (equavalent to four 16bit data words on the PCM-1600). Even
level differences can be crossfaded
over seven selectable fade times from
0.5 microsecond to 100 mS. Various
LED indicators are used for editing
functions, and an SMPTE time code
generator and reader are available. Digital tape counters for the lay-out UMatic VCR units are provided. This
DEC -1000 electronic editing system is
contained in a convenient desk -type
console. No pricing information as yet.
Sony was also showing its interesting two -channel DSX-87 sampling rate
converter. With its own internal clock,
this unit can convert in real time the
44.056 -kHz sampling rates common in
video -type PCM units to the 50.4 -kHz
sampling rates used for fixed -head digital recorders, like the Sony 3224 24 channel model, and vice versa. With
inputs for external clock systems, sampling rate changes up to 55 kHz can be
accommodated. The big point with
this converter is that sampling rate
change can be accomplished without
leaving the digital domain. Conversion
errors are claimed to be held to one
LSB (least significant bit) for input frequencies from d.c. to 20 kHz. Last, but
not the least of the new digital products from Sony is their PCM-100,
which is the successor to the original
PCM-1 system. The PCM-100 is a two channel unit which is the first to use
the new Japanese standard 14 -bit linear quantization system, although the
sampling rate is still at 44.056 kHz.
Sony claims much improved error detection and dropout correction in the
PCM-100, using their Cyclic Redundancy Check Code, interleaving and
interpolation up to 64 horizontal lines.
With the PCM-100 and two VCR units,
direct digital -to-digital dubbing can be
performed with no signal degradation.
Dynamic range of the PCM-100 is
claimed to be better than 85 dB, with
THD of less than 0.03 percent and a
frequency response of less than plus or
minus a half a dB from d.c. to 20 kHz.
Here again no price information on
this unit, but considering the ravages
of inflation, it is unlikely to be less
than the $4,000 tab for the PCM-1.
At the JVC demo room, they too had
an updated PCM unit, this one using
14 -bit linear encoding. It is claimed
that the new PCM processor can handle either Beta or their own VHS for-

a flamenco PCM recording through their new Super A
amplifiers and some prototype Zero -9
speaker units which have new Dynaflat ribbon tweeters with a claimed
response to 50 kHz and high power handling capabilities. The sound was
exceptionally clean with fine imaging,
and the high energy transients of the
flamenco foot -stomping were very
sharp, with impressive impact.
Dr. Tom Stockham's Soundstream
digital recording service is kept very
busy these days (as reported in my last
column), and he was demonstrating a
wide variety of recordings through the
new Infinity Reference 4.5 speakers,
bi -amplified with the Infinity solidstate/tube hybrid amplifiers. While
the analog LP record, which is the end
product of the Soundstream digital
mastering system, produces some impressive sounds, there simply is no
contest when you hear the sound of
the digital master itself through such a
high -quality system. There is no question in my mind that digital recording
will only make its full impact on the
audiophile market felt when it is available in true digital format, either in
prerecorded digital video-cassette

mat. JVC played

tapes or on laser, VISC or capacitance type digital discs.
While Ampex didn't turn up with
their digital recorder, they did have an
interesting new product based on digital technology. This was the ADD -1
Audio Digital Delay for disc mastering
preview. Ampex was promoting this

unit as part of what they termed "The
Ampex Mastering System," which consists of an Ampex ATR-100 recorder
equipped with their new two -channel
head for half -inch tape,Ampex Grand
Master tape that is, and the ADD -1 digital preview unit. I've had one of
these new heads for some months
now, and the increase in signal-tonoise ratio and higher head room
makes a significant improvement in
stereo recording. For the engineer,
who is doing "purist" type simple
mike setups for classical recording, this
two -channel, half -inch approach is the
way to go! As am sure you know,
when cutting a record, the dynamics
of the recording are "previewed" by a
magnetic head spaced a certain distance before the program playback
head, with the time span dependent
on the requirements of a particular
model of the cutting lathe. The preview signal is fed into the computer
system of the lathe, and from this signal the pitch and depth of the grooves
is automatically controlled, before the
program signal reaches the cutting
amplifier. Typical delay is 1 to 1.3 seconds, with the information from the
I

preview head continuously updating
the computer. With the Ampex ADD 1, the preview head is eliminated, and
instead, digital delay feeds the dynamic information to the lathe computer
before the arrival of the program signal. The ADD -1 offers preset pushbutton selection of delay times up to 5.12
seconds and variable delays in 5-mS
increments up to the 5.12 maximum.
The ADD -1 is a 16 -bit system with
sampling rate up to 50 kHz for a full
20 -kHz bandwidth. An optional 100 kHz sampling rate is available for ultra
wide -band recording, with a maximum
delay of 2.56 seconds at this rate. The
unit allows up to 30-ips mastering
speed, can be used for half -speed
mastering, and, of course, since there
is no preview head, the wow-and flutter performance of the tape playback machine is not degraded. The
system has a dynamic range of 90 dB,
which obviously will handle digital
inputs. A most fascinating feature is
that it can be used (on the actual recording session, of course) to preview
direct -disc recordings and presumably
permit more time to be recorded on a
side. Ampex claims that with the combination of the ATR-100 and the two channel, half -inch head, plus the
Grand Master tape and the ADD -1
delay, an 80 -dB signal-to-noise ratio
can be delivered to the cutting amplifier. The Ampex ADD -1 digital delay
unit with 1.3 seconds of delay costs
$14,500, with additional increments of
delay available in optional modules at
extra cost.
Before we leave the digital arena, I
should mention that at the convention, news came of the digital recorder
developed by the Central Research
Laboratory of EMI in England. Unlike
the helical -scan system of Decca, they
apparently use a fixed -head open -reel
unit at a speed of 30 ips in yet another
new digital format. No information as
to sampling rate, but one presumes it
will in the 50 -kHz area in a 16 -bit system. Reportedly, EMI released a 12 -in.
single of a jazz/fusion band ..." Morrissey/Mullen" cut from their digital
master. They are also said to be continuing developmental work on their
editing system.
That is just about the extent of digital news from the 63rd AES Convention. Meanwhile, back at the analog
ranch ... there was the usual proliferation of new audio gear, and I will report on some of these items next
month, as well as bring you a review
on the Calrec "sound field" microphone and ambiphonic "surround
sound," which was finally demonstrated in this country and deserves special
Q
mention.
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fact:
it's easy to upgrade

your M95 cartridge

and gain dramatic
freedom from
distortion

One of the critically acclaimed
advances introduced in Shure's
incomparable V15 Type IV phono
cartridge is its revolutionary
and unique distortion -reducing
Hyperelliptical diamond stylus.
The Hyperelliptical stylus contacts the groove in a "footprint"
that is narrower than both the
Biradial (Elliptical) and the long contact shapes such as the
Hyperbolic. The performance
features of this new tip geometry are now available to owners
of M95ED or M95G cartridges
by simply upgrading either with
a Model N95HE Hyperelliptical
stylus.
You'll find the cost extraordinarily
low-but the difference in sound
will be immediately apparent.
The new stylus takes only seconds to install with a simple,
no -tools procedure.

The Hyperelliptical stylus is
also available in a brand new,
ultra -flat frequency response,
high trackability cartridge: the
M95HE. Write for free brochure
(AL600).

N95HE
Improvement Stylus
e
S L)
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada:
A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF
HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS,
MICROPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS AND
RELATED CIRCUITRY.
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Build A
Speaker
Impedance
Checker

M.J. Salvati
Often an audiophile buys a quality
speaker system together with a quality
receiver or amplifier and runs into
trouble. He finds that the sound cuts
in and out or stops entirely, even at
moderate sound levels, due to the operation of the amplifier's protective
circuitry. When asked, the speaker
manufacturer claims the amplifier is
defective and the amplifier manufacturer claims the speakers are defective.
In truth, both components may be
performing up to spec, but the cause
of the trouble is that the two are
incompatible. A number of modern
amplifiers have elaborate protection
circuitry which mutes the amplifier if
the load impedance drops below two
or three ohms. Unfortunately, speaker
impedance ratings are merely nominal
values, and the actual impedances
vary greatly with frequency. At some
frequencies, impedances drop far below the nominal rating. The result is
that speakers nominally rated at four
ohms will cause such an amplifier to
mute when the program material has
significant power at a frequency where
the speaker impedance dips, even
though the total sound power is at a
moderate level.

The simple device shown allows you
to quickly check a speaker's impedance vs. frequency characteristics,
using just your power amplifier, an audio oscillator, and an a.c. voltmeter.
Figure 1 shows how. The device is just
a box fitted with connectors and containing a 150 -ohm, 4-watt resistor. This
high -value resistor converts your
transistor power amplifier into an a.c.
constant -current source. The a.c. voltage appearing across the speaker terminal is therefore proportional to
speaker impedance. By setting the oscillator and amplifier level controls for
15.8 V a.c. output from the power
amplifier, the resulting output current
results in speaker voltage at the rate of
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volt per ohm. This relationship is
most accurate when the speaker impedance is around 8 ohms, and it is
accurate enough (±5 percent error)
over an impedance range of 0-16 ohms
for this check.
0.1

Construction
The 150 -ohm resistor must be non inductive and rated at least 3 watts.
This rules out readily available
wirewound power resistors and any
single carbon -composition resistor.
Instead, buy two 300 -ohm, 2 -watt, 5
percent tolerance carbon -composition
resistors. These are more readily available than the more exotic types suitable for this application. If even these

find, you can purchase five
-watt or ten 1500 -ohm,
watt resistors, also of 5 percent tolerance. Either way, connect the resistors
in parallel to produce a 150-ohm, 5
percent tolerance non-inductive resisare hard to
750-ohm, 1

'-

tor rated at least 4 watts.
If you are the "informal" type, the
test setup of Fig. 1 can be assembled
with clip leads. If you like things
"neat," mount the resistor in a box fitted with 5 -way binding posts, as I did.
Use
Oscillators most suitable for this
procedure have a constant sinewave
output -level vs. frequency characteristic and continuously variable frequency control. A lab -grade sinewave oscillator, like the Krohn -Hite 4200 or any
decent function generator, is ideal.
However, a service -grade audio oscillator equipped with an output voltmeter, such as the Heath SG -5218 or Eico
378, will also work well at the cost of
some speed and convenience.
The audio amplifier's power rating
must be at least 30 watts rms into an
8-ohm load. For maximum convenience, the amplifier must be capable of
being set for a flat frequency response
from 200 Hz -20 kHz. This is possible
with quality amplifiers by simply setting the tone controls to "neutral" or
"off" and setting the loudness and
high- and low-filter switches to "off."
To measure speaker impedance,
proceed as follows:
1. Connect the checker between the
amplifier and the speaker being
checked.
2. Connect an a.c. voltmeter across
the AMPL terminals, and adjust the
oscillator and amplifier level controls for 15.8 V a.c. at 200 Hz.
3. Transfer the a.c. voltmeter to the
SPKR terminals. Record the voltage
measured here.
4. Slowly vary the oscillator frequency
in suitable increments from 200 Hz
to 20 kHz, recording the voltmeter
reading (at the SPKR terminals) at
each frequency. If your oscillator
and power amplifier are not perfectly flat, you must check and reset
the input voltage at each frequency.
5. Plot the results of your impedance
vs. frequency measurements on
semilog graph paper, as I did in Fig.
2. Wherever you find a dip in the
curve, make additional measurements at frequencies in that range
to pinpoint the frequency of lowest
impedance and severity of the dip.

Analyzing The Results
The effect of a big dip below the
nominal impedance value depends on
several things: Speaker efficiency, the

power output characteristics of your
power amplifier, and the amplifier's
method of connecting multiple speakers. If you have high -efficiency speakers or like soft music, you are unlikely
to run into trouble. If the speakers involved are low efficiency and you really try to "use" all those watts you paid
for, you should pay particular attention to the following general precautions regarding amplifier/speaker

the amplifier has a respectable
power rating, simultaneous
parallel operation of two pairs of 4 ohm speakers might be a problem. If
the impedance curves dip greatly (3
ohms or so) at some frequencies, this
means the amplifier is burdened with
a 11/2 -ohm load impedance at those
frequencies! As above, simultaneous
operation of series -connected 4 -ohm
speakers is fine.
2. If
4 -ohm
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combinations. Note, however, that
modern equipment is so diverse that
many exceptions do exist.
1. If the amplifier has an 8 -ohm
power rating, but no 4-ohm rating, it
usually means its 4 -ohm power capability is less than the 8 -ohm rating.
This means that 4 -ohm speakers
should not be used, not even a single
pair. Parallel simultaneous (A & B) operation of two pairs of 8 -ohm speakers
(main and remote) is similarly not recommended; doing this with 4-ohm
speakers is out of the question. However, simultaneous operation of two
identical pairs of 4- or 8 -ohm speakers
is perfectly OK if the amplifier uses a
series connection to do this.
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3. If two (or more) sets of 4 -ohm
speakers are to be simultaneously driven, use an amplifier specifically designed for driving very low impedance
loads. These are usually separate com-

ponent power amplifiers whose output stage consists of banks of parallel connected output transistors.
4. An amplifier having electronic
overcurrent sensing and/or load impedance sensing is generally less suitable for driving low-impedance loads
than is a similarly rated amplifier without this type of protection circuity.
The exceptions are sophisticated circuits, like the one in the Crown M600,
which allow higher current levels for
low-impedance loads.
ul
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Introducing
the first line of decks that are.

25-18,000 Hz± 3dB at-20VU with
metal tape, 70dB signal-to-noise ratio.
6dB hotter output than ferrichrome.
The reason we can offer you SIX
metal tape -compatible decks with specs
like these, is all in our heads. Sen -Alloy
heads. With better high
frequency characteristics
than the Sen -Dust most
of our competitors use,
Sen -Alloy just happens
to record and erase metal
tape perfectly.
So while our competitors have had to struggle
with little problems like
designing heads that
could handle metal tape,
we've had a head start
towards packing our metal decks with
more state-of-the-art features.
Our new "X -cut" Sen -Alloy record
head extends bass response to lower
than your woofers may go: 25Hz!
Our unique double -gap Sen -Alloy
erase head gets 60dB erasure on metal
tape at the critical 400 Hz level.
Our B.E.S.T. computer automatically
finetunes deck bias, equalization and

sensitivity to tape
in less than 30 seconds.

Spectra -Peak and Multi -Peak L.E.D.
indicators react 100 times faster than
meters so you can make perfect, undistorted recordings.
How much does it
cost to replace the weak
link in your system with
a JVC metal deck?
As little as $299, and
no more than $750,
suggested retail price.
After all, now that
your ears are ready for
metal tape, your pocketbook ought to be too.
For the name of your
nearest JVC dealer, call
800-221-7502 toll -free (in NY State
call 212-476-8300). Or write to US
JVC Corp., 58-75 Queens Midtown
Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378.
Shown: KD -A8. 2hd. 2mot. MPI LE.D.'s.

B.E.S.T.. X -cut SA rec/play head. SA erase
head. solenoid controls, Super-ANRS. Freq. resp., 25-17K': S/N, 60áB"': w&f.
0.35%. KD-A5. 2hd. 2mot, MPI LE.D.'s, SA rec. erase hds. sol cont., Super-ANRS.
freq. resp. 30-16K': S/N. -60d13"': w&f 0.04%. KD-A6 2hd, 2mot, X-cut SA Rec/

play & SA erase hds 2 " 10. MPI LE.D.'s: Super-ANRS. pitch cont. 25-17K' freq. resp.:
S/N, -60dßs". w&f 0.04%. Not Shown: KD-77. 3 SA hds. 2mot. sol contr. SuperANRS: KD -A7. 2hd. 2mot, X -cut SA rec/play & SA erase hds. sol cont.. 2clr fluores.
10 -bank SpectroPeak mtrs.. Super-ANRS: KD -A3, 2hd. 2mot. MPI LE.D.'s. SA rec.
erase hds. Super-ANRS.

`± 3dB @-20VU.

"Without

noise reduction, (ANRS adds 10dB @5kHz)

JVC
US JVC CORP

Now you're ready for JVC.
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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The work of Thiele' and Small in recent years has changed the procedure
by which loudspeaker systems are
designed. They did not extend the inherent limits of performance of low frequency loudspeakers, but they did
define those limits. They quantified
the interrelationships among cabinet
size, system efficiency, and low -frequency response range, and they developed systematic synthesis techniques which enormously simplified
design procedure.
It is certainly true that this has resulted in an improvement in the average quality of loudspeaker systems,
because it is now easier for manufacturers to optimize their designs.
Indeed, several manufacturers emphasize in advertisements that their products have been designed by computers
programmed with the Thiele/Small
synthesis formulas.
Unfortunately, consumers can enjoy
the benefits of this improvement
only to a very limited degree. It is
traditional to design loudspeakers
for flat frequency response in an
anechoic test chamber. The
Thiele/Small design formulas assume that kind of reflection -free
environment. But people do not
use loudspeakers in anechoic
chambers; they use them in domestic living rooms. Normal
rooms react on loudspeakers in
the bass range, and this can
change their power output significantly.
We can understand why this is
so if we look at the formula for
reference sound pressure from a
loudspeaker at low frequencies.
This is derived by Beranek [1] as
follows:
=
e881

50(R, +

RE)

í/R,12

(1)

+ [wMA-(1/wCn)J2

where U, = volume velocity of
diaphragm; e8= open -circuit amplifier voltage; B= magnetic flux
density in air gap; I = length of
voice-coil wire in air gap; So =
area of the diaphragm; R8= output impedance (resistive component) of the amplifier; RE= voice coil wire resistance; RA = sum of
electrical, mechanical, and acoustic resistive elements; w = 2rr f
radian frequency; MA = sum of the
acoustic masses, including diaphragm
and voice coil, and CA= total acoustic
compliance of suspension and box. All
elements are transformed to acoustic
impedances and expressed in mks
units.
Above the resonance frequency but
within the piston band, and on the
reasonable assumption that RA2 is
I

small relative to w2MA2 (1) can be sim-

plified to
U,l

c-

egBI
(R8

+ RE)WMASD

(2)

and this is called the reference volume velocity.
Also, a loudspeaker system in this
frequency region is a small source, that
is, its radiation is essentially omnidirectional. For such a source the
sound pressure is related to the volume velocity by
PI

'

fP2 Uri,

(3)

where pl = sound pressure at a distance r from the loudspeaker, f= frequency in Hertz, and pc, = density of
air. If we combine (2) and (3), we obtain the formula for reference sound
I

pressure:
I

Pk =

(4)

eBBlpo
(

R8

+

RE)

M,,4rrrS0

Influence

of

Listening
Rooms
On

Loudspeaker
Systems
Roy

F.

Allison

President,
Allison Acoustics, Inc.
Natick, Mass. 01760

Most of the terms in this formula do
not change with the loudspeaker
system's environment, but two of
them do change. One is the numerical
factor, 4n, in the denominator. This
denotes the solid angle (the three-dimensional space) into which the
woofer radiates sound energy. The solid angle is measured in steradians; 4n
steradians represents full space, which
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is the radiation angle that would be
seen by the woofer if the system were
suspended in mid-air high above the
ground. Because low -frequency sound

radiated omnidirectionally, the
is
woofer in such an environment would
propagate sound equally in all directions and the sound energy would
continue outward without encountering any nearby reflecting boundaries.
An anechoic chamber simulates such
an environment.
Now if the loudspeaker system were
to be mounted in the middle of a very
large wall, so that the woofer diaphragm were flush with the surface of
this boundary, the radiation angle
would be halved. The woofer would
be operating in a half -space environment, a solid angle of 2rr steradians.
The radiation formula tells us that the
reference sound pressure will be doubled, and experiment shows this to be
true. We do find a 6 -dB increase. An
increase of 3 dB is obtained because we have confined all the radiated power to half the space it
occupied before. This 3 dB is of no
importance because it involves no
change in power output. But a
second increase of 3 dB is the result of an actual doubling of power radiated by the woofer. It is
twice as efficient in 2rr space as it
is in 4n space.
Let us further suppose that we
are able to position the woofer at
the intersection of two mutually
perpendicular walls. Again the radiation angle is halved, this time
to IT steradians; again the power
output of the woofer is doubled.
Still another reduction in radiation angle, to rr/2 steradians, is often found in real living rooms
when a loudspeaker system is
placed in a corner with the woofer
close to the floor. Its power output is increased another 3 dB at
low frequencies, for a total increase of 9 dB above the power
radiated into full space.
It should be emphasized that
these theoretical increases in radiated power with decreasing radiation angle are obtained only
when the driver is close to the
boundaries. In an acoustical
sense, drivers are never "close" to
room surfaces at frequencies above
500 Hz or so. Therefore, real rooms
by changing a loudspeaker system's
power output in one frequency region
only, in an amount determined by
where the user places the cabinet in
completely alter the origithe room
nal balance of the system as it was in
the anechoic chamber. And because
such room effects cannot be avoided,

-

-
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it follows that loudspeaker systems designed for flat response in. anechoic
chambers cannot produce a flat power
response in real rooms.
We have said that a driver must be
close to a room boundary in order to
be affected by it. A discussion of what
"close" means brings us to the other

term in our formula which changes
when the loudspeaker system is
brought out of the anechoic chamber
and into the listening room. That term
is'p0, the air density.
Of course, the average density varies
only in accordance with changes in
barometric pressure. But instantane-

-

Power output of small acoustic source close to
one, two, and three boundaries relative to power output in 47r
Figs. 1-3
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ous density is proportional to instantaneous pressure, and sound itself is
the result of variations in air pressure
which occur at an audible rate. In the

anechoic chamber, a loudspeaker driver creates audio -frequency changes in
pressure which travel to the chamber
walls and are absorbed there. In a living room, conversely., sound energy
reaching the walls is reflected back to
the driver where it either adds to or
subtracts from the instantaneous pressure on the driver diaphragm, depending on the phase relationships. If a
boundary is "close," the reflected
pressure is strong enough to change
the instantaneous pressure at the diaphragm surface significantly and to increase or decrease the acoustic power
radiated.
Closeness of a driver to a boundary
is.dependent not on the absolute distance between them, but upon the
distance in units of wave length.
Therefore, a driver may be acoustically
close to a boundary at low frequencies, for which sound waves are long,
and not close at higher frequencies
which have shorter wave lengths.
This relationship is quantified in
Figs. 1 through 3. The power output of
a direct -radiator driver in its nondirective frequency range is shown (relative
to its output in an anechoic chamber)
when it is put near a single boundary
(Fig. 1); when it is equidistant from
two boundaries intersecting at a right
angle (Fig. 2), and when it is equidistant from three mutually perpendicular boundaries (Fig. 3). In each case the
horizontal scale is in fractional parts of
a wave length.
We can learn much from a careful
examination of these curves. For example, it is obvious that the augmentations of power output predicted for reductions in radiation angle (+3, +6,
and +9 dB for 2n, Tr, and rr /2 steradians, respectively) are obtained only
when the woofer is placed a small
fraction of a wave length from the
boundaries. At a distance of 1/10 wave
length, the three -boundary augmentation has already decreased from 9 dB
to 7 dB. A typical distance of the
woofer from the three nearest walls in
a real living room might be 50 cm, and
50 cm is 1/10 wave length at 69 Hz. At
higher frequencies, the augmentation
decreases rapidly, because 50 cm becomes a larger fraction of a wave
length as frequency increases.
Eventually, as we continue to increase the frequency of the sound signal, the reflected pressure from the
nearby walls no longer arrives back at
the woofer diaphragm in phase with
the driving signal, and at that frequency or above it the driver is no more
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Inside, most speakers look pretty much
the same. Drivers, baffle board and enclosure. Which is why some manufacturers
make so much noise when they come up with
anything new.
But in the midst of all the uproar,
Kenwood's engineers have quietly developed five important design improvements
you won't find anywhere else.

1.

Separate front baffles.

We mounted

the coils away from each other, we eliminated
cross -talk and muddy midrange.

3.

Thermal/shock cone constrution.

We manufacture cur own wood -pulp cones
by applying our exclusive heat/shock treatment. This creates a cone that is more rigid

than the usual pressed type for low distortion, yet light enough to deliver much
better efficiency.

4.

Midrange stabilizer.

To

get the nasal

the mid and high frequency drivers on a separate baffle board. That keeps the woofer's
vibrations from interfering with the mid and
high frequencies. So you can get solid bass
without losing any of the vocals.

sound out of the midrange frequencies,
where most of the music is, we introduced a
center support system and a 3 -point cone

2.

5.

Cross -over coil positioning.

We

found that two coils next to each other on a
crossover network can cause signal leakage
from the midrange to the woofer. By isolating

frequency response throughout its power
handling range. From solo flute to full
orchestra.
Listen to the LS -1200 at your Kellwood
dealer and discover that, even at low listening levels, you get exceptional depth, clarity
and fidelity. At high volume, it delivers the

kind of tonal quality you normally expect
from a live performance with a clean, punchy
bass and clear, open highs.
That's one more reason the LS -1200 is
simply too good to keep quiet.
Your speaker's reputation should
be as good as your receiver's.

suspension. To you That means clear sound
imaging and better transient response.

Power linearly. The frequency response of most speakers deteriorates at high
power levels. By using a computer, we designed the LS -1200 to deliver the same linear

i

KENWOO12

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages,

or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
In Canada.

Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

Speaker design takes five steps forward.
Quietly.
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Output of a typical high -quality loudspeaker system
in anechoic test chamber (dashed line), and power output of
same system with woofer 50 cm from three mutually perpendicular room surfaces ( solid line).
Fig. 4
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-20

Ik

efficient than it is in full 4Tr steradian
space. This limiting frequency is that
for which the distance to the walls is
1/4 to 1/5 wave length, depending on
the number of boundaries involved. In
our hypothetical example, with a
woofer located 50 cm from each surface in a three -boundary intersection,
that frequency is approximately 140
Hz.

At still higher frequencies (200 Hz in
our example) the woofer is about 3/10
wave length from the walls. Then the
reflected pressure is in opposite phase
with the motion of the diaphragm. As
the woofer attempts to create a compression, the reflections cause a rarefaction, and vice versa. The woofer believes that it is working in a partial vacuum; its power output is correspondingly reduced. But the amount of
power reduction is not in neat alignment with the number of reflecting
boundaries. As Fig. 1 shows, an out -of phase reflection from one boundary
has a minimal effect, with only 1 -dB
reduction at the worst frequency.
Equidistant reflections from two
boundaries are considerably more
effective, causing a 3 -dB drop below
full -space output in the critical frequency band. But reflections from
three equidistant boundaries cause a
deep reduction, more than 11 dB, below reference level. The total variation
(including the 9 -dB boost at very low
frequencies) is about 20 dB from a
speaker system that measured flat in
an anechoic chamber! Figure 4 shows
the power output vs. frequency for
such a system, assuming a system resonance frequency of 50 Hz with a Q of
1 and 50 -cm distance to each of three
room surfaces.
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Power output of same system as Fig. 4, but with
woofer located 20 cm above floor, 51 cm from one wall, and
122 cm from other nearest wall.
Fig. 5

The curves also show that, beyond
5/10 wave length distance, the boundaries have insignificant effect on
loudspeaker performance. In our
example, a 50 -cm distance is 5/10
wave length at 345 Hz.
Figures 1 through 3 make it apparent
that the effect of multiple out -of phase reflections is more than simply
additive. It follows that one should attempt to place the woofer of a conventional speaker system so that its
distances to nearby room surfaces are
as different as possible, and thereby
place the out -of -phase reflections at
widely different frequencies. When
this can be done, it is very helpful in
smoothing the system's low -frequency
output. Power output vs. frequency is
shown in Fig. 5 for our reference system when the woofer is placed 20 cm
above the floor, 51 cm from one wall,
and 122 cm from the other nearest
wall.
Another way to deal with the effects
of room boundaries is to place the
woofer far away from them all. If there
is at least 1.25 meters from the woofer
to the nearest room boundary, all the
major effects of the boundaries will
occur well below 100 Hz, where they
will be less audible than they are normally. Of course, this would not be
convenient in most living rooms.
Both of these stratagems are defensive maneuvers. They limit the damage
but do not prevent it entirely. A frontal
attack is preferable in this case. It consists of designing loudspeaker systems
to work in conjunction with the room
boundaries, taking full advantage of
their ability to increase efficiency at
low frequencies and also avoiding the
out -of -phase reflection problem alto-

gether. These are serveral ways in
which this plan can be implemented,
but all have these steps in common:
1. Decide whether the system is to
be used in .proximity with one, two, or
three mutually perpendicular room
surfaces. The balance must be set differently for each kind of system
because, as we have seen, the woofer's
efficiency changes with its radiation
angle.
2. Design the cabinet to locate the
woofer ( or woofers) as close as possible to the room surfaces.
3. Set the crossover frequency so
that the operating range of the woofer
is limited to well below the "notch"
frequency. Then the reflected pressure
will always be in phase with, and will
reinforce, the direct output of the
woofer. The woofer's power output
can then be flat. Note that in practice
this requires a three-way or four-way
loudspeaker system, because even
with placement of the woofers very
close to the boundaries a low crossover frequency (400 Hz or lower) must
be used.
4.

Finally, locate the mid -range driv-

er in the cabinet far enough away from

the boundary intersection so that it is
at least one-half wave length distant at
the crossover frequency and above.
Then the output of the mid -range
driver (and of the tweeter) can be
made flat and unaffected by the room
surfaces.
Some loudspeaker systems designed
in accordance with these principles are
now available. I feel certain that others
¡J
will soon follow.

Reference
1. L.

L.

Beranek, Acoustics (McGraw-Hill, New

York, 1954), chapter 8.
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FOLLYAIITOMATIC DIRECT DRIVE TIRNTAILE

THE LUX ANSWER TO THE QUALITY VS. CONVENIENCE QUESTION.
Until the Lux PD -277, music loyers seeking a quality, noise free, wow-less turntable and a precision -tracking, low-mass
tonearm had little choice. They assembled their own, perhaps
using one manufacturer's turntable and another's tonearm.
Satisfactory performance came only after hours of fiddling with

assembly and adjustment.
Of course, the resulting playe- lacked an automatic tonearm
lift, set -down or return. The stylus had to be manually-and very
carefully-placed in the lead-in groove. And at the end of every
disc, there was a mad rush to lift the arm as it ground its way
round and round the run -out groove. But these inconveniences
were the price many audiophiles were willing to pay for the
quality they sought.
Lux's audio engineers appreciated the problem and created
the solufion: the second -generation fully automatic, direct -drive
turntable.
Incorporating the latest in sophisticated direct-drive design,
the PD -277's DC servo -controlled brushless and slotness motor
provides a 0.03 percent wow and flutter specification and signalto-noise of 60 dB. A novel high -density mat with contours and
materials specifically designed to damp spurious platter and

record vibrations is integral ao the die-cast aluminum platternot simply resting on it.
Similar attention is given to electromechanical detail in the
Lux straight-line tonearm. Achieving the lowest practical mass
by use of a stripped -down integrated headshell, this 240mm
tonearm will accept and bring out the best from any of today's
fine phono cartridges. Other critical mechanical problems, such
as resonance and tracking instability, are solved by the arm's

nested -tube design and vertical -pivot construction.
All essential functions of the PD -277 are electronically
controlled. For example, a separate motor operates the tonearm,
instead of conventional noisy, drag -producing mechanical
arrangement. And the end -of -record lift is triggered by a photoelectric sensing system. And, of course, the arm motor completely disengages when not in use.
The Lux attention to detail also includes other necessitiesand niceties-such as adjustable anti -skating, a ±4 percent
speed control with stroboscopic readout, an oil -damped manual
cue system and a hinged, detachable, damped dust cover.
You can experience Lux's very quiet resolution of the quality
vrs. convenience question at selected audio dealers.

LUX AUDIO OF AMERICA, LTD.
160 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11833
in Canada: Lux Audio of Canada, Ltd.. Ontario
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Analysis and Design of Amplifiers
for Minimum SID

Calculation of Slew Induced

where VT = KT/q or approximately 26 mV at 300° K and IK
= the bias current of the stage.
The graph of equation (21) is
shown in Fig. 28.
Equation 21 and Fig. 28 differ
from equation 13 and Fig. 6b in
our previous example of Part I,
because the 741 input stage
has a pair of transistors on each
side. Equation (21) in its present form will not allow closed form expressions for distortion.
It must be expressed as a truncated power series with variable AV to complete the calculations, and this is shown in
equation (22).

Distortion
Thus far, little has been said
in the literature about how to

calculate slew induced or transient intermodulation distortion. This is, no doubt, due to
the complexity of the problem,
especially handling the frequency dependence of the amplifier stages and the incorporation of feedback. There is,
however, a straightforward
technique that can be used to
find closed -form expressions
for every possible harmonic or

intermodulation

42
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distortion

component. The technique in volves forming a Volterra series
to characterize the output as a
function of some input variable [57]. The coefficients of the
Volterra series can then be used to find the magnitude and
phase of all distortion products. This technique has been
widely used to predict distortion in radio frequency circuits
with a high degree of accuracy.
Unfortunately, it takes more time and space to explain the
technique itself than it does its application to a given problem. For this reason, we have not included a full analysis
within the article and direct the interested reader to the reference cited. However, with appropriate assumptions and
simplifications, many useful features of the Volterra series
technique can be used to find approximate expressions for
SID. These are conceptually easier to understand and are
quite accurate for relatively small distortion conditions.
Consider a 741 -type operational amplifier, which can be
broken down into two basic stages, an input trans conductance amplifier and an integrating amplifier. These
are shown in Fig. 27. The transconductance stage is assumed
to be the dominant nonlinearity and consists of a symmetrical saturating -type characteristic which is independent of frequency. The nonlinear characteristic (formed by a double
differential pair) is modeled as a current source output Ai, for
an input differential voltage AV, and can be represented by
AV
Ai=lK tanh

[ 4VT ]

(21)

Portions of this article are adapted from "Slewing Induced Distortion in
Audio Amplifiers" by the authors in The Audio Amateur, Feb., 1977 (P.O. Box
176, Peterborough, N.H. 03458), part of an article series which is available in
book form. Portions were also adapted from the authors' article "Slewing
Its Effect on Audio Amplifier Performance, with CorreInduced Distortion
lated Listening Results," Audio Engineering Society Preprint No. 1252 from the
May, 1977, convention. (See bibliography references nos. 33 and 34.) ©Copyright 1979 by Walter G. Jung, Mark L. Stephens, and Craig C. Todd.

-

tanhx=x -3 +...+....
3

(22)

Thus combining (21) and (22) we have

Ai=Iktanh

[-41L]

1 [(4V)
e

- (

.)33 + .].

(23)

The first term in the power series is the desired linear component, and the cubic term (and other higher order terms)
form undesirable distortion products. Distortion will eventually be calculated from (23) after making some additional
necessary assumptions.
The second stage in the 741, the integrator, is assumed to
be ideal and has a gain characteristic G(f) which is proportional to 1/f. This is expressed by

(24)
G (f) = K2/f.
There is a Tr/2 phase shift in (24) which has been neglected.
The reason for this will become evident as the calculation
progresses.
The constant K2 is determined by the overall gain of the
composite amplifier, which must be approximately unity at a
frequency of 1 MHz to make our circuit model represent the
performance of a real 741 -type op amp.
The actual gain characteristic of a 741 op amp is summarized by the Bode plot in Fig. 29. For most audio-frequency
calculations, it is convenient to neglect the low frequency
pole at 10 Hz and to assume infinite d.c. gain and a constant,
gain -bandwidth product. This has a negligible effect on calculations, since it will be shown that the distortion is determined by the available loop gain at high frequencies.
The open loop gain for this approximation is specified by

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

open loop gain =

106

VAV

=

(25)

By combining equations (23), (24) and (25), the constant K2
can be expressed in more familiar terms. At a frequency of
1
MHz we have:

Vout/AV=1=

rgain of

stage

L

l

AV

integrator
OUTPUT

Ik
1

gain of
transconductance

r

KZ

4VT

(26)

[106

K2=4VTx106.

(27)

IK.

J

L_

And thus G (f) =

4VT x 106

x

(28)

f

1K

TRANSCONDUCTANCE
AMPLIFIER

Fig. 27

The 741 -type op amp that has been developed thus far is
now placed in an inverting gain configuration with resistive
feedback components. The feedback network is assumed to
be linear and independent of frequency. The circuit used for
distortion calculations is modeled in Fig. 30. In this circuit, a
feedback factor ß can be specified as a function of R1 and R2
ß = R1/(R1+R2).
(29)
Since the closed loop gain G is equal to R2/R1, we have
R1,

ß

(R1+R2)

-

Two -stage model of an op amp.

Ai

-IK

-

1

- (1+IGI)

INTEGRATING
AMPLIFIER

51K

30

For inverting gains of 1, 10, and 100 the factor ß is 1/2, 1/11

and 1/101, respectively.

200mV

Additional assumptions that must be made to simplify cal-

-IOOmV

200mV

IOOmV

nv

culations are:

1) Small distortion conditions exist (<1%). This
enables a power series expansion of the trans -

-.51 K

conductance nonlinearity.
2) The distortion consists of only odd -order
products because of symmetry, and, because of
1), the distortion is dominated by third -order

43

terms.
3) The distortion is reduced by the magnitude
of the factor (1 + loop gain), at the frequency of
the distortion product. It is further assumed that
loop gain is much greater than 1, so that distortion is reduced by approximately the magnitude
of the loop gain. Any phase shift in the loop gain
can therefore be neglected.
A harmonic distortion analysis will be developed here to
compare with measured data, although an intermodulation
analysis could also have been pursued. The final result will
solve for harmonic distortion (which is dominated by the
third harmonic) as a function of output voltage level, frequency, and feedback factor (or closed loop gain).
The following method will be used to solve for harmonic
distortion. First, an output level Vo and frequency f will be
specified. Then using (25), AV will be calculated and used in
(23) to find open -loop distortion. Finally the loop gain will
be computed and used to predict the closed -loop distortion.
For a sinusoidal output voltage of Vo cos 2rrft, we can compute AV from (25)

AV

(31)

If this AV is substituted into (23) and simplified, the resulting
equation will show an open -loop distortion ratio of:
AV

magnitude of 3rd harmonic
magnitude of fundamental

Distortion
(open loop)

1/12

f

4VVo
Tx106/

4VT

)

-

Transfer characteristics of a
transconductance amplifier.
Fig. 28
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Model amplifier with feedback applied.

Vo

The open -loop distortion is reduced by the loop gain at
the third harmonic frequency, 3f, and by the integrator frequency response which attenuates the third harmonic by a
factor of 3. The loop gain at frequency 3f is

Therefore the closed loop distortion is
distortion (open loop)
distortion
loop gain
(closed loop)

Vof

1

(iK

loop gain =

4V,

)

x

(

4VTx106
IK

3f

)

x ß

=10 ß.
3f

1

(33)

12

2

\4VT x 106/

3

(34)

(,10bß
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Calculated and measured distortion vs.
frequency for a 741 at a gain of -1.
Fig. 31
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frequency for a 741 at a gain of -10.
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(35)
35

Equation (35) shows that harmonic distortion should vary
directly with the cube of the input frequency, directly with
the square of output voltage, and inversely with the feedback factor, ß. In order to test the accuracy of this equation,
calculated data for distortion was compared directly with
measured THD data from a 741 amplifier. Figures 31, 32 and
33 compare calculated and measured distortion for a constant -amplitude, swept -frequency test condition for three
values of feedback factor, ß. Figure 34 compares calculated
and measured distortion for a constant-frequency, swept amplitude test condition, also for three values of feedback
factor. The agreement is generally good and is excellent for
the swept frequency tests. At lower distortion levels, the
agreement deteriorates due to the noise floor of the distortion analyzer.
At higher distortion levels, the agreement deteriorates due
to large distortion conditions, that is, the fundamental assumptions in developing the calculation are violated. The
anomalous behavior of the G = 100 test results is due to the
loop gain falling below unity at 10 kHz, which also violates a
basic assumption of the calculation. Figure 34 indicates an
additional crossover type of distortion that dominates at low
signal levels and masks the true distortion characteristics. It
should be clear from all the figures that increasing feedback
reduces distortion.

741
GAIN

Vo2f3
12(4V7)2ß x 1018

10K

IK

-

FREQUENCY,

LOK

Mx

Calculated and measured distortion vs.
frequency for a 741 at a gain of -100.
Fig. 33
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Equation (35) was developed specifically for the 741 op amp,
which has a unity gain frequency (fT) equal to approximately
1 MHz and a differential input stage consisting of four bipolar devices. A more generalized equation can also be developed which allows fT to be a variable and which permits the
number of input devices (n) to vary. This equation is
Von

3HD(3rd)=12[]2ß

36

[-*]

where n = number of bipolar devices (2, 4, 6, ...), VT =
KT/q = 26 mV at 300° K, ß = feedback factor, fT = unity gain frequency, Vo = output voltage, and f = frequency of
fundamental.
Equation (36) reveals some characteristics of SID which
were not evident from equation (35). First, it can be seen that
increasing n reduces the distortion. This is due to a reduction
in the curvature of the input transconductance curve (i.e. less
change in gm for the same current change) as n increases.
Unfortunately, practical limitations usually require n to be 2
or 4 at most, so increasing n has a limited usefulness in reducing SID. Second, equation (36) shows the strong effect of
the unity gain frequency on SID. Increasing fT by a factor of 3
results in a distortion reduction of almost 30 dB! Clearly, fT is
a highly important parameter in improving SID. However, it
is important to make the close connection between fT and
the SR limit. As pointed out by Solomon [21, 24] and others,
for the 741 -type circuit topology with bipolar input devices,
fT is proportional to the SR limit. This relationship is shown
below
SR

=

2rrfT(4VT).

1) It means that slew induced distortion can be modeled
and calculated with closed -form expressions, based on Volterra series principles.
2) It shows that slew induced distortion is increased by the
input signal slope (SS) and the sharpness of the transconductance curve. It also shows that SID is decreased by more
feedback and by a higher gain -bandwidth product.
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Therefore, improving fT produces a proportionate improvement in the SR limit, which reduces SID.

Results of SID Calculation

001
100

And Comparison with Measurements
The demonstrated accuracy of (35) and the generalized
form in (36) in predicting harmonic distortion in a 741 amplifier leads to some useful conclusions concerning slew induced distortion.
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Stan Getz listened to us.
He's a world famous jazz musician.
After he listened to the System B, a
4 -way, 5 driver loudspeaker system, this
is what he said:
"This speaker doesn't pretty up or
muddy up the sound. I like sound that's
bright and natural. That's what the System
B gives me:'
The reason the sound is "natural" is
because we've done everything possible

to minimize distortion and provide
smooth, broad, frequency response.
We've painstakenly designed each

individual driver component for the
greatest possible clarity.
We've carefully selected each crossover frequency to isolate the resonance
of each driver at least a full octave below
its crossover region. This together with
our Impedance -Compensated Crossover
Network, completely eliminates distortion at the critical crossover frequencies.
As a result, the sound comes through
"bright" and "natural:'
You don't have to run a great amount
of power through the System B in order
to get wide dynamic range, either.
The System B has the power handling
capacity to produce an incredible 115 dB
of sound pressure at its 150 watt rating.
Normally, high efficiency goes handin -hand with insufficient bass response.
That's not the case with System B.

It blends extremely efficient drivers
with a vented enclosure.
The vent works closely with the low
frequency driver to extend the bass response downward to the limit of recorded
music.
There's much more to this amazing
speaker system than it's possible to describe in detail here.
That's a good reason for you to go
to your Jensen Home Audio Dealer for a

demonstration.
After all, your ears are the ultimate
test.
But one more word from the master,
Stan Getz.
"I like to hear sound as it is. I don't
like prettied -up sounds where you put
everything through a powder puff. These
speakers give me accurate sound:'
Listen to the Jensen System B in
person.
Stan Getz did. He liked what he heard.
So will you.

Listen with the professionals.
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Improved bass response as the result of the low frequency
driver and vent working together.

Listen to JENSEN speakers.
JENSEN SOUND LABORATORIES
Division of Pemcor, Inc., Schiller Park,
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3) It demonstrates that since the slope of a constant amplitude sine wave is proportional to its frequency, that SID (or
DIM, as in the sine -square test) should vary as the cube of
the input SS. This is confirmed by the data in Figs. 20 and 24
that show the variation of DIM with SS is a cubic relation-

ship.
4) It shows that increasing a device's slew capability, without adding additional nonlinearities (like slew enhancement), will reduce slew induced distortion.

The Effect of Feedback for SS>SR
Present TIM theory suggests that feedback increases distortion. Our measurements and calculations show that, at least
for signal conditions below the slew rate limit (SR ratio <1),
that feedback reduces distortion. The overall effect of feedback on distortion (for a constant slew rate capability) is
shown by our data to depend on whether the SS is less than
or greater than the SR limit. For SS<SR, increasing feedback
reduces distortion. For SS>SR, increasing feedback increases
distortion. There is a crossover point around SS=SR where
feedback has a minor effect on distortion. These trends are
evident in the THD plot of Fig. 35 and the sine -square (TIM)
plot of Fig. 36. It should be remembered, however, that for
distortion -free performance the SS must be less than the SR,
and if this criterion is met, feedback can generally be relied on
for distortion reduction. Operating an amplifier with the
SS>SR is simply not a realistic consideration for high-fidelity
reproduction. Some discussion and experiments of the next
section will clarify these points further.

Designing for Minimal SID or TIM

48

I

Vth

=

(38)

ßm

Others have termed this the input -voltage dynamic range
[50]; however, the meaning is similar.
A greater application for how these relationships function
may be obtained by examining two representative IC amplifiers with dissimilar Vth's. These types are used as examples
because they are externally compensated and readily available. This allows convenient experimental duplication. A
301A amplifier (or 741, as noted above) has a gm of
IK

gm

(39)

4VT.

This equation can be expressed in terms of IK/gm or Vth,
Vcnowu)

Since

VT

=

=

IK

gm

4VT.

tion of (40)

as

(40)

= 26 mV at room temperature,

a

useful approxima-

is

Vm(301A) .x0.104

We have now reached a point where the factors which
govern the behavior of the SID mechanism have been discussed in principle. However, the discussion thus far has
been largely focused on behavior as viewed from outside an
amplifier or how to characterize it in terms of SID.
Perhaps more important is how to design an amplifier from
the ground up for minimum susceptibility to SID or TIM. This
section focuses on these aspects of the situation and develops techniques which can be used to predictably model circuit performance.
We will begin the discussion by returning to a two -stage
amplifier model, shown in Fig. 37, which is similar in many
regards to Fig. 5a of Part or to Fig. 27 above. This two -stage
circuit will now be used to develop a general topology which
can be used to model amplifier performance and also dramatically illustrate the TIM and SID phenomenon.
A circuit topology similar to Fig. 37 was described 10 years
ago in a classic paper by Solomon [24] et al. This paper contained a number of defining behavioral relations, which are
not only historically important, but are also applicable to amplifiers of this type in general [47, 64].
A basic point which should be appreciated with regard to
this two -stage amplifier is that one can actually design it to
yield a given overall gain -bandwidth for an infinite set of
combinations of stage 1 and stage 2 gains. The key question
is, does it matter whether stage 1 or stage 2 furnishes the bulk
of the gain? For herein lies the answer to the entire TIM and
SID problem. In other words, how should the gain be partitioned between the two stages for best overall performance?
Before we plunge into the equations which govern this, perhaps some discussion would be helpful towards insight.
We have already established by (14) that the SR which will
be seen at Vo is set by K and Cl. However, we also know
that to increase SR we cannot just arbitrarily increase IK or
decrease Cl, because of stability reasons. We must also decrease gm simultaneously with either of these measures to
maintain stability. In general, a lower gm implies less gain in
stage 1, i.e. the stage can accept greater input error signals AV
I

before the saturation which results in TIM and/or SID is
reached. Thus, it can be said that to maximize SR in a given
bandwidth, the stage preceding the integrator of a two -stage
amplifier design such as this must have a low gm and high IK.
Solomon expressed this as a lowgm/Ik ratio in [24] and
[21], and it has also been expressed as a highlk/gm ratio by
Gray and Meyer in [22]. The latter form allows an expression
to be written which directly describes the amplifier's maximum input -voltage capability or dynamic range. This is the
voltage which, when exceeded, will result in slewing. It is
simply

V.

(41)

Thus, a peak input voltage of 104 mV to a 301A (or 741)
will cause it to slew.
To turn to another amplifier type, a representative FET input device is the TL070 (or TL080) which has a gm of approxi-

mately
gm(070)

ti

1.5

I

(42)

K.

If this relation is expressed in terms of Vth, it becomes

v,(070,=

Ik

= 0.67

gm

V.

(43)

As can be noted by comparison of (41) and (43), the TL070
achieves a Vth more than six times that of the 301A bipo-

FET

lar for similar conditions, This, for a comparable bandwidth,
produces a higher SR. For example, for a 1 MHz bandwidth
condition, the TL070 has a 4.3 V/ pS SR (Cc = 47 pF), while
the 301A is only 0.67 V/ pS (Cc = 30 pF) [31].
For the amplifier model under discussion, a relationship
can also be drawn between Vth, SR, and gain -bandwidth
product (GBP) similar to that expressed in [24]. We use the
more general GBP, rather than fT, since GBP can often exceed

Also, fT is usually taken to mean the unity -gain crossover
frequency and implies unity -gain stability. This is not always
a requisite. An expression for SR in these terms is
fT.

SR

-

(V,6 2Tr GBP)

(44)

106

Vth in volts, and GPB is the gain bandwidth product (Hz) at audio frequencies. (The relevance of this equation to the subject of TIM and SID is fundamental. Although first described by Solomon and others
[24], the authors would like to document that this relationship's importance to audio amplifier performance has been
previously noted in letters to the A.E.S. by R. Cordell of Bell
Labs, 9/77, and B. Olsson of Xelex AB, 11/77 and 2/79.)
This relationship clearly demonstrates that SR is directly
proportional to Vth and GBP for this model. However, the
caution should be extended that it does not apply universally. Two particular exceptions are some feed -forward amplifiers and slew -enhanced circuits such as IC type 531. In the
case of a feed -forward type, such as the 5534, Vth is not
where

SR is in

V/

NS,
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altogether

a

straightforward predictor of

SR, as its

Vth of

52mV and fT = 10 MHz predicts only a 3 V/ pS SR. However,
the GBP of this device is actually 22 MHz at audio frequenif this figure is used in (44), the SR predicted is 7 V/
cies
NS, which agrees reasonably well. An important point is also
that one must not be misled into the belief that slew -enhanced devices, which can show large voltages for Vth, lead
directly to quality results. As has been shown previously,
such amplifiers must be treated individually, as their dynamic
input nonlinearities makes them special cases.
The relationship described by (44), while certainly an important one, can be erroneously misinterpreted. For example,
it should not be interpreted to mean that only a very high
Vth is fundamentally the route to high SR and thus low TIM.
As (44) clearly shows, raising GBP (where allowable) achieves
a similar result, and a practical example is the amplifier compensated for a higher noise gain (and thus GBP), such as the
301A of Fig. 11 (Part II). Such an example illustrates a low
Vth device (the 301A) achieving a high SR. Another example
is the 5534, a high GBP device, but with a very low Vth, only
52 mV! And, it should be noted, sufficient GBP must be present to result in a useful final closed -loop bandwidth.
The important thing to be remembered for this relationship is not totally Vth or GBP in absolute terms, but their
interrelationship, which in many cases can be manipulated
to achieve a high SR. The concept of a high Vth is, of course,
most important when one is attempting to maximize SR with
a given GBP, for as (44) shows, it is the only way it can be
done with this type of circuit topology.

-

Fig. 37
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Two -stage transconductance-integrator
a practical amplifier.
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38-Synthesized two -stage amplifier model.
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40-THD vs. frequency of the synthesized 741
op -amp model for various rate slew conditions (Test 1).
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Maximum output current, (lm), is defined simply by the
clipping voltage limit of Al, V1 (max) divided by R3, or
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Experiments Which Demonstrate
The Principle
A very cogent demonstration of the just described relationships can be made by synthesizing a two -stage amplifier
model and subjecting it to various feedback and open -loop
performance combination.
The circuit used for a series of these experiments is shown
in Fig. 38 and is actually composed of two local -feedback IC
op amps, which together comprise the model. Al performs
the function of a gm input stage, converting the input voltage
AV into a proportional current in R3. A2 performs the function of the integrator. Actual devices used for the experiments to be described were the 5534 for Al and either a 5534
or 318 for A2. The devices used must, of course, have an
inherent SR in excess of that which will be demanded by the
model's operating conditions, as well as low distortion. These
factors, combined with the local feedback, yield an amplifier
with virtually ideal characteristics (even without overall feedback) as any nonlinearities are strongly suppressed.
A series of performance defining equations are included in
the figure, and these can be manipulated with a great degree
of freedom (another reason for using a model such as this, in
fact). Some comment on these relations is in order before
they are put to use, though.
Transconductance of the Al stage is defined as
+R2` 1 \

V1(max)

(46)

- R3
Im, the peak.output circuit, is analogous to IK of Fig. 37, in that
it sets the SR. It is slightly different in this case, due to more
design freedom.
It is important to note that these two relationships are not
exactly equivalent to those associated with Fig. 37. For example, the gm of Fig. 38 can be set independent of Im (if desired),
and Im can be set independent of g0, (if desired). This extra
flexibility and the use of a voltage amplifier to produce V1
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A
Fig.

C

B

41- Transient performance of synthesized op -amp model

with various slew rates to a 20-V p -p square wave of various
frequencies. Top traces are outputs, bottom traces error volt yields a direct monitor of the conditions in the input stage. A
standard gm input stage does not allow voltage monitoring of
error signals.
Because of the above, Vth in this circuit is simply

Vth =

V1(max)

R1+R2

(47)

'

As this expression shows, Vth is simply the output overload
voltage of Al, divided by the gain set by R1 -R2.
The remaining performance equations are simply derived

from combinations of others;
SR

-

as

the figure shows

V1(max}

CT

fp = ( V1(max)

R-)

(49)

(2;1

;b;)

Gain bandwidth product (GBP) follows from (8)
gm

=

GBP

(50)

2TTC1'

Substituting

by (45), this becomes

gm as

GBP=

(

)

\1) \

(51)
27TC1).

Open loop bandwidth (in the presence of
fo =

1

2rrR4C1'

R4) is

(52)

Without

R4, it is reasonable to regard A2 as a near-ideal integrator, in which case fo is well below the audio range for
practical values of Cl, and the gain -bandwidth product is
constant throughout the audio range, as set by (51).

Test Results
The first test (Test 1) performed on the model was to synthesize a standard 741 op amp in terms of GBP and manipulate it for differing SR. The results should show very linear
behavior up to fp, and a hard limit or sudden distortion rise
as slew limiting is reached. Conditions were set up for a unity
signal gain inverter, with a noise gain of 20 dB, using the test

circuit of

Fig. 39.

Figure 40 shows the results of Test 1 for a THD swept frequency test, at an output of 7V rms. Conditions A, B, and
C are approximately 0.4, 1.8, and 18 VM S respectively. The
different circuit conditions to yield these SR are noted. As
should be noted, since GBP and the feedback conditions are
identical for all three of these tests, the only variables are SR
and Vth.
As can be noted from the A and B curves, these conditions
produce a sudden distortion increase when the SS of the test
signal equals the amplifier SR. The high SR of condition C
prevents the limit from being reached, for any test condition.
Note that Vth increases, going from A to C, in the same proportion as SR.

A,SR=0.4V/NS,5 kHz; B,SR=1.8V/NS,20 kHz; C,
= 18 V/ NS, 50 kHz. (Scales: All, 10 V/cm; A, 20 NS/cm;

ages.
SR
B,5

pS/cm; C,

2

NS/cm.)

a case of transient signal condition, the photos of Fig.
show how this same amplifier behaves for the three conditions set down in Fig. 40, but with a different method of
measurement.
Figure 41A shows waveforms for the "A" test condition (SR
= 0.4 V/ NS) for a signal condition of a 5 -kHz, 20-V p -p
square -wave input. The top trace shows the Vo waveform,
which clearly resembles a 741 type response (31, 38),
changing 20 V in over 40 NS. Inside the loop, the error voltage
V1 is shown at the bottom. Here it is seen that V1 saturates
negative, then positive, for the corresponding (+) and (-)
slew intervals, respectively. It is clear from this photo that the
slewing evident in Vo is a result of saturation in V1.
Figure 41B shows waveforms for the "B" test condition (SR
= 1.8 V/ NS), with a 20 -kHz, 20-V p -p square -wave input. At
the top, the Vo waveform shows that slewing is present, as is
evident by the linear (+) and (-) slopes. This is confirmed by
the V1 waveform, which again indicates saturation of the 1st
stage for these corresponding times. This is similar to Fig.
41A, but the difference is that for this higher SR condition,
the slewing intervals are simply shorter (note scale factor differences
do not be misled by same generalwaveshape).
Figure 41C is very interesting, because it demonstrates that
a sufficiently high SR and Vth can completely prevent saturation of the first stage and maintain operation within the small
signal region entirely. Conditions of these photos are an SR
of 18 V/ NS. However, the feedback conditions described
above in conjunction with the 20 -dB noise gain result in an
amplifier closed -loop, small -signal bandwidth of 95 kHz. This
in turn is equivalent to a single -pole, low-pass filter with a
time constant of 1.7 NS. For a 20-V p -p output from this filter
(the amplifier), the maximum signal slope is 12 V/ pS.
For Fig. 41C, the signal input is a 20-V p -p 50 -kHz square
wave, and it can be noted that there is no slewing evident in
Vo. The waveform is exponential in shape with a risetime of
about 4 pS
consistent with the small signal relationships.
That slewing is not present is also confirmed by V1, which
shows that the error voltage remains below the clipping
level. Note that the highest amplitudes of V1 occur at the
peak SS of Vo or at the transition points of the square wave.
This particular test confirms in another way the point made
in Part I of this series, that slewing can be prevented by maintaining the amplifier small -signal bandwidth at a lower frequency than the power bandwidth. In 41C, fc is 95 kHz, but
fp is 290 kHz, and no slewing is evident.
With this same model, experiments were also conducted
to examine the sensitivity of the amplifier to open -loop
bandwidth (fo). Test two conditions were commonly set up
as described in Fig. 42, which resulted in an SR of 1.3 V/ uS
and an fr of 540 kHz. For this test circuit with R4 present at

For

41
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THD and error voltage vs. frequency of the
synthesized 741 op amp model for different open loop gain conditions (Test 2).
Fig. 42

tortion characteristics.

10K, fo becomes 16 kHz and the open -loop gain is 30 dB.
With Rx open, the feedback is then 24 dB. With R4 open, the

circuit becomes a classic op amp, with

52

very high open -loop
gain and fo very low. Note, however, that GBP remains unchanged for either condition.
For condition A, where R4 is 10K, THD curve A indicates
that slew limiting is reached at 18 kHz. V1 (A) is a plot of the
rms error voltage versus frequency. Since it is essentially flat
with frequency, it is testimonial to the wide open -loop
bandwidth. Note that V1 increases to its clip level at 18 kHz,
coincident with the slew rate limit point.
The B condition shows corresponding results with R4
removed, and the most obvious difference is the (apparent)
increase in fp. Error voltage V1 (B) now increases 6 dB per
octave with frequency, the inverse of the integrator's gain
rolloff
what is necessary to maintain a flat output versus
frequency for the overall circuit.
The apparent increase in SR for condition B is not an increase for this condition, but rather reflects a less than potential maximum SR for the A condition. This is so because the
10K resistor loading the integrator absorbs a portion of the
charging current available to CI for slewing.
These points are also brought out in the square-wave photos of Fig. 43. This shows response of the circuit of Fig. 42 to a
5 -kHz, 20-V p -p square wave for conditions A and B.
For these test conditions, the transient performance is
shown in Fig. 43. The slewing in Vo shown in 43A shows a
quasi -linear ramp or a combination of ramp and exponential
waveform caused by R4. Since R4 constrains the open -loop
gain to a relatively low value, this is also reflected in the large
error voltage shown in V1 (bottom).
The voltage V1 is clipped for the slew intervals (as expected) but also shows a very large potential (10 V) for the steady
= state waveform positions. This excessive error voltage reflects a relatively large gain error for this circuit.
a

-

A

Figure 43B shows the Vo and V1 response for the same
R4 removed or condition B. Note that in
43B the slewing intervals are shorter and linear, as would be
expected due to the constant and larger C1 charging current
available. The error voltage shown in V1 is much lower in the
steady-state periods, reflecting the increased gain available in
the integrator. The low gain error is also reflected (more subtly) in the greater amplitude in Vo, compared to Fig. 43A.
This test indicates that, by both THD and transient response tests, there is no inherent advantage to a wide open loop, small -signal bandwidth. By contrast, there are definite
disadvantages to the constraint such operation can place on
amplifier characteristics, such as limited LF loop gain and also
some sacrifice in SR. And, while it is not apparent from this
particular experiment, loading an integrator stage in a conventional amplifier will usually degrade the open -loop dis-

input drive but with

COMMON CONDITIONS'
-fT540kHz, SR 1.3V/µS, R2. 33K
- R3. 10K, C .1000 pF, Vo. 7 V rms
Rx. OPEN; AI,A2.5534
1.0 A:
(INTEGRATOR DAMPED)
LOOP GAIN = 24 dB
-B: R4. OPEN ,
to VERY LOW,
INTEGRATOR
LOOP GAIN
DAMPED (A)
VERY HIGH
0.1

Predicting A Non -Slew -Limited Response
We are now at a point where the information developed
can be merged into a set of relationships useful in designing
a non-slew-limitedamplifier or an amplifier which is free of
SID and TIM, by definition. This evolves in a fairly straightforward manner from the relations just discussed.
A non -slew -limited amplifier is simply one which cannot
be made to slew for any signal input level below that which
causes amplitude clipping. Input waveform shape is unrestricted and may include all waveshapes up to and including
square waves. The square wave (as discussed in the sinesquare box of Part II) is the most rigorous test to which an
amplifier can be subjected because of its very high SS (infinite, for an ideal square wave). Therefore, if an amplifier can
be proven to be free of slewing distortion for a square -wave
test for all signal amplitudes in its linear range, it is by definition non -slew limited and will be largely free from SID or
TIM problems.
All amplifiers will have by design a small -signal
bandwidth, fc. This bandwidth will either be determined by
the feedback configuration or an input pre -filter. The amplifier will then band limit a square -wave input signal to a
bandwidth of fc. For simplicity at this point, we will assume
this to be a single pole rolloff. For such a filter response it can
be shown [33, 67, 70] that the signal slope of the resulting
band-limited-output square wave is
SS(sq)

- 2TrVppfc
106

(53)

where Vpp is the peak -to -peak amplitude at the filter output,
fc is the small -signal bandwidth, and SS is in V/p S.
That this signal slope is much higher than a sine wave at fc
(passed through the same filter) can be shown by the relation of the two slopes. A sine wave at fc will be down by 3 dB

B

-

Transient performance of
synthesized op- amp model with
different open -loop gains to a 20-V
p -p, 5 -kHz square wave. Top traces are
outputs, bottom traces error voltages.
A, R4 = 10k; B, R4 = open.
(Scales: 10 V/cm, 20 p S/cm.)
Fig. 43
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WE COULDN'T SAY
SCOTCH®NOW HAS
THE WORLD'S
TRUEST SOUND
IF IT WEREN'T
THE ABSOLUTE TRUTH.
The same dedication to technological
perfection that made Metafine possible is
a part of every Scotch recording tape we
make. That's why the very best sound your
system is capable of delivering comes with
Scotch. That's also why Scotch is used in
most professional recording studios.
When you see the name Scotch on a
recording tape you can expect to hear every
bit of the true, pure sound you're after.

Here's the proof ...new Scotch Metafine'.
It's the world's first tape to offer the advantage
of pure metal particles, not just metal oxide.
That's why Metafine delivers higher highs,
lower lows-double the output of chromium
dioxide tapes. Truly, a breakthrough!
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Test circuit to

examine Vth criteria.
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With simplification, we can express this in terms of Vth

-

1

10K

Vth Z Vppß.

0.1µF

0.1µF

-15V +15V

in amplitude, which can be expressed by modifying equation
(1) by multiplying it by x/7/2, yielding
SS(sine)

=

VZnVpfc
(54)

106

Equations (53) and (54) can be combined to show their ratios
as
SS1sq)

=

2%/2 SS(sine)

(55)

.

Since this is nearly three times the signal slope of a sine
wave at the frequency fc, it is clearly a more rigorous test.
That it is the most rigorous test comes from the fact that the
SS of the unfiltered square wave is infinite. It is clear then
that an amplifier which passes a square -wave test without
nonlinear distortion appearing in the output tends to be an
optimum design. The question now arises, how can this be
guaranteed?
We already know that to guarantee freedom from slew
limiting we must, as a minimum, guarantee that the amplifier
SR is in excess of the output SS for all possible signal conditions. For the non -slew -limited amplifier, this will encompass
the signal slopes of square waves up to the rated output. We
can set up a criterion to provide this with only a few parameters. Initially, let us consider a conventional feedback amplifier which follows the relationships discussed for Vth, SR, and
GBP. By general feedback theory, we can express the
bandwidth of this amplifier as
(56)
fc = GBP ß
where fc is the small signal bandwidth, GBP is its gain bandwidth product, and ß the feedback factor. For this initial
part of the discussion we will assume no other filtering, and

the amplifier alone determines the bandwidth, as just outlined.
To guarantee no slew limiting, we desire that SR?. SS. To
provide this, we can write an inequality, substituting the appropriate equivalents for SR and SS, as they pertain to this
amplifier. SR is as described by (44), and SS by (53). The

inequality is
106

A

GBP

2nVppfc
(57)

106

(58)

Equation (58) gives us an expression tor a minimum Vth, but
we can further simplify it by substituting (56), which yields

o OUTPUT

7

2n Vth

GBP

as

(59)

The rather simple appearance of this expression may hide its
rather profound implications. Since Vppß is in fact equal to
the peak -to -peak input voltage, this relationship states that
Vth should be in excess of the maximum pp input amplitude.
In other words, the input stage (alone) will not overload
when driven with a full-scale input signal [47, 67].
That the criterion works can be illustrated with some data
just presented. In test 1, condition C it was observed that the
experimental amplifier did not slew limit when subjected to
a full -amplitude square -wave input. For condition C, Vth was
3V and the SR was 18 V/ pS. If a minimum Vth is calculated
from (59) for this amplifier, it is found to be 2V. Therefore
condition C satisfies (59), since 3V>2V.
On the other hand, if condition B is examined, it will be
noted that Vth is only 0.33 V, and slew limiting did occur
(Fig. 41B). Here the criterion was violated; i.e., 0.33V< 2V.
Another example, more in the line of a real amplifier, was
the variable -feedback amplifier from Part I, discussed in Figs.
3 and 4. If Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c are re-examined, it will be noted
that slew limiting is evident in condition A and some in B.
Condition C is a non -slew -limited case.
Since the gains in this case were 20, 40 and 60 dB, respectively, ß is correspondingly 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. As the output
level is 20 V p -p in all cases, it can be noted that conditions A
and B violate the minimum Vth criterion, which says that
Vpp should be less than the 301A's Vth of 0.104 V. In condition C, the criterion is satisfied, and no slew limiting is evident.
It may already have occurred to some readers that this criterion is a most restrictive one, as it dictates very low feedback factors to eliminate slew limiting in the case of low Vth
amplifier stages. Inasmuch as all directly coupled, undegenerated bipolar -transistor differential -amplifier pairs have a
Vth of 0.052, this can quite logically explain TIM and slew
limiting possibilities in power amplifiers, where Vpp may be

upwards of 70 V.
It is interesting to plug typical power amplifier numbers
into the relationship of (59) to see what results. A 100 W into-8 -ohm amplifier with a gain of 20 (26 dB) has a Vpp of
80 V and a ß of 0.05, which results in a required Vth of 4 V
clearly many times in excess of the 0.052 V resulting
when an undegenerated bipolar differential pair is used in
the input stage.
As a historical comment, the vacuum tube, still favored by
many, has a Vth on the order of 3 V, for a typically used type
.

.

.

B
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Transient response of a 301A,
operated inverting with unity -gain
compensation, Cc = 33pF, to 20 -kHz
square wave filtered at 100 kHz. Top
traces are error voltages, bottom traces
outputs. A, slew- limited response, and
B, non -slew -limited response. (Scales:
5 pS/cm both; A, 0.5 V/cm top, 2 V/cm
bottom; B, 0.1 V/cm top, 0.5 V/cm
bottom.)

Fig. 45
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An acknowledged world leader in loudspeaker design and

engineering, KEF has developed a monitor -standard

speaker system that is both small -only 1/4 -cubic foot in
size-and truly "high" fidelity. While these objectives are not new,
the Reference Series Model 101 speaker system represents the
first time that both are available in one product.
The Model 101 is, therefore, ideal for use in locations where an
accurate small speaker is required in keeping with the rest of a
high quality audio system.

System Design
Despite all the ingenious ideas that have been proposed by
various speaker manufacturers over the years, the three basic
parameters of Enclosure Volume, Bass Response and Efficiency
are still related by unchanged physical laws. What is different is
the thorough manner in which KEF engineers have, with the use
of advanced technology, optimized the relationships between
these parameters.
Starting with the premise that prospective Model 101 users will
have substantial amplification available, KEF engineers achieved
a response from this small enclosure of 90Hz-30kHz ±2dB
(-10dB at 47Hz).
KEF's leadership in computer-aided digital analysis techniques
enabled them to optimize the design of the drivers, crossover
network and enclosure to achieve a Target Acoustic Response
without repetitious trial and error experimentation. Much of this
technology, which did not previously exist, has been applied to the
design and production of a small high fidelity speaker system for
the first time in the Model 101.
Once the desired prototype was completed, KEF applied the
same unique computer -aided techniques developed for the production of the critically acclaimed Model 105, so that the sound
quality originally achieved in the laboratory prototype will be
available to every user.
In addition, the high standards of the computer -aided production and assembly procedures enable precision -matched pairs
of stereo loudspeakers to now be offered. For example: every
Model 101 driver is tested and matched to tolerances of better
than 0.5dB, and crossover networks to tolerances of 0.1dB; each
pair of drive units is matched not only to each other, but to the
other components in the system as well.

KEF
Reference Series
Model 101:
Accurate,
Small,

Protected.

Loudspeaker Protection
The major problem with small, relatively less efficient loudspeakers is thermal overloading of the voice coils. KEF engineers
have developed a unique self -powered electronic overload protection circuit, S -STOP (Steady State and Transient Overload
Protector).
Musical peaks are generally of short duration, so tweeters can
handle far in excess of their normal program rating. A similar situation exists with low frequencies and their effect on the bass unit.
Consequently any form of fuse protection can reasonably limit the
instantaneous peak handling ability of the system, yet fail to protect the system against a very high average power level. KEF's
solution is to incorporate a protection circuit which takes into account the instantaneous power applied to each drive unit and also
computes the length of time the signal is applied. The law under
which it operates resembles very closely the temperature rise
within the voice coil. A potentially damaging signal is immediately
attenuated by about 30dB, and the full signal is automatically
reconnected when it is safe to do so.
As a result, the Model 101, although only 1/4 -cubic foot in size, is
fully protected against fault conditions when used with amplifiers
of up to 100 watts per channel.
The Model 101 is obviously not your average "miniature"
speaker system where the quality of sound or power handling
capacity is compromised by the smal8 size of the enclosure.
Nor is it inexpensive. If you require a speaker system that
INis both small and truly high fidelity, visit your authorized KEF dealer for a thorough demonstration.
For his name, write: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o
Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport,
Washington, DC 20041.
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

output is of the same form as (53), but the relevant Vpp is the
rated output of the amplifier.
If we now write an inequality such that the amplifier SR is
to be maintained greater than the output SS, it follows the
initial development form to (58), which is repeated here
VthZ

Vpp fc

(58)
GBP
Written thus, it can be seen that as fc is lowered and GBP
raised, the Vth required can be lowered. Within certain con-

Fig. 46-Transient response of a 301A,
operated inverting and adjusted for
slew suppression, Rx = 1.2 k, Cc = 5 pF.
Top trace is error voltage, bottom
trace is output. (Scales: 5 l S/cm for
both; 0.05 V/cm top, 2 V/cm bottom.)
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such as the 12AU7. Viewed in this light, it is quite easy to see
why a vacuum -tube design is much less susceptible to SID
type problems; not only did they have less feedback in general, but they could also easily accommodate much larger
inputs without first -stage clipping (47).
Viewed in just the above light, it is rather easy to conclude
that the transistor audio power amplifier cannot be made to
work. If, for example, we were to manipulate ß to satisfy (59)
for the 100 W amplifier, using a Vth of 0.05, ß becomes
0.000625 (or less), which corresponds to a gain of more than
60 dB! While this probably is a completely impractical signal
gain, it is possible to use special compensation "tricks" such
as input compensation [25, 31, 63], which provide a low ß,
but at elevated frequencies (above the audio range).
Of much greater interest are practical techniques which
can be used to design an amp for no SID, without having
heavy restrictions placed on the feedback loop. This can be
done by separating the filtering and amplification functions,
so that each can be optimized separately.
If an amplifier is preceded by a low-pass input filter with a
cutoff frequency of fc, the filter -plus -amplifier combination
can control the output signal slope with relative independence of the feedback factor. There are still restraints upon
the Vth (or Vpp) of the amplifier, however, they are lessened
to a great degree.
For this discussion it is assumed that the amplifier operates
linearly and its own natural cutoff frequency, as determined
by (56), is sufficiently higher than that of the input filter so as
to cause negligible interaction. For such a linearly operated
system, the peak -to-peak output of the input filter can be
scaled by the gain of the amplifier, and the SS resulting at the
A

straints, this allows considerably more design freedom. Like
the previous relationship, this is one best understood by examining some performance which illustrates it functioning.
For an amplifier where Vth and GBP are fixed (as the 301A
example of Part 1, Figs. 3 and 4), the only relief from the
slewing problem is to decrease feedback in accordance with
(59) until the criterion for Vth is satisfied. However, when we
have control over GBP, we can manipulate things effectively
to minimize slewing problems as we can by changing Vth.
A test circuit which can be used to demonstrate the relationship of (58) is shown in Fig. 44. Here Al and the associated components form a 100 -kHz single -pole filter, which
drives the D.U.T., connected in an inverting circuit. This allows direct observation of the error voltage, thus this monitor
shows directly when Vth is exceeded. The error voltage of the
D.U.T. is buffered by A2, a high-speed FET amplifier, which
furnishes a voltage gain of 10 to aid observation of low error
voltages without loading the summing point. Rx is used to
adjust the feedback of the D.U.T. test amplifier. A small (10
pF) feedback capacitor is used to minimize HF phase errors
(which can obscure detection of slewing near threshold).
To check the validity of (58), a hypothetical amplifier stage
was set up to pass a 6-V p -p output signal, after being filtered
by the 100 -kHz input filter. (Such a stage, for example, could
represent the last stage of a preamplifier, and the numbers
quoted are reasonable design figures.) A 301A compensated
for unity gain with a resulting SR of 1 V/ NS and GBP of 1.5
MHz was used, with Rx open. The results for this device are
shown in Fig. 45.
The bottom trace of this photo, 45A, is the output, which
as can be noted is severely slew limited for the 6-V p -p level.
The error voltage (top) is 1 V peak in level, well in excess of
Vth, a confirmation that slewing is present in the output.
If (58) is an accurate predictor of slew suppression, it
should be possible to adjust this stage to a point where slewing is not present.
If (58) is rewritten in terms of Vpp, as
-< Vth GBP
(60)
fc

we should be able to calculate a Vpp below which this is
true, for this circuit. Equation (60), with the substitution of
the appropriate conditions, indicate that slewing should disappear below 1.5 V p -p, the level where Vth is 0.1 V.
A photo for these conditions (displayed similarly) is shown

B

47-Transient response of TL070,
operated inverting with unity-gain
compensation, Cc = 33pF, GBP = 1.5
MHz, Vth = 0.67 V, to 20 -kHz square
wave filtered at 100 kHz. Top traces are
error voltages, bottom traces outputs.
A, slew -limited response; B, non- slew limited response. (Scales: 5 p S/cm
both; out puts both at 5 V/cm; error
voltage, A, 1 V/cm, B, 0.5 V/cm.)
Fig.
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in 456. As the output level and Vth indicate, slewing is just
barely discernible in the output waveform (bottom). For levels below 1.5 V it will be absent; above 1.5 V it will appear
with increasing degree, with increasing amplitude.
Equation 60 can also be used to adjust GBP to a point
where higher output levels are possible without slewing.
With the same 301A compensated with 5pF, its GBP became
10 MHz, which should allow the 6 V p -p output to be realized. For stability, Rx must become 1.2 K for this test.
The results, shown in Fig. 46, indicate that a 6-V output is
realized without slewing. As can be noted, the error voltage
is under 0.1 V (top) for this condition, indicating that operation is conservatively below the slew limit level. Equation 60
actually predicts a 10 V p -p output before slew limiting is
reached.

Another demonstration of how the relationships of (58)
is possible by using an amplifier with a
radically different Vth to see if it predictably follows a similar
pattern. This was done for a TL070 device, which for a similar
compensation capacitance of 33 pF also has a 1.5 MHz GBP.
However, due to its higher Vth of 0.67 V, the SR for this
device and condition is 6.7 V/ NS. As should be noted, these
conditions produce a test amplifier with 6.7 times the Vth
and (60) operate

and SR over the 301A.
Figure 47A shows the output/error voltages for the TL070
compensated as noted for a 20-V p -p output. Slewing is evident in the output (bottom) and indicated by the 2-V peak
error voltage (top) which is in excess of Vth. Equation (60)
predicts that slew limiting should disappear below a 10-V p -p
output, which is shown in 47B. Note that the error voltage is
just over 0.6-V peak, and slewing is just barely noticeable in
the output (bottom).
If this amplifier is adjusted for a higher GBP, as was done
in the 301A case in Fig. 46, it shows a similar improvement.
For this 10 -MHz GBP condition, the output predicted by (60)
would be 67 volts p -p or in excess of the supplies. The results
at a 20-V level are shown in Fig. 48, and there is no slewing
detectable at all.
It should be noted that these two examples do indeed
demonstrate similar adherence to the relationship described.
If the results are compared for conditions where the error
voltage is at the Vth level, for example Figs. 45B and 47B, it
can be noted that although the two output levels produced
are different (due to different SR and Vth), the error voltages
are of a similar percentage of the output or about 6.7 percent.
This demonstrates that it is, indeed, possible to satisfy a common criteria (SR>SS) by different means, with similar errors
by the different routes taken.
Another way of stating this is to rephrase an earlier statement, that Vth in itself is not a single totally important
parameter-it is important to this subject to the extent it
affects SR and input overload. The relationships set down in
(58) and (60) are somewhat deceptive in this regard, as they
do not contain an SR term. However, it should be remem-

-

Fig. 48
Transient response of a TL070,
operated inverting and adjusted for
slew suppression, Cc = 5 pF, Rx = 1.2 k.
Top trace is error voltage at 0.1 V/cm,
bottom trace is output voltage at
5 V/cm.

bered that these two relationships are fundamentally based
on an SR criterion and, as such, contain terms which are
useful towards manipulating or maximizing SR. In a very
broad perspective, it should also be understood that it is incomplete to imply that input dynamic range, Vth, or other
similar conceptual terms describe the entire situation in
terms of a no -slew -limit guarantee, for they do not. As the
experiments just described have demonstrated, even a low
Vth amplifier can be effectively used. If its operating conditions are set up to provide an SR>SS, the obvious stewing
distortion can be suppressed.
There is a great deal more which can be said about specific
amplifier operating conditions and methods of suppressing
SID by guaranteeing SR>SS. Unfortunately, however, the
scope of all of these factors might be a complete article or
series in itself. Therefore, we will limit comments on these
points to the highlights at this time.
What the relationships just discussed show is that when
the output of an amplifier stage is, by design, purposely confined to signal slopes less than the SR of that amplifier, the
amp will not slew limit. Further, if SR is maintained greater
than SS for all output levels up to (or above) the clipping
level, the amplifier will not slew limit for any input level

below clipping.
While this was demonstrated with a model consisting of a
separate input filter followed by the amplifier under test, it
also holds true when the filter is integral to the amplifier, i.e.
the amplifier is an active LP filter. An amplifier can, in fact, be
designed in this manner for slew suppression, as described
by Leach [10]. However, the conversion of an amplifier to an
integrator at high frequencies will usually result in more
compensation being necessary for stability, hence there can
often be little net improvement for this approach.

-

Transient response of a non slew -limited amplifier design, loaded
with 8 ohms, to a 10 -kHz square wave.
Top trace is input at 2 V/cm, bottom
trace is output at 20 V/cm.
Fig. 49
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In practice, effective control and design freedom are also
realized when the slope limiting filter is placed before the
amplifier. This allows reduced compensation and a high SR in
the amplifier, with complete control of maximum signal
slope by means as simple as a single RC input section.
An example of a power amplifier design based on these
principles is described in reference [71], and it is worth noting that a commercial design [72] following these principles
has received some good marks from audiophiles and subjective reviewers. To illustrate the point that this amplifier is
indeed a non -slew -limited design, a full -level output (80 W)
square wave from it is shown in Fig. 49, along with the input
square wave. It is clear that the response is small -signal bandwidth limited only, and the 6 µS risetime does not, in
fact, vary as a function of level.
The design techniques and experimental data described
above for reduction of SS by prefiltering at the amplifier input have all been based upon single -pole, low-pass filters.
While this type of filter has been shown to be quite effective
for control of SS, and thus prevention of slew limiting, more
sophisticated filter techniques are even more effective in re-

ducing

SS.

It has been shown [12, 66, 67, 70] that higher order filters
are even more effective for reduction of SS, compared to a
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simple first -order type, for a given cutoff frequency. There
are, of course, trade-offs to be made in comparing one to the
other, considering the higher performance against the increased complexity. Also, the damping of the filter must be
considered, as well as its frequency. However, the increased
complexity of a second -order filter really depends on exactly
how it is realized and may not in fact be prohibitive. For
example, Leach has shown in [66] how the amplifier itself
can be used as the active portion of the prefilter, without
undue stability constraints, in what appears to be a practical
and attractive topology. Further, in [70] it is shown that a

second -order Bessel LP filter alignment will produce approximately 1/2 the SS of a single -pole filter for otherwise similar
conditions. Unfortunately, time did not permit detailed experimentation with these techniques for this article, but they
appear to have significant merit towards the reduction of SID
effects.
Generally, the above discussion describes two alternate
means which can be used to design a non -slew -limited amplifier and thus prevent SID and TIM. A logical question
which may be raised is, do they yield equal results in auditioning? While we do not at this point have subjective response data to definitively answer this question, informal listening tests by one author (W.).) tend to favor circuit topologies which are designed from a standpoint of equation (59),
using linearized input stages, such as FET or degenerated bipolar devices. As time progresses, it is hoped that further
listening tests will more clearly define the optimum choice
between the two approaches.

Conclusions
In this article we have attempted to cover a quite broad
topic from a multiplicity of viewpoints, in both discussion
and analysis. These different techniques of analysis all indicate a common pattern of distortion in feedback audio
amplifiers, which is a function of the ratio of signal slope to
amplifier slew rate, a dimensionless parameter we define as
SR ratio. When the SR ratio is less than unity, this distortion is
suppressed; when greater than unity, strong nonlinear distortion products appear, which are subjectively objectionable.
Control of this distortion, which we call SID, can be
achieved by maintaining linear amplifier behavior, with an SR
greater than the highest SS, or stated in terms of SR ratio, an
SR ratio less than unity. Since SS is both frequency and amplitude dependent, it follows that greater SR in an audio amplifier is required for higher voltage output stages, where the
SS is

highest.

fact: we took the ultimate...

NEW!
Nitrogen -hardened "cartridge
carrier" of pure titanium tubing
Precision bearing system for
virtually frictionless operation
Extremely low effective mass to
keep resonance frequency above
the warp frequency region

Precision tracking force
adjustment up to 2.5 grams
without a separate force gauge
Total control of every important
cartridge positioning
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designers of the award -winning
Series III tone arm took on the
challenge of developing a tone arm with
essentially the same outstanding performance
characteristics as the Series III, but at a
significant reduction in price.
rihe

The result, the Series I I IS tone arm, is an
instrument that is still definitely in the
connoisseur class. It employs the same
state-of-the-art materials and technology for

unsurpassed strength -to -weight ratios in
critical areas. Perfectionists will achieve the
same flawless performance they have come to
expect only in the Shure/SME Series I l 1.

As in the Series III, the tone arm and shell are
combined into a one-piece "cartridge carrier,"
which is removable and interchangeable for
multi -cartridge use. Coupling is close to the
fulcrum so the carrying arm makes a minimum
contribution to the Series II IS total effective
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Control of this distortion can be exercised by appropriate
selection of amplifier type, by specifying an SR sufficient to
the application. In design, it can be achieved by providing a
sufficiently conservative SR (on the order of 0.5 V to 1V/ NS
per peak output volt) or by designing for a non -slew -limited
response. A non -slew -limited amplifier has an irherent SR
greater than its maximum possible output SS and will therefore never slew for any input signal, including square waves,
or its SR ratio is guaranteed <1. It is characterized by frequency response which is small -signal -bandwidth limited,
for any output below its clipping level. As such it has no
major nonlinear distortion products due to slewing effects.
Such an amplifier is also said to be TIM free and may be
described in this context as well.
It is recognized that there is considerable controversy on
the relative importance of TIM and SID, their audibility, and
some of the relevant design criteria. For this discussion, it is
not our purpose to dwell excessively on the relative importance of SID, its audibility or other factors which are often
subject to opinionated views. What we seek to do is describe
means to quantify and control this distortion mechanism,
and basically this is the only main point being addressed.

The existence of the distortion mechanism is, of course,
not a subject of debate, and like other distortions in amplifiers, knowledge of its behavior patterns is valuable to either
the circuit designer or the informed user of audio equipment.
We would, however, like to express caution with respect to
certain alarmist commentary, for example those to the effect
that low TIM or minimal SID is the magic elixir of quality
audio. While this distortion source is quite important, so are
many others. Once sufficient linearity and slew rate have
been provided in a design, there may actually be little gained
by boosting SR further (to far beyond that necessary). The
optimu audio amplifier is best designed with all contributions to audible defects given proper perspective.

We appear to currently be immersed in a specifications
race on the part of some manufacturers in this regard, which
is not only unfortunate for the confusion it spreads (as to

what is most important), but doubly so from the standpoint
that if nonlinear techniques are being used to achieve high
SR numbers, the user can actually pay a penalty in higher
distortion!
Another specifications race practice appears to be the quotation of amplifier maximum output SS for small signal condition as its specified SR. If an amplifier is operating linearly
in non -slew -limited conditions, the output SS for a fixed signal will linearly follow the output level, and at no point will
it reach the true amplifier SR, which is, in fact, a limit. It is
therefore erroneous or misleading to quote a maximum SS as
an SR in such a case, as the true SR limit is never reached. In
our opinion, while such an amplifier has real merit, it might
more clearly and suitably be described in such terms as
"maximum linearly reproduced SS" or the qualifier added
that it is a true non -slew -limited design, as described in the
text. Using the terminology of SR implies that the amplifier
can be made to slew; if, in fact, it cannot be made to slew
this should be clearly stated, for it is a point which distinguishes the design.
(In Part II on page 44 in July under "Comparison of Test
Methods," we made the statement that the squarewave's
fundamental amplitude was 12 dB larger than the sine
wave's. The square wave itself is 12 dB larger in amplitude, as
described in the sidebar.)
We hope this discussion has served to bring together some
of the various issues involved so as to create a new perspective for the reader. We recognize that some of the points
made in this article have been made elsewhere and acknowledge the work of previous authors. We believe that the extensive bibliography will be helpful to the reader to appreciate this material, and to tie older data in with the new material presented within this article.
GJ

and made it more affordable
tone arm

Incomparable High Fidelity
Combination
The precision design of the
Shure/SME Series I I IS tone
arm is perfectly complemented
by the spectacular performance of Shure's high
trackability cartridge, the V1.5 Type IV. For the finest
in high fidelity reproduction be sure to ask your dealer
about purchasing the V IS Type IV along with the
Series IIS.
I

In the U.S.. SME tone arms are distributed
exclusively by Shure Brothers Inc.

era SI--I

IJR

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston IL 60204
In

Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited.

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones,
sound systems and related circuitry.
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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Scott Model 390R
Stereo Receiver
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Tuner Section
IHF Sensitivity: 9.8 dBf (1.7 pV).
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
15.6 dBf (3.3 pV); stereo, 35.6 dBf
(33 pV).
S/N Ratio: Mono, 80 dB; stereo, 75 dB.
THD: Mono, 0.1 percent; stereo, 0.2
percent.
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 15
kHz, ±2 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.0 dB.

Selectivity: 80 dB.
I. f. Rejection: 100 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 100 dB
Image Rejection: 90 dB.
Subcarrier Rejection: 74 dB.
Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: 50 dB.

AM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: 150 pV/m with internal antenna.
S/N Ratio: 55 dB.

Selectivity: 50 dB at 1 MHz.
Image Rejection: 60 dB.

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 120 watts per channel
continuous into 8 -ohm loads,

20 Hz to

20 kHz.

Rated THD: 0.03 percent.
Rated IMD: 0.03 percent.
Damping Factor at 1 kHz: 100.
Input Sensitivity: Phono 1 & 2, 2.5/5.0
mV; high level, 150 mV.
S/N, "A" Weighted: Phono, 90 dB re:
10 mV input; high level, 95 dB.

Frequency

Response:

Phono,

RIAA ±0.5 dB; high level, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
H. H. Scott's most powerful receiver is also its most versatile and feature -laden, all -in -one stereo component. Controls
and switches, though plentiful, are logically arranged on the
silver -colored front panel and nomenclature (with one
exception) is clear and self-explanatory.
The upper section of the panel consists of a well -illuminated dial area with AM and linearly calibrated FM frequencies
screened in a light color against a dark background. FM calibration is linear and precise, with marks at every channel
width. The usual stereo indicator light is located at the left of
the frequency scales. A contrasting light-colored area above
the frequency scales contains the twin tuning meters (center of -channel for FM and signal strength which is active in both
the AM and FM tuning modes), a circuit -protection indicator

AFI!
Phono Overload: 300 mV/600 mV.
Tone Control Range: Bass, ±10 dB at
100 Hz; midrange, ±6 dB at 1 kHz;
treble ±10 dB at 10 kHz.
High -Filter Cutoff: 8 kHz/12 kHz, 12
d B/octave.
Low -Filter Cutoff: 18 Hz/40 Hz, 12
dB/octave.
Loudness Compensation at -30 dB:
+3.5 dB at 10 kHz; +7 dB at 100 Hz.
Channel Separation: Phono at 1 kHz,
70 dB; high level, 75 dB at 1 kHz.
Crosstalk: 75 dB at 1 kHz.
General Specifications
Power Requirements: 117 V, 60 Hz,
320 watts.
Dimensions: 227/8 -in. (58.1 cm) W x
61/2 -in. (16.5 cm) H x 153/4 -in. (40 cm) D.

Weight: 49 lbs. (22.2 kg)

.

Price: $774.95.

light (which illuminates briefly after turn -on and in the event
that protection circuits are activated), five program -source
indicator LEDs, and two banks of nine LED indicators each of
which serves as a power output metering system. These power output level indicators are calibrated in 5 -dB steps from
0.01 watts (referenced to 8 -ohm loads) to 100 watts.
All operating controls and switches are located along the
lower section of the front panel. Rotary controls include a
combination power/speaker selector switch (three sets of
speakers may be connected, with one or two pairs operable
at one time), bass, midrange, and treble controls; dual concentrically mounted, detented volume and balance controls;
the program selector switch (which includes two phono input settings, AM, FM, FM-MPX-Filter, and AUX), and a
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flywheel -coupled tuning knob. The usual phone jack

is

locat-

ed near the speaker selector switch. Nearby are a pair of
toggle or lever switches, one of which activates the FM mut-

ing circuitry, the other labelled "bypass." It is this latter
switch which sent us to the owner's manual where we discovered that what was meant was tone -control bypass and
that the "On" position means that the tone controls are
bypassed, rather than "On." A bit confusing until you figure
it out. Above the two toggle switches is a pushbutton switch
which deactivates the blinking power -output LEDs, should
you tire of gazing at them.
Above the three tone controls are two more pushbutton
switches, each of which controls turnover positions for either
the bass or treble tone controls. Turnover settings of 300 Hz
and 100 Hz are provided for the bass control, with settings of
3 kHz or 8 kHz available for the treble control. Subsonic and
high -cut filter switches (with cut-off points of 18 Hz or 40 Hz
for the subsonic filter and 8 kHz or 12 kHz for the high -cut
filter) come next, along with a loudness compensation On/
Off switch. Four additional toggle switches to the right of
the volume/balance controls introduce an "accessory " circuit interruption point (for connection of equalizers, expanders, etc.), select mono, stereo or stereo reverse listening
modes, activate either of the two tape monitor circuits, and
provide tape copying connections from either of two connected tape decks to the other.
The rear panel of the Scott 390R is equipped with the usual
array of phono inputs (for two phono circuits), AUX and tape
inputs, tape outputs (the Tape -2 circuits can be fed via a DIN
multiple -pin connector as well as by phono -tip plugs), as
well as with the aforementioned "accessory" in and out
jacks. A slide switch near the phono inputs selects either 2.5 mV or 5 -mV input sensitivities (for rated output). Antenna

terminals are provided for external AM and 75- or 300 -ohm
FM antenna lines, and nearby is the usual pivotable ferrite bar, AM internal antenna. A three -position slide switch
selects either 75 -microsecond, 50 -microsecond (for use in
Europe), or 25 -microsecond de -emphasis, the latter required
for Dolby FM reception when an outboard Dolby decoder is
added.
Three identical sets of color-coded, spring -loaded speaker
terminals; two convenience a.c. outlets (one switched, the
other unswitched), a line fuse holder, and the a.c. power
receptacle for the unit itself complete the rear panel layout.
H. H. Scott has developed a powering fbrmat for all of their
recently made products which incf).ides a separable line cord
that is supplied with each set. This enables the company to
ship the same basic unit to various countries around the
world, since the appropriate line cord, to fit receptacles in
different parts of the world, can be packed with each of the
firm's products.
Three dual gate MOS-FETs are used in conjunction with a
5-gang tuning capacitor and a low -noise bi -polar oscillator in
the FM front end of the 390R. One transistor and two integrated circuits make up the basic circuit of the i.f. section.
The transistor and first IC provide gain and differential limiting. The second IC provides three additional stages of amplification, wideband quadrature detection, and AGC-, meter and mute-drive circuits. Three dual -element ceramic filters
are used to provide selectivity, while the MPX decoder incorporates a phase -locked -loop IC decoder. Subcarrier filtering
is accomplished with a three -pole LC filter which is designed
to have no interaction below 15 kHz while effectively eliminating the 19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier components.
The phono preamp-equalizer uses a three -stage configuration. The first two stages provide voltage gain, while the
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FINE TUNING. BYCROWN.
At the outset, we have to confess
that building the Crown FM1 stereo
tuner was quite a challenge to us.

Crown audio products have earned
a reputation for reliability and sonic
excellence under the most demanding conditions. A tuner would have
to be very good indeed to be identified as a Crown product.

Crown's first tuner.
There was also the fact that this was
our first tuner. We do know a great
deal about how to create good sound
reproduction in the audio band, but
that didn't automatically translate
into solving RF problems. We were
realistic about that. And we were
fortunate. For we got to know as
friends and co-workers some very
talented designers of RF equipment
who served as consultants on Crown's
"Project Tuner."
A few people even suggested we
should buy a Japanese chassis and
put a Crown front panel on it. These
people told us it would sell, just because it had the Crown name on it.
"Well," we said to ourselves, "maybe
so, but would those buyers ever trust
another Crown product?" So we
scrapped that idea before it even got
off the ground.

with the original Crown DC -300- we
decided that a made -in -America
tuner, worthy of the Crown name,
was possible.
We are all very proud of the result,
the FM1 stereo, programmable,
digitally -controlled FM tuner.

Touch tuning.
The most noticeable feature of the
FM1 is the absence of a tuning wheel
and dial. The FM1 is a true digitally
synthesized tuner, and provides
accurate, no -drift tuning.
A quartz crystal provides the basic
reference frequency which controls
the FM1 tuning section. This is the
same system used by broadcasters
to control their transmitter frequencies. When a particular frequency
has been selected, (visible on a four digit LED display), the FM1 locks
itself to that frequency by comparing
the desired frequency to the quartz

Made in America.
We did ask some other manufacturers if they could build a tuner to
our specifications. (We had a good
grasp of the features we wanted in
our first tuner- and also a fair idea
of the price at which it should sell.)
They not only told us they couldn't
do it -they told us it couldn't be done.

Well, we'd heard that story before.
We were told in 1947 you couldn't
build a rugged, reliable tape recorder
that would work anywhere in the
world. We were told in 1965 that
high -power all -transistor amplifiers
would be available when men walked
on Mars. And having conquered both
of those impossibilities -the first with
Crown 1/4" tape recorders, the second

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

crystal thousands of times per second. Drift simply cannot happen;
tuning is automatic, precise and
immediate. The only tuning variable
you need to control is antenna position, and an LED multipath meter is
included to assist you in determining
the optimum position. Another LED

meter provides useful information
about the relative strength of station
signals.

An unforgettable tuner.
Your FM1 tuner can memorize-

infallibly- your five favorite stations
for instant and fumble -free recall. A
special EAROM integrated circuit
is dedicated to remembering your
instructions. Tune to the desired
frequency with the touch/tap controls, tap Program and the channel
(1 to 5) where the frequency is to be
stored. Even if you now unplug the
FM1 and move it to another location,

remember your station, (without
batteries!) and get it for you instantly.
An analog LED dial displays
the approximate dial location of your
selected frequency. This simulated
dial may help make the transition to
the world of digital audio a little easier
for you.
it will

Automatic tuning.
The FM1 includes several tuning
modes which have been automated,
thanks to a special control chip with
an unusual ability to manage a wide
range of functions. Because of it
you'll enjoy the use of the Search,
Stereo Search and Scan functions.
The two search controls will tune to
the next station whose signal is above
the mute threshold of a signal.
The Scan function is most unusual,
and only possible with a digital tuner
such as the FM1. When you tap
Scan, the FM1 seeks the next higher
station frequency of acceptable
strength, pauses for seven seconds,
moves to the next station, pauses
again- and so on, forever- unless
you tell it to stop. Great for finding a
broadcaster whose mood at the
moment exactly matches yours, or
for finding out just what listening
mood you're in.

Good sound.
is, perhaps, not coincidental that
almost all of our engineering staff
It

are long-time audio enthusiasts.
They know good sound-and they
also know what it takes to build good
audio components. FM1 prototypes
were thus subjected to severe listening tests by these listening experts.
(And if you don't believe that our
company experts are allowed to express their opinions and that those
opinions have an impact, you ought
to discuss Crown with someone
who's been there.)
These listeners insist the FM1 is
better. They were very much impressed with the quality of broadcast

sound coming out of the FM1. True,
the FM1 will not allow you to evade
any problems that the broadcaster
might create for you, but a good
broadcast signal at your antenna will

basis. Your satisfaction with our product is much too important for us
to radically expand a production line
that's geared to careful craftsmanship and high technology.
Secondly, the FM1 tuner is a
high -quality single -purpose audio
component which may not match
your current needs.
But for those whose lifestyle
demands the very finest in sound
reproduction, even if that means
passing up some other of the fine
things in life, we believe the FM1
tuner will be one of the more satisfying purchases in your life.

be a good audio signal out of the FM1.
As you would expect, all of the
details of importance for retaining
the fidelity of the sound were carefully evaluated in the design of the
FM1 circuitry. The latest in PLL (phase
locked loop) stereo demodulators
with pilot cancelling is used to de-

code the stereo signal. To increase
the stereo separation to a maximum,
additional crossblending amplifiers
were added to allow the R into L
channel crosstalk to be minimized
without interaction with the L into R
channel adjustments. This results in
better stereo separation than can be
provided by the PLL demodulator
alone.
Is this the tuner for everyone?
Frankly, no. In the first place, we
aren't planning to build that many
FM1 tuners. Crown continues to be
one of the deliberately small companies in the audio field. We're not
sure we could produce Crown -quality
components on a mass production

Listen carefully.
would like more information
about the FM1 before making up your
mind to purchase it, please send
five dollars with the coupon below to
obtain an advance copy of the
Crown FM1 manual. Your five dollars
will be refunded by Crown upon
return of this manual, whether you
purchase the FM1 or not. Find out all
you can about the FM1. Listen. To
friends. To dealers. And to your own
ears. Then tune in. The FM1 can be a
richly rewarding sonic experience
for you.
If you

To:

Crown International
1718 W. Mishawaka Road
Elkhart, IN 46514

Name
Home Address

City

Here's my five dollars. Please
rush my FM1 Tuner manual.
Please send a free color
brochure instead.

State

Z,p

Phone

crown
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Innovation. High technology. American. That's Crown.
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third, a Class -A push-pull stage, provides current gain for the
EQ feedback network to prevent slew -induced distortion at
high frequencies. The tone -control amplifier is a three transistor design consisting of a single -package differential
input followed by a voltage amplifier. When the tone controls are set to center, gain is unity. The tone bypass switch
entirely eliminates this circuit from the signal path.
All low-level circuits work in Class A. Subsonic and high cut filters have maximally flat, Butterworth alignment with
12 -dB -per-octave slopes.
The power amps consist of a current -mirror, loaded differential pair connected to a Class -A voltage amp with a constant collector load. This drives a fully complementary, Darlington -connected driver and parallel output transistors
which provide current gain. The differential transistors are
housed in a single package to minimize d.c. offset drift and
noise. The driver and output transistors were selected for
high cut-off frequency to maximize slew rate and minimize
high -frequency distortion.
A split power supply configuration is used with a bridge
rectifier and two 15,000- pF capacitors to supply dual polarity
voltages to the power amps. Phono-preamp, tone -control,
and voltage -amp stages are powered from voltage regulators
which incorporate capacitance multiplers. The output stage
is d.c. coupled to the speakers.

just a bit more signal strength than this (36 pV or 36.3 dBf),
we would like to have seen Scott set the stereo switching at a
lower level, especially since they do provide a strong MPXblend filter for reduction of noise in stereo FM. Scott informs
us that the set-up specification on the mono/stereo switching is between 15 and 20 dBf.
Once in stereo, however, best signal-to-noise at 65 dBf,
though 2dB short of claims, measured a satisfactory 73 dB.
Distortion, at 1 kHz in mono, measured an incredibly low
0.051 percent, increasing to just under the specified 0.2 percent for stereo. At the other test frequencies of 100 Hz and 6
kHz, mono THD was 0.08 percent and 0.2 percent; while in
stereo, the measurements were 0.24 percent and 0.4 percent.
Frequency response, displayed in the 'scope photo of Fig.
2, was well within the ±2 dB specified by Scott and in fact
exhibited a slight rising characteristic at the high end of a
fraction of a dB, unlike many tuner sections which exhibit a
rolloff above 10 kHz because of pilot -carrier (19 -kHz) filtering. Despite the excellent response out to 15 kHz and above,
there was no problem with 19 -kHz carrier leakage, which
indicates an excellent and precise job of low-pass filtering.

Tuner Section Laboratory Measurements
Figure 1 depicts the quieting and harmonic distortion characteristics (at 1 -kHz modulation) of the mono and stereo FM
sections of the 390R. Usable sensitivity in mono measured
10.3 dBf (1.8 NV), marginally short of the 9.8 dBf claimed, but
the 50 -dB quieting point in mono was better than claimed,
with readings of 13.5 dBf (2.6 NV). Signal-to-noise ratio at 65
dBf in mono was an impressively high 81 dB, exceeding the
claimed figure of 80 dB.
We were surprised to find that the mono/stereo switching
threshold on this receiver was set at a fairly high 35.6 dBf
(33 NV), which necessarily represents "usable sensitivity" in
stereo as well. Since 50 -dB quieting in stereo is obtained with
Fig.
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with blend circuit.)
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Fig. 3
Composition of
crosstalk in unmodulated
channel.

The scale used in Fig. 2 (and all subsequent 'scope photos in
this report) is 10 dB per vertical division. The lower trace
represents the separation capability of the multiplex circuitry.
Separation at the three required test points measured 51 dB
(at 1 kHz), 50 dB (at 100 Hz), and an excellent 42 dB (at 10
kHz). The center trace illustrates the rather drastic reduction
of separation when the "blend" or MPX-filter position is
used. When this setting is employed, separation at 1 kHz
drops to 24 dB, while separation at 10 kHz is approximately 8
dB. Users of this receiver are not likely to employ this filter
since, as we noted earlier, stereo threshold is set at such a
level that stereo reception is fairly noise free at switching and
higher input signal strengths.
We have been noting for some time that our meter-measured separation figures are often at odds with the figures
obtained by examining the spectrum-analyzer sweeps of separation which we also employ in these reports. The reasons
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The most

owerfu1 argument
for our new receiver
is not just power.

True, it's tempting to be swept up
by our power.
150 wztts per channel minimum

though, need no decoding. They
And all that power comes from our
include a normal and narrow FM IF
direct coupled DC power amp. And our
bandwidth selector. It makes life simple power is stable, thanks to a high-effiRMS at 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz,
for people in areas where their signals
ciency, high regulation toroidEl-coil
with no more than 0.07%Total Harmonic are crowded together elbow to elbow.
transformer.
Distortion, is nothing to sneeze at.
In our preamp section, the V7
There's a lot more to the STR-V7
But raw power means nothing.
comes equipped with a special phono
than power. This receiver takes the best
What's important is how that power is
EQ circuitry.Thanks to Sony's high IQ,it that contemporary technology has to
delivered. In the case of the STR-V7, it's allows for direct connection of a low offer, and offers it in a single machine.
brought to you by Sony in a very classy
output, moving -coil cartridge phono
Other manufacturers may have
package.
source. Without calling for an external
the power to bring you power. But only
You get a combination of features
step-up transformer or pre-preamp.
Sony has the power to bring you more
and controls that are impressive on
When you're gifted with as much
than just power.
their own-but almost unheard of in a
power as the V7, you need a way to
keep track of it. This receiver keeps
single machine.
To start with, we've built in a Dolby tabs with two power-output meters,
system, for decoding Dolbyized FM
monitoring the power being fed to the
broadcasts.
speakers. So overload can't result from
The advantages of our tuner,
oversight.

SONY®

c`

1978 Sony Industries, a

division of Sony Corp. of America, 9 West

Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 4

for this discrepancy become clear when you examine Fig. 3 (a
display which we will be incorporating in all future tuner and
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Bass and treble
control range, both turnover settings.

Fig. 8
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20k

receiver test reports). Two superimposed sweeps are represented here. The first, taken at the left -output with a leftonly signal modulating the FM carrier shows the "desired"
signal (the tall spike at the left of the display), in this case a 5 kHz modulating tone. The second sweep is obtained by reading the right output while the 5 -kHz tone still modulates the
left input of the stereo generator.
The amplitude of the 5 -kHz signal in this undesired channel (shorter spike contained within the earlier, tall spike) is
some 50 dB below the "desired" signal. This represents the
actual separation. In addition, however, we also see second,
third, and fourth order harmonics to the right (having amplitudes which are around 57, 62, and 66 dB below "desired"
signal level in the opposite channel) as well as the two sub carrier sidebands located at 33 kHz and 43 kHz. (Note: In this
display, sweep is linear, with each linear horizontal division
on the 'scope face representing 5 kHz. The log frequency
notations do not apply and should be ignored.) Thus, we see
that the single -meter reading of "cross talk" really includes
more than just the undesired 5 -kHz signal.
Capture ratio measured a bit higher than the 1.0 dB
claimed, while alternate channel selectivity measured a very
satisfactory 83 dB. The i.f. and spurious rejection both equalled or exceeded the 100 dB claimed (the maximum we can
measure), while image rejection measured exactly 90 dB as
claimed. AM suppression, not specified by Scott, measured a
satisfactory 57 dB.
AM frequency response for the AM section of the Scott
390R extended from 50 Hz to 3.5 kHz for the 6-dB roll -off
points, and a full sweep display of the frequency response
characteristic in AM is shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 4.
The power amplifier section of the Scott 390R delivered 149
watts of continuous power, at 1 kHz, into 8 ohm loads before
the rated THD level of 0.03 percent was reached. At the frequency extremes of 20 Hz and 20 kHz, it was able to produce
136 watts of continuous sine -wave power per channel for the
same rated THD. Power band for rated output (120 watts per
channel) extended from below 10 Hz to 40 kHz. At mid frequencies, THD measured 0.003 percent for rated output of
120 watts per channel. Figure 5 plots distortion (THD) vs.
power output for 1 kHz, 20 Hz, and 20 kHz, while Fig. 6 plots
IM distortion vs. power output. Rated IM distortion was
reached at a power output equivalent level of 154 watts per
channel, while at rated output, the IM distortion measured
0.0074 percent.
Dynamic headroom for this amplifier section measured 1.9
dB, and slew factor, measured per the new IHF measurement
standards, exceeded 5.0. Damping factor, measured for a signal frequency of 50 Hz, measured 75. THD vs. frequency, at
rated output, is plotted in Fig. 7.
Frequency response of the amplifier, measured via the
AUX inputs, extended from 7.5 Hz to 35 kHz, ±1 dB, while the
3 -dB rolloff points were 4 Hz and 65 kHz. Referenced to 1 watt output, high-level input sensitivity measured 13 mV,
and signal-to-noise level, referred to 1 -watt output with 0.5
volts input, measured 83 dB, "A" weighted. At minimum volume settings, hum and noise was 91 dB below 1 -watt output.
Phono input sensitivities were 0.22 mV and 0.44 mV (depending upon the setting of the rear -panel phono sensitivity
switch) for 1 -watt output. The "A" weighted signal-to-noise
in phono, referred to 1 -watt output and with 5.0 millivolts of
input at 1 kHz, measured 74 dB in the low -sensitivity position
and 77 dB in the alternate sensitivity setting. Phono overload
measured 300 mV and 600 mV for the two sensitivity settings.
RIAA playback response was absolutely dead accurate from
30 Hz to above 10 kHz, with deviation from the prescribed
curve of -0.2 dB at 15 kHz.
AUDIO August 1979
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How can equipment
designed for an average
listening room perform optimally
in your environment?
There's nothing particularly wrong with your stereo
system. It's just that different rooms have different
acoustics.
Of course, you could build a room specifically
designed around the needs of your speakers, and
you could rebuild it every time you upgrade your
system. But we have an easier way; an MXR Graphic
Equalizer that enables you to achieve maximum
performance from your system, in your
room...without moving walls.
Our equalizers allow you to critically adjust the
frequency balance throughout the entire musical
spectrum. They can help to correct certain audible
inconsistencies common in many of today's records
and tape recordings. You can choose the MXR
equalizer that best suits your needs. We make three
models that differ in flexibility and precision/
sophistication, but each is built to the same exacting
specifications and all three share MXR's reputation, in
the professional field, for reliability and integrity.

Eiter

Our popular ten band stereo EQ has one band per
octave. Our stereo fifteen band model allows even
greater control with two-thirds octave per slider; and
for the true audiophile, the MXR one-third octave
equalizer provides ultimate control with one-third
octave per slider.
Each of the MXR Graphic Equalizers can help you
get the most from your stereo system by working
with your room, not against it.
Your MXR dealer can help you choose the MXR
equalizer that best suits your needs.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 247 N. Goodman Street,
Rochester, New York 14607, (716) 442-5320

(MxR) Consumer
Products Group

No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 9

-

Midrange tone
control range.

-

Action of lowFig. 10
and high -cut filters.
Figure 8 represents a 'scope sweep plot of the maximum
boost and cut range for the bass and treble controls for each
of their two turnover settings. Figure 9 is a display of the
maximum boost and cut range of the midrange tone control.
Figure 10 is a graphic 'scope plot of the action of the subsonic and high -cut filters showing the rolloff obtained in each of
the two settings available for each of these filter circuits.

Listening and Use Tests

68

The Scott 390R performed particularly well in FM listening
tests, when connected to a properly designed 5 -element
directional outdoor antenna, pulling in every mono and stereo FM station signal which we normally expect to hear in our

listening area, some 20 airline miles from New York City,
where most of our local transmitters are located. Using the
supplied "indoor" T -wire antenna, weaker stereo signals
were unable to exceed the required stereo threshold signal strength and were received monophonically (albeit with
noise -free results). Frequency calibration was extremely accurate over all but the very high end of the dial, where a
deviation of 140 kHz was noted. Center -of -channel meter
indications corresponded well with minimum -distortion tuning.
The power indicating LEDs were extremely accurate in
their indication, and though the highest power indicator corresponds to 120 watts per channel, this visually interesting
metering system cannot show when clipping or severe overload has occurred in the amplifier section, which, as we have
noted, can deliver well over its rated 120 watts per channel.
Phono reproduction was excellent, with no evidence of
overload even when listening to heavily modulated direct -to disc records. Transient response rivalled that heard using
some of the better separate, d.c.-configured integrated and
separate power amps that have recently passed through our
lab and listening room. The tone control arrangement, for
those who seek a high degree of control, worked smoothly
and did not seem to introduce any audible distortion when it
was switched in and out of the signal path. Use of the 18 -Hz
low-cut filter position significantly reduced the IM distortion
effects caused by turntable rumble and tended to unveil musical reproduction somewhat without audibly chopping into
musical content on any of our musical test records.
The Scott 390R is a full -featured receiver that operates reliably, without generating high heat levels, even when driven
to levels approaching maximum output for hours on end. Its
suggested retail price seems more than appropriate for a reLeonard Feldman
ceiver in this category.
Enter No. 90 on Reader Service Card

IN ChICAGO
Quality. Uncompromised.

from the 2000 Series:
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Basic Threesome-for very high standard
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music control center

THE HEART AND SOUL OF SOUND
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THE BEST LOCATION
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.
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RT-2100 FM Stereo Tuner
with Quartz PLL tuning and
built-in Dolby FM.
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RC -2000
FM Stereo DC Control
Amplifier with built-in
MC headamp.
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RB -2000
Stereo Class AB/DC
Power Amplifier.
120 watts per
channel at 852,
20 to 20,000
Hz with
< 0.01%
THD.
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STEPS EAST OF MICHIGAN AVE.

Lake Michigan and the Park at
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Ave. shops
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Complimentary continental
breakfast
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mark of Dolby
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ROTEL OF AMERICA, INC.
1055 SAW MILL RIVER ROAD,
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WRITE TODAY
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The sound is familiar.
The PRICE is the SURP

SE!

EALISÍ7CMinimus -7
F

This amazing little hi-fi
speaker costs only about a
third as much as some mini
speakers, but we think they
compare very favorably. How
could they? Well, we gave
ours a heavy-magnet large excursion 4" woofer, a softdome wide -dispersion 1"
tweeter, a precise L -C crossover network, and a diecast
aluminum enclosure. The result is astonishing bass and
crisp highs from a 7-1/6" tall
system that fits on any bookshelf. Audio response is 50-

20,000 Hz and
power capacity is
40 watts RMS. All
for only 49.95 each.
Now listen to
this! Just 14.95*
buys you a pair of
the fully adjustable
mounting brackets
pictured here, so
you can install two Minimus® -7s
in your car. Or van or pickup or
RV. Discover Minimus -7, the
mini-size, maxi-value speaker
for home or mobile use. Sold
only at Radio Shack.
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Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.

These two cards honored
at most Radio Shack stores

ftadie Shaek
A

Division of Tandy Corporation Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Over 7000 Locations in Nine Countries

Use 'em on a shelf

Use 'ern in your vehicle
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Bravo!
That's the Jensen R430
Car Stereo Receiver.
That's the thrill of being there.
Bravo indeed for the superlative
performance of the 60 watt Jensen R430 Car
Stereo Receiver. The top -of -the -line of six
receivers that boast a compliment of features
found only on better home receivers.
Features like a separate trunk -mounted
Power Amplifier unit as well as a twin
amplifier section in the main unit.
The advanced Bi-Amp capability of the
R430 makes it possible to selectively send
high frequency power information to a car's
front speakers, and low frequency info
through the Power Amp to the rear speakers.
This bi -amplification allows for greater
volume and less distortion.
Jensen has refined the R430 with other
unique features like feather -touch electronic
switches. And an automatic tape alarm.
Dolby® Noise Reduction processes out
tape hiss and improves the dynamic range of
Dolby -encoded tapes and FM broadcasts.
A Fader control adjusts levels front to
back; separate Balance control adjusts left to
right. There's even a Loudness Compensation
function and for the extra -sensitive FM tuner,
Interstation Muting.
But all the features in the world don't
mean a thing if they don't combine to do one
thing a receiver is built to do... recapture and
deliver to you all the power and intensity that
went into the original performance.
That's the thrill of being there.
That's the Jensen R430 Car Stereo
Receiver.

JENSEN

The thrill of being there.
For more information, write Jensen Sound Laboratories,
Division of Pemcor, Inc., 4136 N. United Parkway,
Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.
®"Dolby" and "Dolby System" are registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Decca London International Tonearm & Mk VI Gold Elliptical Phono Cartridge

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Tonearm
Effective Mass: 9 grams.
Effective Arm Friction: Better than 0.02
grams.
Offset Angle: 27°.
Tracking Angle Error. 1 degree, 40 minutes maximum deviation.
Stylus Overhang: 0.625 in. (16 mm).
Stylus Force Variation: From 1/4 gm to 3
grams.
Overall Height: 3 in. (76 mm) max.
Height Adjustment: 1% to 2% inches.
Weight: 7.75 oz. (220 gm).
Price: $149.50.

Decca has been making stereo cartridges since the beginning of the stereo era, about 20 years. The Decca MkVle
GOLD stereo cartridge is the latest version of a basic design
which has undergone a continuous evolution since the late
1950s when first made its acquaintance. At that time, shortly
after the introduction of the modern stereo disc, the Londón/Scott ffss matched stereophonic arm and cartridge was
advertised in Audio,on page 61 of the January, 1959, issue as
being "... in a class apart from all the others ...." This quote
was taken by Scott from a review that appeared on p. 48 of
the Sept. 27, 1958, issue of Saturday Reviewmagazine. The tip
mass was stated as being 1 mg, which was very low for those
days, and the ad mentioned the ill effects of tonearm mass/
cartridge compliance resonance effects at some low frequency. At that time, the Decca cartridge -arm attachment method
required that the Decca cartridge be used only with the Decca arm. Since then, an adapter, which allows the Decca cartridge to be slipped on and off the arm very easily, has been
developed, so the Decca cartridge may be used with other
arms. More on this later.
remember my first impression of the early London/Scott
arm -cartridge combination was more than favorable. It had
an uncanny ability to bring out inner detail in the early
stereodiscs and was very revealing. The idea of spending
$58.00 for an integrated arm and cartridge (which precluded
using cartridges other than the Decca) must have then
seemed a disadvantage to some, but it allowed Decca to design for maximum compatibility of the arm -cartridge combination. (In the same issue of Audio, for price reference, a GE
GC -5 stereo cartridge and a GE universal tonearm were advertised for $26.95 and $29.95 respectively.) It would seem
that to this day, the advantages of an integrated arm -cartridge design are traded for flexibility by most buyers. This
flexibility probably allows more average or even poor arm cartridge combinations than it does truly excellent ones. The
manufacturers know this but they must respond to demand
for flexibility and caution the buyer as to the pitfalls as best
they can.
In the case of the present review, both arm and cartridge
are made by Decca, but some few tradeoffs in absolute compatibility had to be made to enable other cartridges to be
used with the Decca arm. One tradeoff was the increase in
effective mass due to the extra mass of the interchangeable
I
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Phono Cartridge
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Output: 5 mV/5 cm/sec.
Stylus Radius: 0.0006 x 0.0003 inches.
Nominal Vertical Tracking Angle: 15°.
Compliance: Lateral, 15x10-6 cm/dyne;
Vertical, 7x10-6 cm/dyne.
Inductance: 560 mH per channel.
D.c. Resistance: 2200 ohms per channel.
Tip Mass: Less than 1 mg.
Price: $174.50.

I

headshell arrangement. This is true of all so-called "universal" tonearms which utilize plug-in headshell arrangements.
The extra mass of the coupling hardware is usually out at the
pickup end of the arm, which is the worst place to add mass.
The quote mentioned previously was true in one sense.
The Decca cartridge is in an engineering design class by itself.
am not aware of any other available cartridge which uses
the same arrangement of coils or stylus assembly. The arrangement is essentially a vertical -lateral scheme which is
electrically matrixed to extract the 45°-45° groove -wall modulations of the modern stereo disc. It derives from the early
days of disc cutting. Some disc cutter heads allowed either
lateral or vertical discs to be cut. Commercial monophonic
phonograph records were lateral -cut discs in which the
groove modulations were from side to side. Some radio transcriptions were cut with vertical modulations of the groove,
as were the original Edison cylinders.
Some of the first modern stereo discs were cut using a
lateral -vertical cutter head; one channel was lateral and the
other was vertical. Since effects such as warp, rumble noise,
etc. were dissimilar in each channel, it was decided to matrix
the signal so that the same effects would be balanced between the channels. This also made the 45°-45° stereo record
compatible with mono records since lateral modulation
(mono signal) appears equally in both channels, making the
source appear to come from the center between two speakers when the listener is positioned between the speakers.
(Movement toward the left or right by the listener will cause
the apparent source of the sound to come from the nearest
speakers due to the Haas or "precedence" effect, since there
is no time difference in a mono signal.)
Since phono cartridge designs such as the Western Electric
and Decca were available, which had coil configurations allowing either laterally or vertically cut discs to be played, it
was natural that a matrix scheme for 45°-45° stereo disc playback would be designed. Such a design is still with us in the
Decca MkVIe.
The stylus cantilever system of the Decca cartridge is also
different than that used in most other cartridge designs.
Rather than being supported by a damping block near the
center, the Decca armature is clamped at one end. Figure 1
shows the arrangement. Because the signal from the groove
modulations are picked up near the stylus tip, and not at the
I
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other end of a cantilever, Decca has called their system "Positive Scanning."
The mass of the Decca London cartridge has been reduced
from its predecessors by a factor of over four, a considerable
achievement. The susceptability to hum and stray magnetic
fields has also been reduced. The output has, at the same
time, been increased by about 50 percent. A process called
"super cooling" is used to temper the stylus cantilever to
eliminate the stress relaxation problems associated with
forming it to its final shape.
We feel that the relative ease or difficulty in achieving a
satisfactory mounting of arm to turntable and cartridge to
carrier is worthy of exposition. In order to be certain that
some of the things encountered with the Decca arm were not
just due to our single sample, we obtained a second unit for
test and there were some differences between the first and
second arms. While the mounting flange supplied with the
first arm was metal, the flange supplied with the second arm
was plastic. We tried to use the metal flange of the first arm
with the second arm. There was additional play since the
column of the second arm seems to be smaller. Also we discovered that the template supplied with the second arm
called for 83/4 inches from the turntable center to the center
of the arm -mounting hole. The mounting distance had been
8' inches on the template supplied with the first arm, yet the
dimensions of both arms themselves are identical. The final
pivot -to-stylus distance is set by sliding the cartridge in the
headshell, and Decca supplies a template which is to be used
to make this adjustment. After mounting the new plastic
flange, we realized that the fit of the second flange and arm
was too tight to allow easy adjustment of the arm height, so
we shaved a small amount from the inside of the plastic
flange. After doing this, the arm was mounted and could be
adjusted, and there was no play between the arm column
and flange after the two locking screws were set.
The template supplied to locate the arm -mounting hole is
similar to those supplied by most tonearm manufacturers,
requiring that the center of the mounting hole be projected
down to the mounting surface. With high turntable platters,
this distance can be a source of error, so a good amount of
care should be taken to see that center of the projected
mounting hole is directly below the hole in the template. An
interesting trick is suggested by Decca for platter leveling
prior to mounting the cartridge into the headshell. Since
there is spirit or bubble level built into the headshell, Decca
recommends that the headshell be placed on the edge of the
turntable platter and the turntable then made level. After the
cartridge is fitted, the headshell can no longer be used this

THE LONDON CARTRIDGE
VERTICAL
MAGNET

VERTICAL
COIL

VERTICAL

'\

MAGNETIC
POLE

CLAMP

PLATES

A"'

LATERAL
COIL

DAMPING MEDIUM

LATERAL MAGNETIC
POLE

-

TIE BACK CORD

CANTILEVER

Layout of the coils and magnets for the
1
Decca London phono cartridge.
Fig.

Check to see that there are no rattles or excess play in the
arm cartridge system. At this point, we recommend that the
viscous fluid be applied to the arm pivot. It will take about 24
hours for the fluid to properly fill the cup around the pivot.
The Decca London arm was mounted to a Pioneer PLC -590
turntable using a 4N -in. square mounting block of 3/4 -in. thick
particle board which fits neatly and securely into the PLC -590
platform. The arm rest can be mounted by drilling a single
hole on most turntables, but in the case of the PLC -590 the
area in which the arm rest would be mounted contains the

electronic controls.
The Decca London cartridge and headshell plus fittings
weigh a total of 14.8 grams, with over 70 percent of this mass

Fig. 2

-

Exploded view of the cartridge/headshell

mounting and weights.
SCREW 0.5

FINGER LIFT PLATE
1.1 G

G

BUBBLE

eBALANCE
(NOT VISIBLE)
0.8 G

way.

Mounting the Decca cartridge carrier to the Decca head shell, as shown in Fig. 2, is a bit more delicate than the more
usual methods. The little spacers can be easily lost, and fumble -fingers are cautioned to take steps to avoid problems of
this sort by spreading out a work cloth before beginning. The
Decca cartridge slides into the carrier after the carrier has
been fitted into the headshell; the Decca cartridge itself has
no integral mounting holes. The headshell with cartridge is
slipped into a socket on the end of the arm, and while there
is no locking mechanism, the fit is tight. In fact, "slipped" is
probably not quite a strong enough word to describe the
effort required. The Decca cartridge has only three terminals
since it uses a common ground terminal; we chose to solder
both ground returns to the single ground pin of the cartridge
carrier. The clearance between the cartridge and the record is
very small so adjustment of the arm height should be
checked carefully. Make certain that all the screws are secure
and, after adjusting the tracking force with the counterweight, adjust the tilt with the lateral weight adjustment

-MOUNTING SCREWS
OBLONG SPACERS

-1.49

G

HA R DS I-4 ELL

5.4

G

- TERMINAL

BLOCK

CLAMP PLATE

CARTRIDGE4.1
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PROTECTION
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CART:
4.1 G
28%
72%
OTHER: 10.7 G
TOTAL: 14.8 G 100
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EPA
-

of the headshell.

Tracking on the CBS STR-112 test record,
Band 9,+18 dB re: 11.2 pM at 300 Hz. A) Tracking
force at 0.7 gm, and B) at 1.5 gm.
Fig.
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Second and third harmonic distortion vs.
output in the left channel. Note: Some of the high
frequency distortion is due to the B&K 2009 test record.
Fig.
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Interchannel output vs. frequency with the
B&K 2009 test record. Notches in crosstalk are due to
filter switching. Note increases in crosstalk at 160 and
200 Hz.
Fig.
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Amplitude vs.
time on both channels of
Fig. 6A

the B&K 2009 test record,
Band 3. Sweep of 20 Hz to
20 kHz, with stop action at
3 kHz.

Ail

41.

Fig. 6B

right

-X -Y display of

vs.

left channel for the

same signals as shown in
Fig. 6A. Identical channels
would make a straight 45°

line.

Figures 3A and 3B show the left (upper) and right (lower)
channel outputs while playing band 9 of CBS STR-112. This
represents a level of +18 dB referenced to an amplitude of
11.2 pm. The notch in the waveform shown in Fig. 1a indicates slight mistracking at a tracking force of only 0.7 grams.
Increasing the tracking force to 1.5 grams eliminates the mis tracking but the distortion of the waveform shown in Fig. 3B
remains. The listening panel made comments which could be
partly attributed to the harmonic distortion exhibited in Figs.
3A and 3B, which occurs at a very high level of modulation.
At lower modulation levels, the distortion does appear to be
lower.
Figure 4 shows the 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion vs.
frequency. It is below 1 percent (-40 dB) until about 700 Hz.
It reaches about 6 percent (-24 dB) at 10 kHz. The panel
agreed that guitar sounded less precise than when listening
to the reference system but had remarkable clarity and detail
in the middle register. The lower guitar notes sounded less
well controlled and a bit bloated. Flute, while exhibiting a
natural spectrum, did sound a bit bright and, perhaps, a little
raw
saxophone also had this characteristic, but both instruments were reproduced with excellent definition. The
rise in amplitude vs. frequency response at about 20 kHz,
along with the rise in distortion components, particularly the
odd -order components, may account for some of this
perceived brightness. The low bass response seemed to be a
particular strong point of the Decca arm/cartridge combination. On classical recordings it tended to give the impression
of being even a bit better than the reference system. The
upper bass was judged a bit poorer than the reference system, being a little heavier or bloated. Perhaps the clue lies in
the crosstalk shown in Fig. 5, the crosstalk from about 140 Hz
to 200 Hz showing a tendency to increase. The spread of
energy between both channels would be affected by this
increase in crosstalk, tending to cause the image to be larger
than intended. There is also a small discontinuity in the main
channel outputs at about 180 Hz, indicating a resonance
which means that the sound will not decay immediately in
this part of the spectrum, as if notes, in this range, were
played with more sustain.
The stereo image appeared relatively stable for simple program material played by small groups. This is corroborated by
the data shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. Each figure is divided
into A) which shows the amplitude vs. time response of each
channel of the cartridge to an essentially steady state sinusoidal signal, and B) which presents the left vs. the right channel
to the same signal. The photos represent, in another form,
the same information shown in Fig. 5, since the same B & K
2009 sweep -frequency test record is used. The waveforms are
captured by a digital storage system under computer control.
As the swept recording reaches the desired frequency, it is
captured. The data stored may be displayed in the different
formats seen in the figures without making different measurements. This makes comparisons between the data much
more reliable. The cursors (the straight lines in the photos)
may be used to relate between the two channels shown in
the A) part of each figure or to relate between the A) part
and the left vs. right channel format used in the B) part of the

...

D%%_2000
1

at the end of the tonearm going into the shell and fittings.
The cartridge itself weighs 4.1 grams; the headshell 5.4 grams;
the plastic holder, threaded bar, screws, and washers 2.9
grams, and the bubble balance and finger lift 2.4 grams.
However, Decca has done what they had to do, in a careful
way without adding unnecessary mass, in realizing a design
where part of what is normally the cartridge body is here part

Sx.

figures.
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Today's studio technology is putting
sounds on record that most home stereos
dimply can't cope with.

detail captured in your recordings
without perceptible noise, distortion, or
coloration to spoil the sensation of living,
breathing music.

So instead of hearing everything the
way it went down at the recording sessüon, you miss the subtle nuances that
make the music come to life.
The refined technology of Sanyo PLUS
SERIES components lets you hear every
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Same as Fig. 6A,
except stop action at 5 kHz.
Fig. 7A

The jitter in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 is related to a certain smearing in transients indicated by the listening panel. The jitter
can not be seen directly for obvious reasons, but it is indicated by the extent that it is exciting the natural high -frequency
resonance of the effective mass at the stylus tip and the compliance of the record material. This resonance is at 23.8 kHz
and is fairly prominent. Although waveforms shown in Figs.
6, 7, 8, and 9 appear rather unclean, the condition causing
the visual effect is not as aurally disastrous as one might be
led to think. To be sure there is an effect, as noted previously,
upon the image stability but it is subtle for simple muscial

Fig. 7B

-

except at

Same as Fig. 6 B,
5

kHz.

passages.
Figures 10A, B, and C show the response to the 1 -kHz
square wave of Band 1 of CBS STR-112 test record. This signal
represents a fundamental at 1 kHz and the odd harmonics of

kHz with known amplitude and phase relationships. The
"squareness" of the right and left channel waveforms indicate that the amplitude and phase relationships of the reproduced square wave are very good. The "ringing" indicates
that at about the high frequency resonance at 23.8 kHz, there
is phase shift and a rise in amplitude. Figure 10B shows that
there is also interchannel phase shift at this frequency. The
amplitude is also greater in the right channel. The panel
noted that there appeared to be a smearing of the high frequencies in both their overtone-to -fundamental relationships but also as related to the positional accuracy of the
stereo image. Although this smearing was present it was not
thought to be so bad as the photos may lead one to believe.
Figure 10C shows the right vs. left channel relationships. Until one has seen many such representations of left vs. right
channel responses to the square wave test, it is best to reserve judgment about its effect upon the reproducing accuracy of arm/cartridge combinations. If the reproduction accuracy were perfect, there would be two bright dots in the
upper right and lower left quadrants and a few dots on a
straight line between them due to the finite rise time of the
recorded square -wave test signal and the cartridge.
Figure 11 indicates the scanning loss between the outer
and inner grooves due to the interaction of the stylus shape
and the modulated groove. The difference shown by the
London cartridge is only 3 dB at 20 kHz which is reasonable.
Were it not fpr the use of diameter equalization during disc
cutting, recorded passages with high frequencies would tend
to sound duller in the inner grooves, and the demands made
upon the stylus to accurately trace high frequencies in the
inner grooves are, of course, increased by the diameter equalization technique.
The "glitches" at 45 Hz and 170 Hz appear about 2 dB
worse in Fig. 11 than they do in Figs. 4 and 5. During the
testing of the Decca arm and cartridge, the compliant rubber
coupler, which isolates the rear of the arm and counterweight from the main part of the arm, became looser.
Changes in the exact vertical position of the arm due to
changes in the relationship between the two opposing mag 1

Fig. 8A

-

Same as Fig. 6A,

-

Same as Fig. 6A,

except stop action at 10 kHz.

Fig. 8B

-

Same as Fig. 6B,

except at 10 kHz.
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Fig. 9A

except stop action at 20 kHz.

-

Left and right
channels with a 1 kHz
square wave from the CBS
STR-112 test record at 3.54
cm/sec.
Fig. 10A

Fig. 9B

-

Same as Fig. 6B,

except at 20 kHz.

Fig. 10B

-

Same as Fig. 10A,

except expanded to show
the leading edge. Note
relationship of high frequency phase indicated by
vertical cursor.

Fig. 10C

-

Same as Fig. 10A,

except left vs. right presentation. For perfect
channel relationships the
two bright dots should
appear in the lower left and
upper right quadrants.
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Ordinary components have a tendency to ramàle, sprawl
and cutter.
But with AIWA's new Mini Component System, you
don't have to settle for more size :ion you need.
Because the AIWA Mini Component System measures
just 8%6" long by 113/s" high by 83ré' deep.
That's small enough to stack naatly on one shelf.
Without having to sacrifice a sin4e highperfcrmance spec
or feature you want just to save dace.
SPECS THAT ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL. Forget the size.
Wi:h 30 Watts per channel into.8 ohms, the SA -P22 DC

Power Amplifier gives you clean flat signal reproduction
down to 0 Hz.
The SA -C22 Stereo Preamplifier offers close ± 0.2 dB
RIAA adherence and a S/N Rat of 80 dB.
The ST -R22 AM/FM StereoTuner assures am FM
sensi:ivity for 50 dB quieting that's a superb 37% 9 dBf.
And AIWA's ultra compact SE -1-22 Stereo Cassette Deck
provides a respectable S/N Ratioof 60 dB with Dolby* on.
FEATURES THAT ARE REALLY FEATURES.
A sophisticated 5 -point LED display on the SA -P22

Amplifier indicates output levels from 0.1 to 60 Watts.
Modern soft touch mode selectors operate the SA -C22
Preamplifier.
The ST-R22 AM/FM Tuner provides a quartz -controlled
digital frequency readout for accurate station selection.
And the SD-L22 Cassette Deck is loaded with a 5 -point
multicolored LED optical display that instantly monitors
peak level and full auto-stop in any mode.
LESS THAN YOU BARGAINED FOR.
AIWA's new Mini Component System not only takes up
less space. It's also priced significantly less than any other
mini system on the market.
So why settle for more.
When the more you know about AIWA's incredibly
small Mini Component System, the more you'll want to
own it.

Upgrade to
Distributed in the

U S by.

AIWA AMERICA INC 35 Oxford Drive. Moonachie. New Jersey 07074.
Distributed in Canada by. SHRIRO (CANADA) LTD

...

Dolly is a Trademark of Dolby Labora:o ies, Inc.
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Fig. 11
Scanning loss vs. disc radius. This loss is due to the
geometric relationship between the stylus and the
modulated groove. All practical styli will exhibit this effect
to varying degrees. Note increase in size of "glitches" at 45

and 170 Hz.
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Fig. 12
Low frequency resonance due to effective tonearm
mass and cartridge compliance. Resonance occurs at 8.2 Hz,
and Q is 6.3.

-

Rise time of the
Decca London phono car-

Fig. 13

tridge,18

-

pS.

Filtered tone
burst at 10.7 kHz with the
Shure TTR-103 test record,
Band 4, at 30 cm/sec. Top
trace is the left channel and
bottom is the right channel.
Fig. 14

nets which float the unipivot from the main pillar also
occured. These changes caused the glitch at 180 Hz in Figs. 4
and 5 to shift down to 170 Hz in Fig. 11. During the test for
scanning loss, the effects of these changes can be seen as an
increase in the Q of these resonances due to these design
elements of the arm. The use of opposing magnets to float
the arm pillar allows movement between the arm and turntable, and ideally there should be no movement between the
arm and turntable. The idea was to reduce the effects of
vertical rumble and the transmission of external shocks to the
arm/cartridge combination. The coloration in the upper bass
range noted by the listening panel can very likely be traced
to these resonances. The play in the counterweight and horizontal adjustment weight systems, although partially isolated
from the pivot, probably also contributes to the perceived
colorations. During the listening tests, great care was taken to
minimize these effects, but they could not be totally eliminated.
The low frequency resonance caused by the interaction of
the effective mass of the arm and the compliance of the
cartridge is shown in Fig. 12. The frequency is a bit lower
than desirable and the Q is quite high. The low bass output is
affected by this condition and an increase in this range is a
direct result of this high Q condition. A large subsonic output can also cause problems in the rest of the reproducing
chain.
The rise time of the London cartridge is 18 pS. Figure 13
shows the maximum rise time under the test conditions. An
interesting comparison can be made between the Decca London cartridge and the ADC ZLM of a previous report. Although the high frequency resonance of the Decca London is
lower at 23.8 kHz than the ADC ZLM at 28.6 kHz, the rise
time of the Decca is faster at 18 pS compared to 24 p5 for the
ADC. The high frequency resonance is due to the interaction
of the effective stylus tip mass and the compliance of the
record material. The rise time is a function of the mechanical
and electrical attributes of the cartridge àlone, without reference to the record material. The effective tip mass of the
Decca London cartridge appears to be greater than that of
the ADC ZLM and yet it is still capable of faster rise time. An
interesting quandary, and yet the listening panel made no
negative comments about the lack of extreme highs with the
Decca London as they did with the ADC ZLM.
The response of the Decca arm and cartridge combination
to the 10.7 -kHz tone burst on the Shure TTR-103 test record
gives another indication of the problems at high frequencies
noted by panel members during the listening tests. Spectral
information around 10 kHz seems to cause problems for the
Decca arm and cartridge. Above 10 kHz, the condition seems
to improve. This is verified by the information in Fig. 9 which
shows the signal at 20 kHz. It appears less distorted than the
10 kHz signal shown in Fig. 8. The folding in the interchannel
phase relationship at 10 kHz shown in Fig. 8B also indicates a
more complex problem than the relatively simple phase relationship shown for the 20 kHz signal in Fig. 9B. This inter channel complex relationship can also be seen in Fig. 14
which shows the left (upper) and right (lower) channel responses to the 10.7 kHz tone burst. This test signal allows a
further correlation between the quality of reproduction as
perceived by the listening panel and technical measurements.
The effect upon the Decca cartridge of various capacitive
loading values is not shown, as the capacities would have to
be far outside the range normally encountered to be of any
consequence. The reason for this immunity to ill effects due
to capacitive loading is due mainly to the coils of the Decca
London cartridge, the resistance of which is higher than that
of most other cartridges (about 2.5 times greater than the
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FISHER INTRODUCES
THE RECEIVERS
THAT LISTEN TO YOU
Ever since 1937, when Fisher
introduced the world to the first
high fidelity system, we've been
constantly looking for ways to
make sound even better.
One of our biggest improvements came in 1959 with the
world's first stereo receiver
the famous Fisher 500.
Now, we proudly announce
our latest major advance: the all new RS2000 Studio Standard
series the receivers that listen

-

-

to you.

Sound the way you like it.
With the RS2000 series, you're
not limited to only simple bass
and treble controls like other receivers. Instead, you tell the receiver exactly how you want the
sound tailored by setting its
built-in graphic equalizer's
slide controls. By boosting or
cutting each of the five equalizer
controls, you can transform ho hum sound into the most exciting you've ever heard. You get
sound that exactly matches your
taste, your moods, and your
environment.
Say you want to really feel
the drums on a disco record. Just
push up the 50 Hz (low bass)
slider, and you get just the effect
you want
without disturbing
the tonal color of voices and
other instruments. Want to really bring a vocalist "up front"?
Add a little 1 kHz (midrange)
boost. And so on. In a few seconds, you can make such a dramatic improvement in the
sound of all your records, tapes,
and FM broadcasts that you
won't want a receiver without
this fabulous built-in feature.

There's logic to our front
panel. Most sophisticated receivers keep you guessing when
it comes to operating the controls. Not the Fisher RS2000 series. We've engineered a unique
"Panel Logic" system with an illuminated, computer-like display that tells you at a glance
what the receiver is set up to do.
The RS2010. below, has great
performance specs like superb
1.7 uV (9.8 dBf) FM sensitivity,
and plenty of power (100 watts
min. RMS per channel. into 8
ohms, 20-20,000 Hz. " ith no
mcre than 0.09% total harmonic
distortion). Other models are
available from 30 to 150 watts
per channel.

Listen to the Fisher RS2000
series receivers. Once you do,
you'll never be satisfied with the
sound of a receiver without an
equalizer.
The RS2010 is about $700` at
selected audio dealers or the
audio department of your favorite
department store.
For a copy of the new Fisher
guide to high fidelity, send your
name and address and $2 to:
Fisher Corporation, Dept. H,
21314 Lassen St., Chatsworth,
CA 91311.
-Manufacturer's suggested retail value.
Actual selling price is determined solely
the individual Fisher dealer.

The first name in high fidelity.

-
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Fig. 15
Coil schematic for the Decca London phono
cartridge. A matrix arrangement of vertical and lateral
coils is used to derive the 45°-45° stereo groove
modulation information on the record.

VERTICAL
COILS

LATERAL
COIL

ADC ZLM, for example). This means that the Q of these coils
is very low, to the point where they act almost as a resistance
alone. It also makes measuring the inductance of the Decca
London coils- a real problem. The coil matrixing scheme,
which is used to extract the 45°-45° stereo groove information from what, as described earlier, is a vertical -lateral coil
configuration, also contributes to the measurement problem.
Figure 15 shows the electrical schematic of the coils. Each
channel consists of a vertical coil which is connected in series
with the common lateral coil.

The stylus of the Decca London cartridge is centered in a
hole of the lateral pole piece by the tension of a tiny string.
This string is subject to stretching which can result in a
change in the vertical tracking angle as well as a misalignment with respect to the pole piece. Cleaning the stylus and
pole area is a very delicate operation, yet it should be done
frequently if optimum results are to be obtained, and this can
lead to problems after a period of time. The Decca London
cartridge must be returned to the selling dealer for exchange,
and it will ultimately be returned to Rocelco, the North
American distributor.
To conclude this report, I would like to emphasize my personal feelings about the Decca London cartridge. While I feel
strongly that the basic design ideas of the Decca cartridge are
quite well worth pursuing, the present embodiment of these
ideas, the Decca London cartridge, is very delicate and at
times frustrating. Also, the combination of the London cartridge with the International arm does not seem to be the
ideal combination it could be. The same fussiness in setup
and handling vs. the great clarity and detail of sound that
have engendered a long-standing "love -hate" relationship
among some of us is still present. The end result is a caveatto
all but truly dedicated and patient audiophiles. A paraphrase
of a line from Dickens seems apropos: "lt was the best at
times; it was the worst at times."
The many long hours spent preparing this report should
indicate that I feel there is great potential in the Decca
design. I hope that I have piqued your curiosity enough that
you will try to audition a properly setup Decca arm and cartridge combination. If you do, you may well just become a
Edward M. Long.
Decca-phile!

Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card
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Measured Data
Decca London Phono Cartridge
Serial No. E-2870
Left

Inductance, mH
Resistance, ohms

Output

Right

53.5

53.5
2060 2070
1.12 1.30

mV/cm/sec at
45 degrees

(B&K 2009, Band 3)

Dynamic Tracking Force, grams required to track B&K 2010
(Gms x 980=dynes)
Band 3, 0 dB (7.07 cm/sec at 45°)
0.5
Band 4, +2 dB
0.7
1.0
Band 5, +4 dB

+6 dB
Band 7, +8 dB
Band 6,

1.2*
1.5*

*Visual Distortion on 'scope
Tracking vs. Radius, grams,
(HFS-75,300 Hz, +15 dB, ref. 1.12 x 1(13 Cm)
Outer Grooves, 0.6
Middle Grooves, 0.7
Inner Grooves, 0.8
Cartridge Mass: 4.1 gms.
Microphony: Resonant clunk when tapped.
Hum Rejection: Good.
High Frequency Resonance: 23.8 Hz.
Rise Time: 18 DS
Low Frequency Resonance: 8.2 Hz.
Low Frequency Resonance Q: 6.3.
Recommended Load Resistance: 47 kilohms.
Recommended Tracking Force: 1.5 gms.

Decca International Tonearm
Pivot -to -Spindle Distance: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm).
Pivot -to -Stylus Distance: 9.125 in. (23.2 cm).
Pivot -to -Rear of Arm Distance: 2.5 in (6.4 cm).
Spindle -to -Rear of Arm Distance: 11.0 in (27.9 cm).
Overall Height Adjustment: 1.375-2.25 in. (3.5-5.7 cm).
Tracking Force Adjustment, Maximum 1.5 gms (with Decca London cartridge, 4.1 gm).
Cartridge Weight Range: 3 to 10 gms.
Counterweights: Nonremovable.
Counterweight Mounting: Rubber decoupler for rear of arm and
counterweight.
Sidethrust Correction: Opposing magnets with moderate uniformity.
Pivot Damping: Viscous fluid.
Lifting Device: Finger lift with accessory Deccalift available.
Headshell Weight: 6.2 gms.
Headshell Offset: 27 degrees.
Overhang Adjustment: Sliding screw mounts in headshell, with template.
Bearing Alignment: Horizontal adjustable weight.
Bearing Friction: Less than 50 mG in both planes, too low to measure
accurately.
Bearing Type: Jeweled unipivot.
Lead Torque: Minimal.
Lead Length: 36 in. (91.5 cm).
Structural Resonances: 45 and 170 Hz.
Base Mounting: 1.125 -in. diameter hole through board. Flange mounted
with two screws.
General Comments: This is a very delicate and fussy arm to set up and use.
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ße'11 match the tonearm

on our lowest-priced turntable
against, the tonearm
on thefrliighestpriced turntable.
We'd like to be very clear about what we have in mind. By
"their" we mean everyone else's. And, our lowest -priced
turntable is the new CS1237.
The CS1237's tonearm is mounted in a four -point
gyroscopic gimbal-widely acknowledged as the finest
suspension system available. The tonearm is centered,
balanced and pivoted exactly where the vertical and
horizontal axes intersect.
From pivot to tonearm head, the shape is a straight
line, the shortest distance between those two important
points. (Curved tonearms may look sexier, but at the cost
of extra mass, less rigidity and lateral imbalance-none
of which is consistent with good engineering practice.)
Tracking force is applied by a flat -wound spring coiled
maintained equally on each groove wall whether or
force
is
this
and
around the vertical pivot,
not the turntable is level. The tonearm's perfect balance is maintained throughout play.
By contrast, tonearms which apply tracking force by shifting the counterweight forward are
actually unbalanced during play and prone to mistracking. For example, on warped records the
stylus tends to dig in on the uphill side of the warp and to lose contact on the way down.
Vertical -bearing friction in the CS1237 tonearm is astonishingly low-less than 8 milligrams.
It can track as low as 0.25 gram-which means it will allow any cartridge to operate at its own
optimum tracking force.
There's still more. The counterweight is carefully damped to attenuate tonearm resonances.
Anti -skating is separately calibrated for all stylus types. Cueing is damped in both directions to
prevent bounce. And because the CS1237 can play up to six records in sequence, the stylus
angle can be set for optimum vertical tracking in either single-play or multiple -play.
To find any other tonearm that seriously matches the CS1237's, you have two choices.
You can consider one of the more exotic
separates. But you'll find they cost as much as the
entire CS1237. (Price: less than $180, complete
with base and cover.)
Or you might compare it with one of the higher priced Dual turntables. You'll find a few additional
refinements, but no difference in design integrity
or manufacturing quality. Which is why no other
turntable quite matches a Dual. Any Dual.

..:--.ari

For the life of your records

Dual

United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
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Nakamichi 582 Stereo Cassette Deck

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to

Signal/Noise Ratio: 66 dBA with
Dolby NR.
Separation: 37 dB.

20 kHz.

Crosstalk: 60 dB.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

Harmonic Distortion: 1.0 percent for
EXIT and SX tapes, 0.8 percent for ZX
metal -alloy tape.

Flutter: 0.05 percent wrms,

0.1

percent

W. peak.

Dimensions: 19-11/16 in. (500 mm)
W x 51/2 in. (130 mm) H x 13-3/4 in.

Erasure: 60 dB.

(350 mm) D.

Input Sensitivity: 50 mV.
Output Level: Line, 1.0 V; headphone,

Weight: 18.3 lbs. (8.3 kg

).

Price: $890.00

45 mW.

82

The Nakamichi 582 deck is of immediate interest because
of its ability to use the newly introduced metal -particle tapes.
This excellent performing unit also shows its sophistication in
its three -head configuration, the transport drive scheme, and
other features detailed below. The front -loading tape compartment moves out and tilts with use of Eject. After cassette
insertion, the top of the door is pushed for smooth closing
and latching. Snapping out the clear window obtains excellent accessibility for maintenance tasks. Five small holes in
the bottom of the door provide access for height and azimuth adjustments of the record and play heads and for tape guide alignment. These are all best left to qualified service
personnel, with the exception of record azimuth, as discussed later. The heads were of particular interest because of
Nakamichi's different approach. The record and play heads
both fit within the center opening of the cassette, but the
head structures are actually separate. The head surfaces are
also cut away beyond the areas of tape contact, which the
manufacturer claims will extend head life. Another innovation is the pressure -pad lifter on top of the play head to
eliminate the influences of pressure -pad variations.

Fig.

1

-

Frequency responses with Nakamichi
'10

SX

tape.

Tape transport is logic controlled with actuation by six narrow horizontal bars, each with its own status light. The functions are standard with the exception that the use of Pause
while in fast wind shifts the moving tape close to the play
head for a Cue mode, with winding at one-third normal
speed. Pressing either wind bar at that time will reduce the
speed further, which facilitates shuttling back and forth to
find the exact spot. This is a well -thought-out scheme for
cueing, with the desirable slow wind speeds. It was mildly
disappointing, however, that there was no provision for flying -start recording; perhaps not essential, but it's a helpful
feature for copying. The 582 does have the nicety of loose loop take-up which takes the slack out of any cassette when
it is inserted, something not mentioned in the Nakamichi
literature.
Six rotary switches with small bar knobs provide selection
for (1) memory, timer play or record, or Off; (2) EX (ferric), SX
(chrome -type) or ZX (metal -particle) tapes; (3) 70- or 120E Q; (4) 400 -Hz or 15 -kHz test tones or Off; (5) Dolby NR:
out, in and with multiplex filter, and (6) tape or source monitor. There are front -panel adjustments for bias and record

Fig. 2

-

Frequency responses with Nakamichi
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10k

Hz

20k

level (sensitivity) for each channel and for each tape type.
The small access holes aid in aligning the screwdriver provided for the purpose. Record levels are controlled with a dual section pot in conjunction with a balance pot with center position detent. The balance pot is different from many in
that rotation to gain a relative increase in left, for example,
actually reduces the level in right. The output pot has the
same style knob, convex -shaped with a knurled band around
the edge, easily turned, albeit different.
The wide-range (-40 to +7 dB) meter scales are printed in
white and red on the same black background as the rest of
the front panel, very legible with the top lighting used. The
white lettering used for panel labels and designations was
easily read with fairly low levels of illumination. The counter
and its reset, the power switch, and the jack for headphones
complete the front panel.
There are line in/out phono jacks and a DIN socket on the
rear panel. There are sockets for d.c. power to one or more
Nakamichi Black Box series components and for an optional
remote control, wireless or with cable. The d.c. will power
such accessories as a mike mixer, a subsonic filter or a line
amplifier. With the top -and -side cover removed, attention
could be directed at the internal construction. There were
two large PCBs, with the main one about twice the size of the
one with all the logic. All of the soldering was excellent, and
interconnections were made with multi -pin plugs and
wirewrap. Parts were all identified, although the cards were
components -down. Some adjustments were marked on the
top (solder) side. Mechanical construction was rigid with side
and center girders between front and rear panels. The three motor system appeared to be of quality construction, although there was some slight out -of -roundness noted in the
spindle -drive hubs. The use of different diameters was noted,
part of Nakamichi's "diffused -resonance" scheme. More on
that later. It was interesting to watch the action of the control -cam head -positioning mechanism, driven by the third

motor.

Performance
The playback responses of the 582 deck were within ± 1 dB
for both equalizations and all frequencies, with the exception of a bit more boost at the highest frequencies on one
channel with 70 -NS EQ. Level indications from the Dolby
standard tape were just 0.6 dB high. As received, the unit was
all set up for the Nakamichi EX -II, SX and ZX tapes supplied
by the manufacturer. The alignment between the record and
playback heads was checked with the record/playback of a
10-kHz tone. The phase error was about 40 degrees which is
about half the discrepancy that has been measured on one housing, sandwich -type record -and -playback heads. Using
the built-in 15 -kHz (15,278 Hz actual) test tone, alignment
was trimmed using the meter indications to -45 degrees,
equivalent to -30 degrees at 10 kHz, which is quite good. The
tone itself is actually recorded at -20 dB, but a 20 -dB amplifier
inserted in this test mode obtains the 0 -dB indication, which
makes alignment much easier. As a means of gaining some
information on the effects of tape skew and the stability of
the alignment between the separate -but -close record and
play heads, no adjustments were made to the record head
azimuth for any of the tapes used for the entire duration of
the tests. All responses taken showed no signs of high -frequency roll -off, and a 10 -kHz phase check at the very end
gave results of -35 degrees, substantially the same as at the
excellent stability. The phase jitter was 40 degrees,
start
better than average for a cassette deck.
The record/playback responses for the three Nakamichi
tapes were all outstanding, as shown in Table and the plots.
Take note of the fact that all three are within ± 1 dB from less

-
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Frequency responses with Nakamichi ZX tape.

than 20 Hz to 20 kHz or more at -20 dB. Further note the
excellence of the 0 -dB responses, particularly for the metal particle ZX tape. Plots were made of both SX (chrome equivalent) and ZX with +10-dB record level. There is obvious
compression with both tapes, but metal -particle is more linear. On the other hand, the results with SX are excellent
indeed, superior to many other decks. The Dolby tracking
and channel matching was superb in all cases, with any differences less than a dB except at the high -frequency roll -off
point. Using the built-in 400 -Hz tone (411 Hz actual) to adjust record sensitivity and the 15 -kHz tone to set bias, a number of tapes were matched to deliver similar results. Among
the best were Fuji FX-I and FX-II, Maxell UD XL I and UD XL
II, TDK AD, SA and MA (metal particle), and Scotch Metafine
(metal particle). For the tapes mentioned, the responses were
within 0.5 dB, as per Crown RTA-2 analyzer, even in Dolby
mode, without realigning the record head. The record sensitivity controls had close to a 10 dB-range, and with one tape,
there was 12 -dB peaking at 16 kHz with minimum bias and a
reduction of 10 dB across the band with maximum bias, plenty of range. In the multiplex -filter position, the response was
down 32.5 dB at 19.05 kHz. Bias in the output during recording was satisfactorily low. The record/playback response of a
1 -kHz square wave had a good shape, with some ringing on
the leading edge.
Data on HDL3 vs. record level was taken on the three tapes
at 1 kHz in Dolby mode. The curves were very linear for all
tapes with the exception of some curvature at maximum levels. The distortion values were low and quite close for the
three tape types, and all had high-level 3 -percent points.
HDL3 was measured at -10 dB with ZX tape in Dolby mode
from 20 Hz to 7 kHz, with excellent results. HDL 2 and HDL 5
were low at all frequencies and levels, additional evidence of

Table

I

-

Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).

Tape Type

Nakamichi EX -II
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

With Dolby NR
Without Dolby NR
Dolby Lvl
-20 dB
Dolby Lvl
-20 dB
Hz
kHz Hz kHz Hz
kHz
Hz kHz
9.9
9.7
12.0

11

12
11

11
11
11

22.8
20.6
22.5

11

12
11

10.0
9.9
12.0

25.2
22.0
23.7

11
11
11

-

Table II
Signal/noise ratios with IEC A
and CCIR/ARM weightings.
IEC A

Tape Type

DL

Nakamichi EX -II
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

WTD (dBA)

W/Dolby

NR

HD=3%

59.8 66.3
61.6 67.9
61.5 69.6

CCIR/ARM (dB)

Without

NR

aH(

HD=3%

50.3
52.3
52.4

56.6
58.3
60.2

W/Dolby
DL

NR

HD=3%

58.8 65.3
60.5 66.8
60.9 69.0

Without

NR

&L.

HD=3%

48.2
50.4
50.6

54.5
56.4

58.4

83
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excellence in magnetic design. HDL3 figures were about 40
percent higher without Dolby NR. Signal-to-noise ratios were
measured with and without Dolby NR with both IEC A and
CCIR/ARM weightings (see Table II). The results are all excellent, and the metal-alloy ZX tape is about 2 dB better than
the chrome -type SX tape. At a frequency of 1000 Hz and a
record level of 0 dB, erase and crosstalk were about 80 dB
down, both much better than the specified 60 dB. Separation
between tracks was 47 dB, also better than spec. Erasure of
the more -challenging 100 Hz with the high-coercivity ZX
tape was still a good 67 dB.
Line input sensitivity was 45 mV, and input overload was at
a very high 22 V. Output clipping was at a level equivalent to
16.6 dB above meter zero. The sections of the record -level
pot were within a dB over a 60 -dB range down from maximum. The input impedance was above 50 kilohms out to 10
kHz, with some drop above that frequency. The impedance
was reduced when the balance control was rotated for more
than a few dB correction, probably an unlikely setting. The
line output was 1.0 V to a high impedance in record or in
play, both channels-excellent matching and right to spec.
The output impedance averaged 2.7 kilohms across the band,
1.0
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which is fine for most situations, but the output did drop 1.5
dB with the standard IHF 10-kilohm load. The sections of the
output pot tracked within a dB over a 50-dB range from maximum. The headphone jack was driven at 580 mV (or 43 mW)
with the 8 -ohm load, plenty high for all types of phones.
The meters had responses 3 dB down at 4 Hz and 25.8 kHz.
Their dynamic response was faster than VU -type meters, but
they required more than 100 mS for full indication. As they
do not meet the British or IEC standards for peak -reading
meters, they might be considered "fast -response" meters.
Scale calibrations were generally within a fraction of a dB.
Tape play speed was about 0.4 percent fast. There was no
variation in average tape speed with the changing of line
voltage, but there were some small changes with time. Typical values for flutter were 0.095 percent weighted peak and
0.065 percent wrms. In testing for "diffused resonance," spectrum analysis of the flutter test tones in playback of the 582
and another deck with lower readings did show that the 582
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Nakamichi ZX tape.
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did not evidence discrete sidebands as the second deck did.
Still, it would seem desirable to keep resonance effects low at
the same time they are diffused. Wind times averaged just
over 50 seconds, smooth and fast. All response times in tape
transport control were 1 second or less. The loose -loop takeup upon cassette insertion automatically put in a 2 -second
delay to complete that process before accepting a Play command.

In -Use Tests
Tape loading and removal was always smooth and simple.
Maintenance was easily performed with the removal of the
snap -on door cover. The tape -motion controls always
worked reliably without any form of malfunction, including
the use of Pause/Cue for monitoring the tape during fast
winds. It was nice to have the status lights in each of the
control bars. As suggested earlier, personally like to make
flying -start recordings, but others may find this lack a small'
thing. The meters were very easy to use with all types of
music, and the impression was of faster response than what
the tests showed. All switches and pots worked smoothly
throughout the testing. Any head adjustments or use of the
I

20
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1

111

N

+
0

5

3

5

7

400 -Hz or 15 -kHz tones were most easily accomplished, aided by the meter indications.
The owner's manual has excellent text and very good illus-

trations. There is coverage on tape selection, and detailed
information on record -head alignment and on record -level
and bias adjustments for proper tape matching. In the
record/listen tests, particular attention was given to piano
sources, including a live concert of a Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody. Absolutely no indication of flutter appeared during critical listening. The fineness of the reproduction pointed up the
limitations in some of the source material, although a Samuel
Barber work provided more challenge, which was easily met.
The ZX tape was used to copy an open -reel tape of a live
performance of Handel's Dixit Dominus. At times, the level
was purposely set very high, but the results remained impressive even then. Record, pause, and stop noises were substantially non -detectable, with the exception of stop clicks, barely out of the noise. The Nakamichi 582 has a high price for
which it delivers superb performance in most every area and
the capability to match and use many formulations, including the new metal -particle supertapes. Howard A. Roberson
Enter No. 92 on Reader Service Card
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Postscript:
The Low -End on Crystal Clear's
Virgil Fox Organ Records
When reviewed the two Fox discs
I

86

-J

in the April issue, I stated that the low frequency response went lower than
the 1/3 -octave analyzer I had access to
at that time could register. Since that
time, I have been privileged to use the
B&K Model 2131 analyzer, which goes
down to 1.6 Hz! Response on the disc
does, in fact, go down fairly flat to 20
Hz (low E on a 32 -foot stop).
The accompanying 1/3 -octave spectrum shows response from 4 Hz up to
1600 Hz (one -tenth the normal range
for examining audio spectra). The
spectrum is for the closing measures of
the soft, middle section of the Finale
from the Vierne Sixth Symphony on
the second of the two discs. This is the
portion where the grooves are closely
spaced (dark looking) at a radius of
about 3.5 to 3.75 inches. Those measures end with a low G in the pedals
(about 24 Hz); note that the peak for
this is in the 25 Hz band of the spectrum analyzer.
I
mentioned in the earlier review
that a simple equation could be used

-

1
Peak -hold
spectrum of
Crystal Clear's
Virgil Fox Vierne
Sixth Symphony.

Fig.
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Chopin Program: Malcolm Frager,
piano. Telarc DG -10040, digital recording/half-speed transfer, $17.98.
Chopin Program: Edward Auer, piano.
RVC RDCE-7, direct -to -disc, $15.95.
When these two discs arrived some
weeks ago, saw an excellent opportunity to compare two techniques of
recording: "direct to disc" and "digital
half speed to disc." With two such
companies as Telarc and RVC, knew
that both discs would be excellent.
also felt before playing these discs that
most of the aspects of technology, per
se, would be pretty much subordinatI

I

I

ed to the musical variables. My surmises were correct; the choice of re-

cording venue, instrument, performer,
microphones, and microphone placement easily mask the respective advantages and disadvantages of direct to -disc and digital -to -disc technologies. Of course, this is the way it
should be.
Let us begin with the Telarc disc.

K

1.6K

where a is the radius (in inches) where
the pattern can be seen, and I is the
distance (in inches) between successive repetitions of the pattern.
Examining the passage in question,
note that the radius is about 3.5 inches. Just before the high-level program
returns, note that the spacing in the
pattern is about 0.5 inch. Hold the disc
so that it picks up the reflection of a
large, brightly lit surface, and you will

The instrument on which Malcolm
Frager plays is a Bosendorfer Imperial
grand, a nine -foot, six-inch Austrian
instrument which has nine more notes
at the bottom of the range than are
found on a standard grand piano. Although these notes are not used in
Frager's Chopin program, the extra size
of the instrument results in more
breadth in the lower range than is typical for a standard nine -foot concert
grand. Of course, miking has a great
deal to do with the expansive low end
of this record. Spaced -apart B & K
omnis were used; these are instrumentation microphones and, as such, have
not been optimized in terms of residual noise spectra for recording use. This
is clear from an examination of Fig. 1.
The higher noise floor of the Telarc
disc is noticeable at slightly elevated
listening levels. One assumes, based
on hearings of quieter discs transferred
from digital sources, that the noise is
due to the microphones and not the
Soundstream recorder.

The most notable aspect of the
Bosendorfer's character is not the basic
spectrum, which has far more bottom
end than the Steinway used in the
RVC disc, but rather the glorious way
the instrument behaves during crescendos. We are all used to pianos
which "clang" during louder passages.
Not so with the Bosendorfer; it maintains its superb balance at all levels.
The Steinway played by Edward
Auer in the RVC disc is typical of the
brightly voiced Steinways which are to
be found all over Japan. The spectral
differences between the two instruments are apparent from Fig. 2. Note
the wide difference in the spectra between 50 and 160 Hz. Actually, a
"normal" piano recording, if we can
refer to such a thing, would have a
spectral balance somewhere between
these two recordings. Overall, the
Telarc disc comes across as the better
sounding instrument if the listener
thins out the LF response somewhat.
The RVC disc sounds a bit brash on

frequency

Comparison of Two Technologies

I

have no difficulty seeing the pattern.
Putting these numbers into the equation yields a frequency of 24.4 Hz, in
close agreement with what we know
to be on the disc at that point. Those
readers who really want to be convinced that the recordings contain information even lower than this are invited to examine side II of the Bach
recording (end of band 2). Moire patterns are quite in evidence here, some
of them about 11/16 inch at a diameter of 4 inches. This corresponds to low
E at about 20 Hz.
Now, if loudspeakers only went
John M. Eargle
down that low ....

by inspection of the disc. Where a
clear moire pattern can be seen, we
can use this equation:

to determine low frequencies directly

500

Hz

=(555na
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10017, stereo, $8.95.
This has always been one of my fa-

vorite versions of these works ... but
only because
had become familiar
with the original Dolby A master tapes
during my engineering days at Vanguard. To be perfectly honest, the disc
version of this recording is abominable, mostly due to the fact that each
side is over 31 minutes long. This
much music, with such a wide dynamic range, simply cannot be compressed
on to a single disc without suffering
the consequences of muddied and distorted sound.
But now, thanks to Barclay -Crocker,
the sound of the Utah Symphony and
the Mormon Tabernacle has been returned to their original sonic splendor.
Particularly impressive are the percussive opening bars of the concerto.
As
recall, this recording was produced in the late 1960s, with a half
dozen or so mikes mixed directly onto
two tracks and utilized the then relatively new Dolby A process. Since all
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must go to Telarc. One gets the
impression, and accurately so, that the
Frager disc is the product of professionalism on all counts, including excellent notes on the music by the
organist, Michael Murray. The RVC

disc is thoroughly a Japanese production, giving due attention to the disc
as essentially an audiophile production with lots of photos of the session,
microphone layouts, and the like.

the balances were set at the original
recording session, there was little or no
processing of the tapes later on. The
usual careful Barclay -Crocker duplication process gives us a tape that is a
perfect replica of that two track original. Thank you, Barclay -Crocker!
Charles P. Repka

Edward Auer is an American and
looks it, but in this operation he is surrounded (see album) by swarms of
Japanese colleagues, the technicians
who produced this disc in a Japanese
concert hall. For your money you get
the usual gatefold album full of photos and statistics, Neumann M -49C, U67, Schoeps CMC -55, Studer 089 console, also Neumann 169, and so on
right down to the cutting stylus and
the monitor speakers, JBL and KEF.
Wow
they even list the lacquer, the
inimitable Pyral. There are mike
diagrams, three of them close to the
piano on stage and four more, M -49C,
far out among the empty seats. (We
aren't yet quite back to the one-mike
technique, it seems). All of this, typical
of many direct -to -the disc offerings, is
instructive and interesting for the eye
and the mind. But what matters is the
disc itself and this one is good from
every viewpoint. Also, I might note, it
is a good solid length. (One earlier
RCA ran about six minutes per full LP
side, at double price!)
Edward Tatnall Canby

I

I

.
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I

Gershwin: Concerto in F for Piano and
Orchestra, An American in Paris,
Rhapsody in Blue. Jerome Lowenthal,
piano; Utah Sym. Orch., M. Abravanel,
cond. Vanguard/Barclay-Crocker Van

:s

:
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peaks and does not quite hold its own
at inner grooves.
As far as high -frequency energy is
concerned, both discs are cut at about
the same level. One good friend in the
audiophile community has told me of
repeated difficulties in tracking the
Telarc disc, but can attest to no problems at all, using either the Pioneer
PC1000-II (a superlative Japanese moving -magnet cartridge) or the Ortofon
MC -20 cartridges.
Both discs are practically flawless in
terms of ticks and pops. The Telarc
disc, interestingly, begins modulation
at a somewhat smallerdiameter than is
standard. The effect of this is to reduce
to nothing the usual "roar" that one
often hears during lead-in grooves just
prior to the start of modulation (due
to crimping of the metal stamper for
forming the grooveguard contour of
the disc).
Both players are excellent. Frazer's
brand of musical intelligence seems to
me to be best suited for Chopin. He
delineates the musical structure in a
more logical way than Auer, whose
playing tends more toward episodical
treatment of the music.
In terms of packaging, the honors

,'

i'

+10

Chopin: Scherzo No.

2

in

B

Flat Minor;

Piano Sonata No. 3 in B Minor. Edward
Auer. RCA RDCE-7, direct -to -disc,
stereo, $15.95.
You can't generalize about a system
such as direct -to -disc. I find the added
sound quality and the much shortened
content seldom worth the cost, for my
musical ears
but who knows? This
one I'd go for any day.
It is not merely good in sound ..
that we ought take for granted, if the
disc goes into production under RCA's
name and at such a price. More than
the sound, the piano itself is very well
picked up by the mikes from a musical
point of view, an excellent sound,
hard, clean, and sharp. And the performances of the two big Chopin works
are exemplary. Indeed, it is a fine thing
to have top-quality audio and fine
music combined!

-
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John Eargle
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Sound: A

Recording: A-

Surface: A-
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The better your ear,
the more you
need new
Audio-Technica

Michael Tearson
Jon Tiven

VITAL

LINKS!
Every wire, every connection in your
stereo system is a source of trouble, a chance
for losses which can keep your system from
achieving its full potential.
Introducing three new Vital Link wire sets
from Audio-Technica... each a positive step
toward ideal performance and trouble -free
operation.

!/

88

Start at the cartridge with the AT609 Head
Shell Wire Set. Color -coded, insulated wires
with 14 strands of pure silver Litz wire, terminated in corrosion -free gold terminals. No
losses, no intermittents. Easy to install. Just
$6.95 and worth every penny.
Between turntable
and amplifier (or any two
stereo components) use
new AT610a High Conductivity Cable. A stereo
pair 60' long, plus an
independent ground wire
with lugs. Each goldplated plug is color coded. Both resistance
and capacitance are far
below ordinary cables. Only $9.95.
For the most
critical installations
use our AT620 Superconductivity Cable
Set. Two individual
cables, each 48" long,
with heavily goldplated plugs. Inside
the wire shield is a
second conductive
layer of polypropylene shielding. Special foam
dielectric keeps capacity low, while superb
conductivity is assured by using Litz -wire
inner conductors with maximum surface area
which reduces high frequency losses. The
set lists for $29.95.
From phonograph cartridge to loudspeaker, each audio system is a chain, no
stronger than its weakest link. Connect your
system with Vital Link cables from AudioTechnica. At your A -T dealer now. Or write
for our complete audio accessory catalog.

0 audio technica

INNOVATION o PRECISION a INTEGRITY
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.
Dept. 89A-2, 33 Shlawassee Avenue
Fairlawn, Ohio 44313

The Roches
Warner Bros. BSK 3298, stereo, $7.98.
The Roches
sisters Maggie, Terre
and Suzzy
are something most special in the context of what has been
happening to popular music. Their album innocently, artfully, entrancingly
flaunts the face of "What Sells" to
present an album whose acoustic
starkness rivets your attention to the
marvelous instruments that the three
voices are. The producer is Robert
Fripp who has been slowly coming out
of his post -King Crimson quiet.
The Roches sing of a dog's life
how nice and fun -filled affairs with
married men are and the fretting
caused by the inconveniences of an
imminent tour of Ireland (that never
actually took place)
such as the
danger of no health food. Then there's
going to Mr. Sellack at the restaurant
to beg for a job back. And commuter
trains. And more. There's We which

--

-

-

-

serves as their all-purpose

introduction

and question answerer
"Sometime
our voices give out/But not our ages
and our phone numbers." Hammond
Song, which follows, has perhaps the
lushest production of anything on the
album. While relating poignantly the
inevitable parent/child split, the voices blend into organ -like sustained
chords. Mr. Sellack is mock vaudeville
at its best, when Maggie's voice
swoops low to sing "Give me a broom
and I'll sweep my way to heaven."
Terre's Runs in the Family, with a
haunting melody and arrangement, is

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card
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the old family -way thing. Song after
song are crystalline gems.
There is a magic in their live performances that inevitably is missing on
record. What Fripp calls "Produced in
Audio Vente" is more or less an en-

hanced live performance. The
"enhanced" is the almost subliminal
little swirls or lines of synthesizer or
guitar. Fripp calls much of this effect
Fripperies, and his newly released and
forthcoming solo projects bear serious
listening.
But I digress.
That The Roches' album (their second, the first being a duo album on
another label and long out of print, of
course) is something special is obvious. It is at once mature and innocent,
with wit and charm in ever -shifting
complementary amounts. Most of all,
they have real identity. Cherish them.
Hear their record.
M.T.

Sound: B+

Performance: A

Flag: James Taylor
Columbia FC 36058, stereo, $8.98.
Flag is a different record than I expected from James Taylor at this time.
The last one, JT, was all gloss and no
core to my ears. But it was a gigantic
success. Flag says a bit more and with
more gumption than James has shown
a long while. Producer Peter Asher,
professional as ever, has coaxed a
more aggressive biting sound out of
James and the session guys.

in

The best stuff is the most charged
emotionally. I Will Not Lie is sung to
the lady of a brother after she's been
coming on. Johnnie Comes Back is
about various additions. Sleep Come
Free Me is for the convict, Millworker
is for the factory girl. A song from
James' album for Apple long ago,
Rainy Day Man, resurfaces in a beautiful updating. On the lighter sidé fall
the doo-wop of Is That the Way You
Look? and the near dance beat of Day
Tripper. Another oldie, Up on the
Roof, drags and falls flat.

The

formula hasn't

really

been

Breakfast in America: Supertramp
A&M SP -3708, stereo, $8.98.

Supertramp is a state-of-the-art recording band. Their production and
sound coalesced several albums ago
on Crime of the Century and has become ever more refined through Crisis
. . . What Crisis? and Even in the
Quietest Moments, which was their
first self -produced album. They have

changed on Flag. The sound is safe, if
fun and slightly bracing. Somehow
Flag makes me think of the spirit of
Woody Guthrie, and I suspect that
would please James.
M.T.
Sound: A-

Performance: B+

Van Halen Il: Van Halen
Warner Bros. HS 3312, stereo, $8.98.
One of Tearson's laws of Rock Marketplace Dynamics states that "there is
always an ugly hard rock band that is
fabulously successful." This year's

the group has some fun with it and
their spirit is always good-natured. The
Logical Song, which has become their
biggest hit very rapidly, is a goodie.
Goodbye Stranger and Just Another
Nervous Wreck are two more. The
only one that lets me down is the
finale, Child of Vision, which could
easily have been cut a couple minutes
earlier than it was.

Grand Funk Railroad

is

'Nuff said.
Sound: C

Van Halen.
M.T.

Performance: C -

You're Never Alone With A Schizophrenic: Ian Hunter
Chrysalis CHR 1214, stereo, $7.98.
Poor Ian Hunter. Back on the comeback trail after over three years of inactivity, old shade -eyes has hooked up
with his former companion Mick Ronson (who was first in his group, then
his producer and in his group, then
split to join Bob Dylan's band) now
that both are thoroughly American -

A NEW WEAPON FOR
THE WORLD OF SOUND!
Electret Condenser Microphone

PC -20

Model

Model PC -20 has been exhaustive-

ly researched for frequency response, directivity and transmission
characteristics for direct sound col-

lection of string instruments in

a

89

concert hall. Clip it to

any string instrument.

FEATURES
Supercardioid characteristic and wide frequency response

specially designed to match the directivity pattern of string
instruments provide a sound quality boasting excellent reverberation of the middle and low regions.
Microphone employs

a

clip type mounting system with free-

ly adjustable angle. Can be mounted to the instrument with

one touch.

All mounting parts have

a

soft construction to

prevent damaging precious instruments.

RATIN6S
Sensitivity: -74dB±2dB
Directivity: Supercardioid
characteristic

Power requirement 1.5V

Output impedance: 250

more of continuous use

Frequency response: 50 to

Output connector: XLR-3-

20,000 Hz

12C

Noise: 22 dB SPL or less

Cable: 3 m

Maximum input sound

Weight: Microphone 25g,

pressure: 120 dB

become an audio experience that is almost unsurpassed on conventional
albums. They were also one of the first
groups represented on the recent
super-fidelity remasterings with Crime.
Breakfast in America, the new chapter, is the most lavishly wrought yet.
Musically it is perhaps not the most arresting they've done, but with time
and familiarity the songs have the remarkability of becoming friends. The
central conceptual core is the old
theme of the rigors of the road, but

AUDIO August

Special kudos to the guys at Village
Recorders in L.A. who obviously put a
lot of love into the project.

Supertramp has gradually evolved
into a top -rate functioning pop group.
Their records sound terrific. And live, if
you've not seen them, they are an absolute delight. Breakfast in America
has all the earmarks of a breakthrough
M.T.
album.
Sound: A

Performance: A -

1979

(UM -5) and 48V phantom

Battery life: 2 months or

equivalent

power supply 160g

SPL or

greater

For more

nfonnaton write

or call us today.

PRIMO MICROPHONES, INC.
2468 DELTA LANE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE,
ILLINOIS 60007, U.S.A. TEL: 312-595-1022
TELEX:28-3474 PRIMO MUS ELGR
PRIMO MICROPHONES SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD.
24B -27B BLOCK 3, KALLANG WAY, SINGAPORE 13
TEL:803586 TELEX:26131
PRIMO COMPANY LIMITED TONTO, JAPAN
6-25-1 MURE, MITAKA-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN
TEL: 0422-43-3121-9 TELEX:2822-326 RIMOJ
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ized and hungry for fame. Originally
the album was to be recorded in England with a former Sex Pistol and an
ex -Jethro Tuller, but when that situation flopped Mick and Ian recruited
Bruce Springsteen's rhythm section
and keyboardist to get Ian back on
track. The result is a surprisingly hardhitting record, not quite as incredible
as the Roy Thomas Baker -produced
Overweight Angels, but certainly more
consistent.
Actually, the songs on the record
resemble the simplistic rock tunes of
Ian's first solo album (produced by
Ronno) and late period Mott The Hoo-

pie more than the lame Americanisms
of the more recent All American Alien
Boy or the ultra gimmicky Angels. expected that Hunter's new album
would be a companion piece to
Springsteen's Born To Run, but if
hadn't been told beforehand that the
E-Streeters were accompanying him,
there's no way would have guessed.
The sound is overall much harder and
Ronson's guitar sears through, without
upstaging front -and -center Hunter.
Not that these are his best tunes
ever, as it seems with songs like Cleveland Rocks, When the Daylight
Comes, and Bastard that he's gearing
I

I

I

Sooner or later every cassette
should leave home.
FM

I Ú

-1.3

5?

TAIONIC TUMNG

cas96TTje, sTeREo

MINOU

himself a little too strongly towards
what is "commercial for American
audiences," but at least his hunger
drives home some fine performances
(the opening cuts on each side and
Wild East in particular). There's nothing to touch the perfection of All the
Way From Memphis, Once Bitten
Twice Shy, or even Marionette here
but who cares? Ian Hunter at his most
average is still miles beyond most of
the crud around, and this is well above

-

average.

-

Sound:

Na'!
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J. T.

Performance:

B

B

Handsworth Revolution: Steel Pulse
Mango Mips 9502, stereo, $7.98.
Steel Pulse's reggae is fine, deep,
heady stuff. They feel a lot like Bob
Marley and The Wailers' Burnin'
album, both in material and sound
thrusts. The sound is actually very
good reggae sound with a big, big
crisp percussion, voice mixed
nicely up and backing voices convincing as counter -currents. The album is
sorely deficient in credits, which, of
course, doesn't affect the music at all.
But it bothers me, because I look for
things like that. Steel Pulse is protoM.T.
type reggae.
bass,

You're spoiled. Your cassette
tapes sound so great in your living
room that you can't stand the idea of
playing them on an ordinary car
stereo.
But then you haven't heard the
sound of Fujitsu Ten's remarkable
EP-750. A preamp-only, electronic tuning radio/cassette deck with specifications that are strictly living room.
What's the secret? Fujitsu Ten's
new auto -reverse tape mechanism.
The product of years of research and
engineering, it cuts wow and flutter

to within 0.15% while giving
the EP-750 an impressive frequency response.
But home -style specs
are just part of the
story. When it comes
to convenience, you'll
appreciate the new

Memory Mechanism that automatically directs each tape to the
left upon insertion, the lockable fast
forward/rewind slide control, and
the digital quartz clock.
On the radio side, the AM/FM/
MPX tuner memorizes your favorite 5
AM and 5 FM stations for quick recall,
searches out the next station automatically, and shows the frequency
or the time on large 7 mm fluorescent
vacuum tubes that are easy to

read-sunlight or no

light.
What's more, by adding from our
selection of plug-in control options,
you can use the EP-750 to
design your own sound

system.
Write us for
more information.
Give your cassettes a
new home. In your car.

Fujitsu Ten car stereo: The best sound on wheels.

Ñ

r

FUJITSU TEN CORP. OF AMERICA
19281 Pacific Gateway Drive, Torrance, CA 90502

In Canada: Noresco Canada Inc.. Ontario
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Sound: A-

Performance:

B

Wave: Patti Smith Group
Arista AB 4221, stereo, $7.98.
If not for the collaboration with
Bruce Springsteen on Because the
Night, Patti Smith would have gotten
kicked off her record company and

probably never made a record again,
but we are not so fortunate. Ms. Smith
got her hit, and her latest album's first
song, Frederick, is a lame attempt at
another by taking Bruce's vocal improv
from the fade of Prove lt All Night and
turning it into a song about her latest
squeeze, Fred Sonic Smith (ex-MC5).
tis
Whether it becomes a hit or not
the semi -disco
not for me to say

-

-

beat and noticeable lack of guitars
seem to pave the way for Patti Smith's
career as an MOR torch singer/civil

libertarian.
Wave is a confusing and barely musical statement lacking both quality
and direction. Of course, Smith's background is hardly a musical one, so
when you see her fall back on her
traditional roots it means she reverts to
Sixties covers (So You Want to be a
Rock 'n' Roll Star- which adds nothing to the version by The Byrds in
terms of interpretation or vigor) and
production by ex -boyfriends (this time
Todd Rundgren). It's difficult to take

with the reality of not having a hit
since '75, and unfortunately he's made
some poor decisions along the way
which have further hampered his
career. He's refused to find an ally either in a musical partner or producer
to help guide him, most recently
chucking his co-frontman Phil Seymour (who actually had a sterling
voice as well as an uncanny drum
sound), and instead has become a
member of a dangerous clique that
has endangered the careers of even
the most secure rock stars, The Society
of Self -Produced Solo Artists. His third
album, Twilley, although loaded with

rough gems, has about as much
chance at the charts as Omette Coleman.
First off, the song order of the album
is all wrong
it starts off with an Elec-

-

tric Light Orchestra/John Lennon type
ballad that's untypical of the album as
a whole and which isn't exactly a quality piece of work. The best songs on
the album, Standing in the Shadow of
Love, Darlin , and I Wanna Make Love
To You, are buried at the end of side
one and the middle of side two where
radio programmers can easily miss
them. What's more, the sequencing is
sloppy
songs in the same key and

-

Ohm's
Law 4:
It is possible to make a loudspeaker that
doesn't sound like a loudspeaker.

the band seriously, as no one in the
group can really play, with the possible exception of guitarist Ivan Kral
(who is a fair rhythm player). They
never fall into any kind of a groove or
sound like they're playing together
they all sound like they're playing
"parts" from a lead sheet. No matter,
as Smith will no doubt fire them when
she records her disco album, or her
Edith Piaf tribute album. Once was
worried that Patti Smith's records
would give rock music a bad name,
but since what she does is hardly what
I'd call rock, it's more like she's giving
poetry albums a bad name.
Rolphe Young

-

I

Sound:

B

Performance: D

Twilley: Dwight Twilley
Arista AB 4214, stereo, $7.98.
The innate talent of Dwight Twilley
is undeniable, but perhaps the most
surprising aspect of his career is that
his first single, I'm On Fire, was a solid
hit. He's found it difficult to grapple

Traditional loudspeaker design
states that a small
driver can't repro-

a

loudspeaker sound

like a loudspeaker.

duce bass notes, and
a large driver can't
reproduce high notes.
So most loudspeakers use two
or more piston -like drivers of
varying sizes (woofers, mid rangers and tweeters) to achieve

wide frequency response.
Unfortunately, large drivers
respond slower to the audio signal
than small drivers. So "time delay"
distortion is added to the music.
And time delay distortion is what makes

But Ohm F loudspeakers boldly defy
the traditional laws
of loudspeaker design.
They employ a single patented
Walsh Transmission Line Driver
that not only reproduces all audible frequencies, from the lowest
lows to the highest highs, but it
does it without adding the time
delay distortion to the music.

That's why when you listen to
music with Ohm F loudspeakers,
you hear the music...
not the loudspeakers.

Ohm

We make

loudspeakers correctly

241 Taaffe Place,

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205
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which is More Accurate?
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o

-1.f
1kHz
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Response in listening room
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SPEAKER B

20 Hz

100

1

kHz

10

20 Hzd

20

1kHz

100

Response in listening room

Response in anechoic chamber

Speaker A is an idealized version of any
one of a number of fine loudspeaker
systems of conventional design. It performs very well in an anechoic test
chamber, but in a real living room the
reflected impedance from the room
boundaries changes its power output
drastically. In practical use its response
is far from flat.
Speaker B is an Allison® RoomMatchedTM loudspeaker system with

Stabilized Radiation Loading, designed
for flat power output in the only environment that really matters: your listening room.

Which speaker really is more accurate?
And which would you prefer?

Descriptive literature, including complete specifications and a statement of
Full Warranty for Five Years, is available
on request.

similar sounding are placed together,
an instant tune -out to any listener. It's
as if they didn't even care how the album held together as long as the
songs they chose for singles got priority placement.
Secondly, Dwight Twilley has always
distinguished himself from the rest of
the power -pop set by his strong
rhythms, and without Phil the drums
simply aren't there. His vocals could
be stronger, not to mention better
recorded, and the album's mix is messy and not hard enough. Rumors have
it that the entire production crew and
Dwight were on acid during the recording (which could explain the cops
from Sgt. Pepper's She's Leaving
Home in Darlin) but that's a sure way
to sabotage a recording career if there
ever was one. Dwight Twilley is badly
in need of help to make the album he
wants to; the three best tunes on this
record are very good, but by the third
album he should be making hits and
not songs that sound like they could
have been hits sometime in the last 20
Sally Young
years.
Sound: D+

ALLISON ACOUSTICS INC.
7
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CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE 120 PAGE CATALOG
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Wavelength: Van Morrison
Warner BSK 3213, stereo, $7.98.
Compared to last year's very tentative sounding A Period of Transition
which was the first Van Morrison album in over three years, Wavelength is
very impressive. Some songs might not
be as strong as Samson, but Van has
finally made an album that feels right.
Where Transition was forced and stiff,
Wavelength is relaxed and swinging.
Kingdom Hall, Natalia
At its best
it is stirring
and the terrific title song
even if there is nothing really new
going on.
The band is just right. Peter Bardens
on keyboards used to play with Van in
Them nearly 15 years ago. Former Jeff
Beck vocalist Bobby Tench adds guitars here and, with the rhythm section
of Peter Van Hooke and Mickey Feat,
couldn't be a better fit for Van. Garth
Hudson of the Band cameos with
accordion, synthesizer, and organ on
several cuts. And no Van Morrison album is complete without the angel
voices he's been partial to for so long.
Judging from the cover photo, Van
has lost weight since the Band's Last
Waltz film in which he appeared fat.
His health looks radiant, and it shows
in the music. Wavelength may or may
not bring Van Morrison back to the
foreground where he belongs, but it

-

feels good.

Sound:
33 PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10038

Performance:

B

-

M. T.

Performance:

B

-

BIGGEST SAVINGS
SAME DAY DELIVERY

800-638-8806
or, if busy, 301-488-9600

Call TOLL

FREE

We have more of the components and
manufacturers you are looking for.
Our prices are the lowest you'll find

anywhere.
Your phone order is shipped the same day
you call.
In most cases you'll enjoy your equipment
within 72 hours.
We stand behind everything we sell with a
"No Lemon" guarantee and a trained

customer service department.
Our Audio Advisors will help you select the
right equipment at the best prices for the
quickest delivery.
Call TOLL FREE 800-638-8806, or, if busy,

301-488-9600 for information on equipment,
prices and ordering, or send for free
brochure, tips on buying hi-fi equipment by
mail, test reports and a $2.00 merchandise
certificate.

Einstein on the Beach: Philip Glass
Tomato TOM -4-2901, four records,
stereo, $29.98.
Einstein on the Beach is a collaborative opera between Philip Glass, who
wrote the music and lyrics, and dramatist Robert Wilson, who designed the
staging and directed the performance.
The work stands as a high plateau in
Glass's career. He is associated with
the Holy Trinity of minimalist music
which includes Steve Reich and Terry
Riley along with their Godhead,
LaMonte Young. The unifying factor is
their use of cycles and layers along
with a pervasive Eastern aura. While
the music of the other three tends to
be too ascetic or cerebral for many
people, Glass has maintained a relatively large following with his electric
instrumentation and heavy-metal baroque structures.
Einstein is of a piece, musically, with
earlier Glass works. In fact, themes
from North Star and Music in Similar
Motion crop up at different points
with new arrangements. Glass writes
music in synchronized layers of short,
shifting rhythmic and harmonic patterns. While using an additive process
of composition, he tends to break
down the various elements into a
seemingly infinite array of surfaces and
perspectives. The mix of soprano
reeds, voices, and electronic keyboards
is often demonic in its stroboscopic
intensity, yet he also creates a Gothic
religious fervor with extensive organ
and choral counterpoints.
Glass's music is perfectly suited to a
surrealistic representation of Einstein.

repetition and permutation suggest the infinity of Einstein's
theory of relativity. The one flaw in
Einstein is Glass's literal descriptions
of the music while it is in progress. The
singers are often found chanting numbers (one, two, three, ... six) or singing in solfeggio (do, re, mi ...). According to Glass's notes, the numbers
represent rhythmic structure and the
solfeggio represents the harmonic patterns. In terms of the scope and force
of Glass's work, these effects seem to
trivialize it and tie it down to something less than transcendent.
Under repeated listenings, any faults
become obscured by the overall thrust
of tliis work. The nearly three hours of
Einstein is almost effortless listening
when taken as a whole. With a limited
number of shadings to choose from,
Glass has created rainbows. The album
is full of contrasts such as the solo violin of Paul Zukofsky (Einstein played
violin for relaxation) which is joined
by the full-blown Glass ensemble.
Glass shifts emphasis from juggernaut
rhythms to the plaintive organ and
voice section of Bed. There is also the
new addition of humor. The "Trial/
Prison" scene features an incoherently
babbling judge and concludes with a
disjointed dissertation on WABC radio
station in New York.
Einstein on the Beach was recorded
and mixed under the supervision of
Kurt Munkacsi. Since Munkacsi has
been Glass's personal soundman for
years, it accounts for the fully realized,
all -encompassing presence that is essential to Glass's work. Glass has been
Its insistent

International
Hi-Fi Distributors

e

Moravia Center
Industrial Park, Dept A8
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

John Simonton's time -proven
design provides two envelope
generators VCA, VCO & VCF in
a low cost, easy to use package.

r

Use alone with its built-in ribbon
controller or modify to use with guitar,
electronic piano, polytonic keyboards, etc.
The perfect introduction to electronic
music and best of all, the Gnome is only
$59.95 in easy to assemble kit form. Is it
any wonder why we've sold thousands?
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primary influence on the music of
Tangerine Dream, Mike Oldfield, and
Brian Eno. With Einstein on the Beach
he sends up a flare from the source.
John Diliberto
a

Performance: A -

Sound: B+

Double Date: Sam Donahue &

Les

Brown
HEP 14, stereo, $7.98.

We build
a speaker
94

that sounds
like music
accurately reproduce the 120+ dB peaks
that are found in some
live music. That's more
than just being able to
play music loud. It can
accurately reproduce the
music bandwidth-from
below 25Hz to 20kHz.
And the Interface:D's
vented midrange
speaker reproduces
midrange sounds with
the clarity and purity
that allows precise
localization of sound
It can

sources- both lateral
and front-to -back.
The Interface:D is the

only commercially available speaker we know
of that can meet these
criteria. Audition them
at your Interface dealer.

Ey
ElectroVoiceù'
aAdJ

el company

600 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

What a lesson in precision big band
jazz can be found on this little gem
imported from Great Britain. These are
two stereo broadcasts recorded on the
West Coast in 1957 and 1958 by two of
the most skillful big bands of the time.
The way the sections attack and release, the matching tones of the saxophonists in both bands blending in the
ensemble are something to marvel at.
Stick your stylus onto the Donahue
More Than You Know track and revel
in the fantastic rapport of the saxes;
the Shorty Rogers -styled trumpet section that plays with guts, power, and
finesse. Musicians like flugelhornist
Burt Collins and trombonist Dick Kenney play punching, melodic leads and
jazz solos with rich, brassy tones, and
a finely balanced sense of phrasing.
This Hep item is a must for big -band
lovers, and the stereo sound is excepJohn Lissner
tionally clean.
Sound: C+

Newport Rebels
Barnaby/Candid Jazz

Performance: A+

BR 5022, stereo,

$7.98.

During the 1960 Newport Jazz Festibassist Charles Mingus and
drummer Max Roach, incensed by
what they felt to be poor treatment by
the Festival producer, George Wein,
and scornful of Newport's accelerating
commercialism, staged their own
counter -festival at the Cliffwalk
Manor, a small hotel located a few
blocks from the main event.
Though not as consistently brilliant
as the concert Mingus organized in
1953 at Toronto's Massey Hall (with
Parker, Gillespie, and Bud Powell, preserved on a Prestige double -set), the
Cliffwalk Manor "rebellion" sessions
offer some stimulating moments.
Actually, the original Candid recordings were made after the counter -festival was over, when some of the rebels
returned to New York City and cut
these sides under Nat Hentoff's supervision. Producer -critic Hentoff managed to successfully bridge the stylistic
chasm between mainstream/swing
and what was then called modern
jazz. The ease with which two generaval,

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card
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tions of musicians, such as Roy
Eldridge, Jo Jones, Eric Dolphy, and
Tommy Flanagan, blend their talents
attests to the timelessness of the art of
jazz. On one particularly bristling
track, Mysterious Blues, Mingus, Dolphy, Jones, and Eldridge meet on common blues ground with Little Jazz uncorking a flaming trumpet solo that
matches his best efforts in the Swing
Era.

Mingus contributes a number of engaging solos and some robust bass
walks throughout. Perhaps the most
interesting cut on the album is Tain't
Nobody's Business, the Bessie Smith/
Billie Holiday favorite, which gets an
acidulous reading from ex -supper club
singer Abby Lincoln, Max Roach's
wife. Ms. Lincoln is accompanied and,
indeed, sometimes upstaged by trumpeter Benny Bailey and alto saxist Eric
Dolphy and their exhilarating obligatos and solos.
The original Candid LP was recorded
in both mono and stereo; the Barnaby/Candid re-release is, naturally, in
stereo and the sound is lively and
John Lissner
well-balanced.
Sound:

B

Performance: A

Bush Baby: Arthur Blythe
Adelphi AD 5008, stereo, $7.98.
It would take some excellent musicians to pull off a performance using
one conga drum, a tuba, and an alto
sax; Arthur Blythe almost does it
though. Blythe's alto has been a dominant force in the avant-garde for a
few years now. He plays with incredible tone control, extracting new
subtleties from every note. His improvisations are full of melodic invention
that never slip into easy cliches.
It's Blythe's strong playing that allows Bush Baby to work at all since he
gets little support from his sidemen.
Bob Stewart is an agile tuba player but
he never takes off in flights with
Blythe to challenge him. He's content
to stay in the background as a minor
foil and counterpoint to Blythe's alto.
Ahkmed Abdullah and his one conga
would be hard pressed to create any
real drive for this session. Lacking the
formidable chops of Mtume, Abdullah

becomes almost an annoyance. It's up
to Blythe to generate themes and drive
on his own. With no support or feedback, his solos become episodic, rather.
than the long, sustained explorations
he's capable of.
Bush Baby is a simple recording with
no frills, and many unused spaces.
John Diliberto
Sound: B-

Performance:

B

-
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ronmental controls are mid -frequency
with controlled attenuation between 1
kHz and 3 kHz, plus a controlled attenuation above 3 kHz.
A most impressive "live versus
recorded" sound demonstration by
& W's British Product Manager,
George Hooley, included speech comparisons and a fine musician playing
the clarinet, wood blocks, etc., both in
A/B switch -over comparisons. From
even a short period of auditioning,
these latest 801s from B & W are
loudspeakers one could happily live
with, if you can afford £845 (without
top cover) or £895 (with cover), to acquire a pair. These prices include our
12.5 percent Value Added Tax.
Raymond Cooke's KEF Electronics
company, following its success with
the Model 105 system, has added another LS to their Reference Series,
Model 101. Although based on the
same design concepts as its predecessor, the 101 is suitable as a bookshelf
loudspeaker with its dimensions of 340
x 180 x 190 mm. It is a closed -box enclosure type, with internal volume of
6.7 liters. This system has a minimum
amplifier power rating of 20 watts into
8 ohms, and a power handling rating
of 100 watts. The 101 (with two drivers) has an S -STOP (Steady State and
Transient Overload Protection) self powered electronic circuit to protect
the speaker against accidental overload. If the safe operating limit is
exceeded, the S -STOP instantly cuts
down the voltage and the output volume is reduced accordingly. A red
light on the front of the 101 indicates
when this has happened. As soon as
the voltages are within safe limits, either because the music has become
quieter or the amplifier has been
turned down, the volume returns to
the proper level. As with the B & W
801, a first-class demonstration of the
Model 101's characteristics was presented by Laurie Fincham and Raymond Cooke, of KEF, at the Cunard.
As seen and heard at all audio
shows around the world, loudspeakers
proliferate embracing all types, shapes,
and sizes. The 1979 gathering in London was no exception, and space will
allow mention of only a few systems
that attracted my attention, for
instance, the latest Jim Rogers design,
the JR 150 Twin Bass enclosure with its
cylindrical shape. Two bass drive units
have long -throw Bextrene cones working in parallel, with a 1 -in. soft -domed
tweeter linked with a 24 -dB -peroctave, 16 -element crossover unit.
One of the smaller manufacturers,
PWB, offered a different approach to
LS design
in demonstrating their
B

Dyna-X 100 speaker system. The company has developed a material made
of 0.0003 -in. aluminum foil thermobonded to 0.00025 -in. polyester film. A
coil is etched on the aluminum foil,
which is then placed between powerful magnets. The interaction of coil
and magnets produces a low -mass diaphragm movement substantially the
same as an electrostatic unit. This
method permits direct connection to
amplifiers without the severe HF degradation that the usual ELS matching
transformers introduce. PWB's designer Peter Belt has for three years used a
similar diaphragm material in his excellent Dyna-X headphones. The
Dyna-X 100 system consists of a 20 x 5 in., Now -mass speaker panel mounted
on top of a 13 x 9-in., expanded polystyrene, wedge-shaped bass driver,
loaded in a transmission line enclosure. A novel and promising design.

Wharfedale launched an up-market
product in their fourth and largest
loudspeaker in the E series. The E90 is
a reflex -ported, five -unit design, with a
DIN power rating of 140 watts. As well
as two 10 -in. bass units and two 4 -in.
mid -range drivers, it has a horn -loaded
tweeter, all mounted in a cabinet of
100-liter capacity. The E90 cabinets are
made in mirror -image pairs and have
five position upper and lower contour
controls. Rear-mounted castors and
handles are fitted to ease movement
of these heavy systems.
The Chartwell range of speakers is
fitted with polypropylene cone drivers,
which are claimed to have very consistent performance due to dimensional accuracy and resistance to high temperature and humidity often found in
cars and the tropics. The designers
claim superior performance to paper
diaphragms or doped bextrene cone
materials.
My survey by no means covers all
the loudspeaker systems displayed at
this London hi-fi exhibition, but I must
mention the five new speakers from
Sansui, the Program Monitor 400 from
RAM Audio, and a new three-way IB
again
system from Richard Allan
as is
christened a Domestic Monitor
Monitor Audio Company's Audio
Monitor MA4 Series II. Celef has a new
Studio Quality model, the RT1, and
Rola-Celestion offers three new models, the Ditton 442, 551 and 662 systems. Apart from what I call "disco
noises" on some loudspeakers, the
quality standard, as heard at the
Cunard, reflects many design improvements in this area.
In closing this column from England,
that the 65th
I am happy to mention
Audio Engineering Society Convention
will be held at the London Hilton Hotel from 25th to 27th, February, 1980.41
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can learn why the "more than a
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Joseph Haydn, All the Sacred Works,
Vol. 1: Stabat Mater, Salve Regina,
Missa Brevis, Great Organ Mass.
Soloists, Stuttgart Ch. Choir, Wurttemberg Ch. Orch., Bernjus. Vox Box SVBX
5215, three discs, stereo, $11.95.
Vox begins yet another of its remarkable all-out complete sets here
with the usual excellent performances
by names unknown (to us provincials,
anyhow) and, with only mild reservations, the usual competent recording,
up to anybody's at a higher price. This

the antithesis of the big-company
celebrity album, and it is a healthy
thing, if only to keep us in some normal perspective concerning the art of
music! Not all the world's good musicians are international traveling stars.
The well-known big choral works of
Haydn fall into two familiar groups, all
of them late works in a very long career of composing, two big oratorios,
The Creation and The Seasons, plus a
group of Masses, each with its nickname, like the Mass in Time of War,
the Harmony Mass. How many of us
who enjoy Haydn have heard any
other of them?
Here comes Volume of this edition
and not a single work on six sides has
ever been recorded before! All of
these are from the early and middle
years of that long composing life, the
time of the dozens of lower -numbered
Symphonies, up into the fifties, which
are now widely heard and recorded.
The Missa Brevis, a delightful short
and very worldly piece with two solo
is

I

sopranos, and the short Salve Regina,
actually come from Haydn's unknown
youthful period, even before he
signed up with the Esterhazy princes
as permanent court musician.
And how astonishing to find two
major works, the Stabat Mater on
three LP sides and the Great Organ
Mass on two, unfolding from the
loudspeakers, complete with full complement of solo voices, big chorus, orchestra and organ, as though they

were world-famous masterpieces
known to every musician and listener!
They were, in their time, and will be
again.
These are impressive performances, with a brace of big -voiced
soloists, a strong, professional choir
and an excellent orchestra, even if
maybe you have never heard any of
their names. In fact, the soloists are a
bit too strong, letting forth high notes

that will rattle your chandeliers,
helped by the recording engineers,
who have put them too close and too
loud for their big voices. Not overloaded on the VU! Just loud and hefty.
That's the way a lot of listeners like it,
I'll admit. The overall sound is OK,
though not superb.
Sound:

B

Recording: B-

Surfaces: 8+

Saint-Saens: The Two Violin Sonatas,
Op. 75, 102. Robert Murray, Jane
Abbott. Musical Heritage MHS 3785,
stereo. (Mail order: 14 Park Rd., Tinton
Falls, N.J. 07724.)

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

It is hard to understand why for so
long so little of Saint-Saens' enormous
musical output has been heard-and
still isn't. Partly because he composed
so fluently and easily, which to many
(outside of France!) means facile.
You're supposed to tear your hair as
you compose. Facile, yes, in the sense
that the music is always relaxed and
effortless. And very seldom tortured.
But not facile in any degrading sense.
These two Sonatas, for equal violin
and piano, are witness to the real values of this man, especially in the relaxed form of a recording for home
use. Heavyweight music, so fashionable in the concert hall, is much less
effective in the confines of the living
room, where this graciously Romantic
music easily comes into its own. enjoyed it.
This is a good team, working extremely well together. The recording,
particularly good of the piano, brings
the two instruments into exactly the
right balance for the music, listenable
without a bit of sonic strain. (How often the big -name violinists are overly
close and very loud, with the piano off
liked the Second Sonata
behind.)
best, a sort of easy-going Brahms with
all the Germanic weight removed. The
First is more of a show-off piece, bravura, but a good contrast. These were
composed in the Nineties of the last
century; old Saint-Saens kept right at it
I

I

until his last year,
Sound: 8+

1921.

Recording: A Surfaces:

B

goad
Kurt Weill: Concerto for Violin &
Winds. Detmond Wind Ens., Michaels.
Hartmann: Concerto Funèbre for Violin & Strings. Wurttemberg Chamber
Orch., Heilbronn, Faerber. Susanne
Lautenbacher, violin. Vox Candide
QCE 31105, stereo/quad (QS), $4.98.
William Schuman: Concerto for Piano
& Orch. M.I.T. Symph., Epstein.
Walter Piston: Concertino for Piano &
Chamber Orch. Philharmonia Virtuosi
of N.Y., Kapp. Gary Steigerwalt, piano.
Vox Turnabout TV 34733, stereo, $3.98.
Here, at two low -low prices, are excellent four-sided surveys of a period,
the early pre-war "neo-classic"
so
long ago already. The Kurt Weill -Hartmann disc is Continental, German; the
Schuman-Piston recording is American, a bit later. All have a very nostalgic and characteristic sound, of the

-

1920s and 1930s.

-

We all know the late, great Kurt
how many realize that he began as a highly "classical" modernist?

Weill

This violin concerto with winds is
strictly in that category, but you can
hear the familiar Weill melodiousness
and strong rhythms, the acid edge, the
stark and lugubriously humorous orchestral sound! I loved it, and the violinist, Susanne Lautenbacher, is one of
the great fiddlers of our day, so clear
and strong, so accurate in tune and in
understanding. Hartmann, pure German and less known here, composed
his Funeral piece for the downfall of
the Czechs in 1938
in of all places,
Hitler's Munich. A courageous act.
I
studied with Walter Piston over
several years, before the Concertino
was composed. He was the ultimate
neo-classicist, dry, sardonic, talking in
undertones out of the corner of his
mouth, yet obviously a highly taut and
emotional, person; but in those days
you didn't let it all out. You acted sardonic. The Concertino indeed brings
him back to me
it is an honest
piece, fumbling in its emotions, half

-

-

dry humor and half passionate
Romanticism, and full of dissonant
fugues and very old-fashioned endings. It is he! William Schuman, a
much tougher and more successful
person, writes similar music of the
time but much longer, more proficient, yet cold.
always thought he
was cold, still do. Big administrator,
great business success, etc. like Piston
I

I

better.
The pianist in both works is Gary
Steigerwalt, formidable prize winner
with critical acclaim. In the Schuman
he is in his element
just the same
personality. But in Piston he bangs,
plays hard, which is NOT Piston, except as a big transparent bluff.
should know! For all his noise, Piston

-

I
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was a gentle and lovable soul, and
am sure his colleagues will agree.

Sound: B,B

I

TM

TE -200

Recording: B,B+
Surfaces: B+

Mozart: Davidde Penitente, Cantata,
K. 469. Caspo, Koban, Baldin, Wurttemberg Chamber Choir & Orch.,
Kurz. Candide CE 31107, stereo, $4.98.
So you know your Mozart? Bet you
never heard of this one. It is a curious
piece, made out of another that is very
well known but exists only as a half finished torso, always a problem in
performance. The Great C Minor Mass.
Mozart's refashioning of the music
into an Italian -language Cantata on
the Penitence of David, adding two
brand-new movements, was a stroke
of his usual genius, and this version is
complete in its own right. It should be
heard more often, that's obvious.
Vox didn't give me a text sheet, nor
is there even a synopsis of the plot,
nor so much as an Italian title for the
various movements; so
am in the
dark as to what the singers are singing
about. (Even the Italian itself is blurred
in good German fashion into unintelligibility!) So this might just as well be
the Great C Minor Mass, for all anybody can tell. Except for a rearranged
order, and for two lovely extra movements, giving more scope-a lot
more-to the tenor and the soprano
solo voices. Most impressive music,
some of it clearly surpassing even the
later and better known Requiem,
Mozart's last work of all, and many listeners will already know the sound of
it very well. The soprano solo piece
Laudamus to (in the original Mass) is
even better known, a standard show
piece in every coloratura's repertoireit sparkles beautifully here, though
don't even know what it is called in
Italian.
The excellent Wurttemberg Orchestra (see also the Sacred Works of
Haydn, Vol. 1) is conducted at a fast
and lively speed but the chorus and
solo voices are easily up to it and there
is no forcing. The three solos are good,
though they all sing with those
shatteringly loud high notes that are
de rigueur today, and were surely not
the style in Mozart's time. The Wurttemberg Choir is one of those beautifully blended ensembles (boys' voices?) that occur in our country only
among amateurs, but these are pros in
every respect. They do a marvelous job
on Mozart with a precision and understanding I've not heard surpassed.

Get simulate . stereo sound from your TV
through your own stereo amplifier. Connects
easily with any TV & any stereo amplifier.
Teledapter provides transformer isolation &
impedence matching between the TV chassis &
your stereo chassis for protection. The TV &
stereo can be any distance apart - without
hurting frequency response. The Matrix
Circuit provides two channels of simulated
stereo at a high impedence, that plugs directly
into your aux., tape, or tuner input on your
amplifier. Frequency response is 20-15,000 Hz
High fidelity TV sound is here - this could be the
best value & most useful purchase of the year.
Only $29.95 with warranty & hook-up
instruction.

TE -1100 TV HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO TUNER
Complete VHF & UHF Tuning, simply plugs
into any audio amplifier, adjustable RF gain &
audio output. Mono & simulated stereo audio
outputs. Completely solid state 30Hz to 15,000
Hz frequency response
Priced $269.95 (rack

-

mount optional) Dealer Inquires Invited
8
Dept. B - Box
RHOADE/ Hendersonville,
TN 3177075
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Free
SPEAKERLAB

CATALOG.
The largest and most

experienced speaker
kit manufacturer in
the world has the
world's most exciting
catalog. New developments: Wave Aperture
Drivers; Powered &
Passive Sub -Woofer
Systems; The Nestor-

I
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(615)824-1735

NATIONAL CORPORATION

To order factory direct, enclose check/MasterCharge or Visa. No.

I
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with TELEDAPTER8

ovic Woofer System'..
(U.S. Pat. #3,984,635)
Huge savings on top
quality, "state of the
art" speaker systems,

raw speakers, and
stereo systems.
Send for yours today.
rn

interested. Rush me my FREE Speaker/ab Catalog!
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Seattle, Washington 98103

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES

A BATCH OF

Michigan's
Audio Threshold Corp
A

E SS

Grado

Feb. issue).

BUND ADS-Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra
for handling and postage.

l"

2 col x

2"

-

Onkyo
M E

Vanderseen II
Detroit's Finest
36633 Gratiot-Mt. Clemens, MI 48043

(313) 791.1400

FAST, UNIFORM TRANSIENT RESPONSE
NO CROSS -OVER ABOVE 200 Hz.

8.9

ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT DISCOUNTED!
Low prices on quality Car and Home Hi Fi Components. Send
SASE, call for quotes and literature. Denco Audio, P.O. Box
6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 444-9978 evenings,
9.9
wknd.
ACOUSTAT MONITORS, 3 MONTHS OLD, mint condition in
factory sealed cartons $2400. 3M, 400 series 23 professional
2 track recorder in rosewood console $2400. Dyna stereo 150
amp, factory wired $195. Infinity tonearm $95. 213-988-

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
l col x
$125
$180
1 col x 2"

1"

IMPULSE MODEL 1
RIBBON SPEAKER
SYSTEM

TRANSAT

Philips-S

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6 times,
less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads only)

for

THE

Electrocompaniet

accompany order.

1

IN SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

Disco Monitor
Labs

DCM Time Window

set in bold face type $5.60 per line. Full payment must

DEADUNE-1st of two preceding months. (Dec.

P-II

PROUDLY PRESENTS
A STARTLING ADVANCEMENT

C M

NON BUSINESS ADS-Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals $2.80 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines

2 col x

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

Sensible Sound From

BUSINESS ADS For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $4.80 per
line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge.
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra
charge $8.00. Full payment muet accompany order.

l col x3"

FOR SALE

$250
$180
$320

8-9

6936.
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Audionics Apt -Holman Dahlquist Denon
Spectro-Acoustics Crystal Clear
Citation Grace Ortofon Cizek
B&O McIntosh Crown KEF
STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca N.Y. 14850 607 272 2644

Advertiser must supply complete
film negative ready for printing
for display ads.

Carolynn F. Sumner
Classified Advertising Manager
AUDIO Magazine
401 North Broad Street

AUDIONICS BERNING

Philadelphia, Penna 19108

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

-

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please
c/o Audio, 401 No.
use this address Box No.
Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

FOR SALE
AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95.
Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Hunting.
ton. Conn. 06484

We have in stock the CC -2, the NEW IMPROVED
BT -2 and the INCREDIBLE BERNING BA-150.
Free shipping. Visa & M.C. honored. By appt.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056. 513-523-3985.

-

FLINT MICHIGAN
AUDIO HOUSE
Watson Labs
Mordaunt Short
Sound Concepts
Rogers
Symmetry
Audionics
Theta
Linn Sondek
Conrad-Johnson
M &K
Marcof
Bryston
Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $20. Sample $1.00.
4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473 313-732TF
4670 by Appointment.

DEEP, POWERFUL, QUICK, DISTORTION FREE BASS
RESPONSE. (down 2 db at 30 Hz.)
BI -POLAR RADIATOR

(from 200 to 20,000 Hz.,

t 2db.)

LINE SOURCE (the ribbon is only N" wide)
NO ENCLOSURE INDUCED SOUNDS (double thick

walls; 1-1/2"; and acoustic foam are used)
VAST POWER HANDLING ABILITY (500 peak; speech/

music)
THE RIBBON DRIVER (from 200 to Over 20,000 Hz., the
IMPULSE ribbon driver is one of the fastest, least colored
drivers made)

Minimum Phase Response Above 200 Hz.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
716 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10021
(212) 751-9733
5 Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, NY 11581

(516) 561-7114
ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

Ampex PR10 transporta and Ampex AG500 transports and
electronics mono and stereo. All used. For Sale. Call: Tony
8-9
212.581.5025.
-

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES
Dahlquist, S.A.E., Revox, Rabco, Nakamichi. Yamaha, Crown,
Grace, Stax, Tandberg, Sonab, Stipes, Gale, Klipsch, Phase
Linear, Uher, Burwen, J.B.L., Harmon-Kardon Citation,
Acoustics, Beveridge, Sennheiser, Teac,
Thorens, Stanton, Aiwa, Stax, Micro-Seiki, Fidelity -Research,
Genesis, Optonica, R.T.R., B&W, Toshiba, DBX, Signet, MitsuA.D.S., Spectro

bishi and Mitsubishi V.S.S.
JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE
PHOENIX-334 E. Cambridge Rd. (602) 263-9410
TEMPE -130 E. University Dr. (602) 968-3491

TUCSON -5750 E. Broadway. (602) 622-7407
MAIL ORDER HOT LINE- MR. WOZ (602) 265-7841
TF

todays ever changing field of audio there exists a storm of hype and confusion. By
adhering to certain guidelines we have clearly found our calm in the eye of the storm.
Honesty, integrity, and expertise have helped us to create a unique audio environment
that is indeed professional in the true sense of the word.
The lines we represent speak for themselves.
In

Audio Research

Vandersteen
Linn Sondek

Theta
Dahlquist
Audire

-

B &W
KEF

Dayton Wright
Denon
Grace
Grado Signature

NUM

Mtn

AUDIO SYSTEMS

Pyramid
Promethean
GAS
Dynavector
EMT

Marcof

Nakanach
Luxman
Bang & Dultse.
RH Lab,
Yamaha
Advent

We ship prepaid throughout the US. (714) 897-0166
15102 Bolsa Chica Suite A Huntington Beach. CA. 92649
Store Hours - Mon. thru Fri: 1:00-9:00 Sat. 10:30-5:00 Sun. 12:30-5:00

`\

ATTENTION UPSTATE NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES! House
of Hi-Fi is now open with Hafler, D.C.M. Time Windows,
Ampzilla (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, Harmon Kardon
ST8, Sleeping Beauty, Audionics, N.A.D., Mayware formula 4
tonearm, Signet moving coils, AKG cartridges, Toshiba, Sony,
and Aiwa. For Info. call 518.793.6639 Mon. to Fri. 11-9 Sat.
10-6. House of Hi-Fi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glens Falls, NY
12801.

ELECTRONICS

Nakamichi
Mitsibushi
AGI
Spectra Acoustics APT
Audiopulse
Burwen
Audionics Denon
Setton
GAS

Audiocom

ADS

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO

177 Sound Beach Ave

.

Phone: (203) 637-3621

Old Greenwich. CT

FOR SALE
AT LAST

-

FOR SALE

AN AFFORDABLE OPTION!

NOISE REDUCTION for tapes, records, & Broadcasts.
8800 DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER. Ask you dealer or write:
LOGICAL SYSTEMS, 3314 H St., Vancouver, WA 98663.

206 694 7905.

9.9

AT CUSTOM SOUND, we've spent more than two years
developing the very best designed cabinet for housing
stereo components. Before you invest in a rack or cabinet send 254 (stamps O.K.) for our color brochure. Custom Sound, 8460 Marsh Road, Algonac, Mich. 48001.

(313)794-5400.
AT LAST! HI -END AUDIO AT LOW LOW PRICES!
a unique mail order arrangement, DIRECT DISCOUNTS
LTD., can now offer you many of the finest audio components
at unbelievable prices. We feature ACCUTRAC, ADC, AIWA,
Thru

ALLISON, ALTEC, AUDIO PULSE, BOSE, CIZEK, CM LABS,
DBX, DUAL, ESS, HAFLER, H/K (incl. Citation series), KOSS,
LUXMAN, MICRO SEIKI, SAE, TECHNICS PRO, VISONIK, and
many more! We also handle several esoteric lines that we,

can't mention by name. However, we can quote prices over
the phone. In car stereo we feature BLAUPUNKT, EPI, FOSGATE, and the new JENSEN car receivers. And, of course,
direct to disk and digital recordings to complement any fine

system. Although our prices speak for themselves, we look
forward to discussing your individual audio needs. Please call
us at 212-254-3125 or send $2.00 for our brochure (refund
from 1st purchase) to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box
841, COOPER STATION, NY 10003. For your convenience we
accept most major credit cards and generally ship w/in 48
TF
hours.

-A

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE
unique Specialty Shop
Prompt, knowledgeable, friendly, reliable service. SASE mail
inquiries welcome for product profile and advantageous prices. Pre -paid shipping Cont. USA Mastercharge - Visa. Audio
Alternative, 1124 East Elizabeth, Fort Collins, Colorado
10-9
80524.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Verion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio
Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by
agreement reached in the New York State Supreme
Court to sell their remaining inventory of those products:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each.
Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one mete', plus $5
each 14 meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables have
RCA-type connectors at one end, and either bare leads,
RCA -type connectors, or male or female DIN connectors
at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice of
connector.
GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground Strips with
hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20 each.
All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.
Quantities are limited since there will be no further production,
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid
UPS wherever possible. No telephone orders accepted.
GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

AT LAST! THE ULTIMATE CABINET DESIGN FOR HOUSING
STEREO COMPONENTS - THE CUSTOM SOUND MODULAR
EQUIPMENT CABINET. EARLY TWO YEARS IN DEVELOP-

MENT FEATURING:
-Flexible modular design expandable ti suit any size installation.
-Accommodate any size components including the largest.
-Totally enclosed design with locks prevents dust buildup,
tampering, or theft of valuable equipment.
-Bottom casters for mobility and rear door for easy rear
access.

-High grade furniture design and construction.
-Very attractively priced.

FOR SALE

TAPE-NEW 1800 on 7" reel 12 for $18 POST1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID-free list-WIDE
RESPONSE, 6114A, SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,
CA 90038
TF
AMPEX
PAID,

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic Inc., 136539th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2800
TF
AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration
the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say
"Fantastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers I have
heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!!"
Audiograme, from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so imOther $200
pressed that we could not believe the prices
speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by
And at their price, they are simply a steal.",
the Model 10
Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or
our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is shipped free in the
continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320.34 Stony Brook Rd.,

...

...

Stonybrook L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516-751-3350.

516.751.3350

ARC D-110 AMP. CALL (704) 364-4455 AFTER 6 PM (EST).

The Apt/Holman Preamplifier

Before you invest in a rack, call or write for our free illustrated
information. Custom Sound Service, 8460 Marsh Road, Algo11-8
nac, Michigan 48001. (313) 794-5400.

For literature, the name of your local dealer,
and ordering information, please check the box.

AT PARAGON OF SOUND: New and superb Conrad -Johnson
tube amp and Berning FT10 tube transistor and the Precision
Fidelity C-4 preamps. In speakers: the new Snell Acoustic, the
MZ MOD3, Rogers LS3/5A, and Acoustic Concept AC-24; M
& K and Fundamental Research Subwoofers. Armstrong 624
FM Tuner; Berning Stereo 20 amp. S.T.D. Turntable, Had.
cock tonearm, Denon, Grace, Supex, and Dynavector products. Call 301-229-2676 (Bethesda, MD) or write P.O. Box
7.9
189, Cabin John, MD. 20731

For a collection of five technical papers by
Tom Holman, please check the box and send $2.00.

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES
Great American Sound
Yamaha
Dahlquist
Polk Audio
Denon
Bang & Olufsen
Klipsch
Advent
Technics
M&K
Visonik
Aiwa
Sonus
Maxell
Philips
Available at Sound Advice
Village Plaza Ruston LA. 71270 (3181 255-8000). 9.9

NOTICE:

RECORD RATERS WANTED

required) Each month you will
receive nationally released albums to rate. THERE
IS NO EXTRA CHARGE for the LP's you receive.
You pay a small membership fee which covers all
costs of the LP's. We pay postage. In return for your
opinion. build your LP collection. "First come basis
For application write EARS, DEPT. ADBox 10245.
5521 Center St.. Milwaukee, WI 53210.
(No experience
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Apt Corporation Box 512 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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UNIQUE STEREO SHOWROOM DEDICATED TO THE PERFECTIONIST

Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of

DENON GRADO SIG. SIGNET
AUDIONICS
SNELL MAGNAPAN HAFLER
BEVERIDGE
DCM CONRAD J. ROGERS
THRESHOLD
BRYSTON
PLASMATRONICS PSE OBELISK
SHIPPED PREPAID THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
584 Washington Street, San Francisco 94111

1979
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AUDIO DEN LTD.
Long Island's leading audio store has on demonstration,
THE STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
(THE NEW SP6 TUBE PREAMP)
THE NEW ACOUSTAT MONITORS
EMT & GREADO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGES
(AUDIO CRAFT) ULTRA CRAFT UNI -PIVOT TONEARM
We also have the following lines, B&O, Chartwell and new
Chartwell woofer, CM, Denon, Fulton, Grace, Koss, Luxman,
Magneplaner (including Tympani series), M&K woofers,
Nakamichi, Polk, (Quad ESL and electronics), Rappaport,
Rogers, RTR, Sonus, Thorens, Yamaha, largest selection of
direct discs on Long Island.
FREE INSTALLATION IN NEW YORK AREA
WITH IVIE SPECTRUM ANALYZER.
ALL GOODS SHIPPED PREPAID AND INSURED -COME SEE
THE WORLD'S FINEST RECORD CLEANING MACHINE BY
KEITH MONKS.
AUDIO DEN LTD.
1320.34 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790

415-433-1335

TF

99

FAMOUS 511B HORNS COPIED IN HEAVY NON-RESONANT PLASTIC. Better than aluminium horns. Excellent
high definition midrange for disco or home use. Only $69 UPS
prepaid. 100 watt Rockwell drivers for horns $69 UPS pre.
paid. Info and chatter $2.00. Daily Mfg. Co., Rockwell, NC
10-9
28138.
FREE SHIPPING á THE LOWEST PRICES
I or II C-90 TAPES @ $3.39 each ($40.68

12 MAXELL UDXL

per carton)
10 TDK SA -90 tapes @ $2.99 each ($29.90 per carton)

FRANK VAN ALSTINE MODIFICATIONS for Dynaco, Audio
Research, Dahlquist, Paragon, and other audio components
can be the most cost effective way for you to achieve State of
the Art audio performance. Our FET-5 MARK 5 mod for the
PAT-5 & PAT -5 BIFET will equal the performance of any
preamp in existence. The DOUBLE 400 SERIES 2 is all new
with vastly improved sound. It's new life for your St -400 or St.
416. FREE MOD PLANS for the Dyna ST -70 and PAS with a
large stamped envelope. Low cost updates for any units we
have modified in the past. New power supply mods for the

FASTER THAN A
SPEEDING BULLET
MORE POWERFUL

THAN A
LOCOMOTIVE

ARC SP3A.

DISCWASHER Brush & Fluid $9.95

DISKIT - Includes brush, fluid, zerostat, SGI Stylus cleaner
and organizer $32.75

This is just a sample of our extensive line of audiophile
at prices everyone can afford. To place an
equipment
order, send CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER and add
NOTHING for shipping, handling and insurance to anywhere
in the Continental United States. All tapes sold in cartons
only. To obtain a brochure in our line of high end, name
brands, and economic audio systems, just send your name
and address to:
AUDIO SYSTEMS Il
200 West 57th Street, Suite 1004
New York, N.Y. 10019

...

LOWEST PRICES ON MAXELL, BASF, TDK, FUJI
TAPES! !Send no. 10 SASE for free catalog. All new,
guaranteed! Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle
!

no. 12-E, San Jose, CA 95112
FOR SALE: KOSS MODEL 1A SPEAKERS $1850. ORTO
FON MC -10 CARTRIDGE $55. (212) 454-3205.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Read the esoteric magazines, our mods work.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE

BURNSVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 612-890-3517

1-0

GET ACQUAINTED WITH TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO'S
UNE of exciting advanced raw speakers, many used in systems by Tangent, Plazmatronics, Symdex, DAC etc., Bectrene
cone models in 5 to 10" most w/magnet, voice coil layer &
Igth. options. Very neutral SD tweeters. Low mass alum cone
& ribbon super tweeters plus a fascinating new driver w/1.3
gms moving mass that traces" signal detail like the best electrostatic headphones, will definately spoil you. Design & application assistance from our lab available to help you realize
the dream system you are planning from mini monotors,
satellites, car systems to sub woofers, X' over designs & parts
including Mular caps up to 10uf. Your inquiries & orders
receive our prompt attention, send $1 for literature. Transcendental Audio, 5869 N. Broadway, Denver, CO 80216. In.
novative components & designs in high -end audio. Poyddax,
TF
Decca, E. J. Jordan, Hartke, Sonic Developments.

-

NAKAMICHI 410 PREAMP

-

ABLE TO PASS
PULSES IN A
SINGLE BURST
NO! IT'S THE INCREDIBLE

VANDERSTEEN
MODEL II
SPEAKER SYSTEM

Exclusively at

$220. (414) 682-1882.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
716 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10021
(212) 751.9733

% AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

5 Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, NY 11581

(516) 561.7114

FOR

100

FINEST STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO COMPONENTS
PRIVATE DEMONSTRATIONS
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
WE

FEATURE:
ADCOM
AUDIONICS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
CIZEK
DCM
DECCA
DENON

HADCOCK
HAFLER
H.A.P.I.
IMPULSE
IVIE
JANIS

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.A.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED
G -B ELECTRONICS
Audition: Snell Acoustics, Symdex, Spendor, J. R., Threshold,
Conrad -Johnson, Leach, Promethean, Denon, Grace, Hadcodk, Linn-Sondek, S.T.D., Patter Pad, Audio Source, K.
Monks, Weathers and others. Call for audition appointment
(201) 427.8885. Serving Northern New Jersey Since 1945.
Write: Box 385, Hawthorne, NJ 07507.
10-9

LUSTRE
MARCOF
NEXUS
PRECISION FIDELITY
PREMIER
RAPPAPORT
SERIES 20
SHURE
SIGNET

Grace 714 $85,Inf. Blk. Wid. $110, Paragon 12A $675,
Kenwood KD500 w/Aud Tech. ft. & Platter Pad $235, Grace
707 MKII w/counter wt. mod. $145, Fisher 500C receiver
$165. (All mint & shipped prepaid (408) 625-2433.
8-9
GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free
records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own
station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130-N5, Paradise,
CA 95969.

SME

STAX

GRAMMY NOMINATED ORIGINAL CAST ALBUM: NEFER.
TITI. LIMITED edition. send $9.95 (+ N.Y. Sales Tax): Nefer8.9
titi, Dept. F, Suite 1913. 1501 Broadway, NY 10036.

STD
SUPEX

TANGENT
VANDERSTEEN
REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

GRAPHIC EOUAUZER KIT FOR ONLY $100 PPD.
Twelve bands/channel, 100dB S/N. Free info or send $2.50
for instruction manual with Len Feldman's review and copy of

May 1978 Radio -Electronics cover story (Refundable with
purchase). Symmetric Sound Systems, 1608 S. Douglas,
Loveland, CO 80537.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP

5 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11581

716 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10021

(516) 561-7114

(212) 751-9733

LJ
masi?, chage

IS IT A PLANE?

IS IT A BIRD?

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.

12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested,
$299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via
UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia 94301. (415) 328-1081.

V/S4'

HAFLER SCORES WITH 101!
David Hafler's triumphant return with his state-of-the-art DH
101. Available now in kit or assembled form at:
PERSONALIZED AUDIO

723 Bound Brook Road. Dunellen, New Jersey 08812 (201)
4-9
752-3883

AUDIO August
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BOOK STORE
Your Best Source to Build a Worthwhile Library
No. 752-Design, Build & Test Speaker
Systems. Do it yourself guide shows
beginner and expert how to get the most
from a speaker.
6.95

No. 516-Understanding Electronics. All
about electronic circuits-what they are,
how to build them, what they do.
4.95

751-Microphones. Complete
manual shows how to record-anything.
Special section tells how to interpret
spec sheets.
5.95

A broad and

No.

No.

759-Audio

IC OP -AMP

Applications. Newly revised 2nd edition
includes many new high performance

circuits.
No.

7.95

520-1001

MORE Practical

Electronic Circuits. A comprehensive
collection of 1001 more integrated circuit

transistor circuits, with the data
needed to put them to work.
12.95
&

IC OP -AMP APPLICATIONS

518-Grounding and Shielding
Techniques in Instrumentation, 2nd Ed.
All you need to know about grounding
and shielding electronic equipment. 17.50

794-Select and Install Your Own
Speakers. From autos to auditorium,
here's how to get the best reproduction
from any audio system.
5.95
No.

No. 519-Noise Reduction Techniques
in Electronic Systems. Topics include:

793-Master Handbook of 1001
Practical Electronic Circuits. A collection
of 1001 circuits and the peripheral
information needed to put the circuits to
12.95
work.
No.

shielding and grounding, protection of
switching contracts, passive and active
device noise sources, much more. 25.50

447-Hi-Fi Stereo Handbook.
Complete coverage of Audio Systems
from Source to Sound. All the
differences of monophonic, stereophonic and four channel sound
explained and much more.
11.95
No.

7.95

520 1001 MORE PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 12.95

516 UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONICS 4.95
517 THE POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK 7.95

E
E

796-TV Antennas and Signal
Distribution Systems. An invaluable aid
to help you select and install TV antenna
9.95
and signal distribution systems.
No.

No.

751 MICROPHONES 5.95

759 AUDIO

517-The

Power Supply Handbook.
varied collection of ready to
build power sources for electronics
hobbyists and engineers.
7.95
No.

DESIGN, BUILD & TEST SPEAKER SYSTEMS 6.95

E

792-How To Design & Build
Electronic Instrumentation. Ready to
use, practical circuits for hobbyists,
technicians, hams and engineers. 9.95
No.

518 GROUNDING AND SHIELDING TECHNIQUES 17.50
519 NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES IN ELECTRONIC

Please send me the book(s) have checked.
Enclosed is my proper remittance for $
understand if am not fully satisfied may return my
selection(s) in undamaged condition within 10 days for a
full refund.
I

I

I

I

Name (please print)

SYSTEMS 25.50

E 447 HI-FI

STEREO HANDBOOK. 11.95
792 HOW TO DESIGN & BUILD ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION 9.95
796 TV ANTENNAS AND SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 9.95

794 SELECT AND INSTALL YOUR OWN SPEAKERS 5.95

793 MASTER HANDBOOK
12.95

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

YOU MAY PAY FOR YOUR BOOK(S)
ON YOUR CREDIT CARD

North American Publishing Company. North American Building,
401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19108

Qe
AMfe Z

4>NG

City/State/Zip

OF 1001 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

Book and Learning Systems Division

f

Address

Gde

CREDIT CARD NO.
VISA
AMERICAN EXPRESS
DINERS CLUB
D MASTER CHARGE
M/C BANK NO.
NUMBER MUST APPEAR
IF USING MASTER CHARGE
EXP.DATE

Audio Magazineis published by North American Publishing Company, leaders in editorial excellence.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

'NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES Goodwin's Inc. is
unique in the audio field, offering a few select products
which are acknowledged to be the finest These products are properly set-up, and may be auditioned in a
comfortable, relaxed, living room environment.
Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system, with
30ips master tapes played on a Mark Levinson Studer
A-80. The degree to which this system approaches the
sound of live music is literally breathtaking.
Goodwin's represents: Mark Levinson, Quad, Linn Sondek, Syrinx, Verion, Draco, Symdex, Precedent Audio,
Fidelity Research, Pedersen Acoustics, and Win Labs.
If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of
most stereo components, and are interested in the finest
music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for an
appointment.
33 Newbury St
Boston, MA 02116

Goodwin's Inc.
(617) 266-0608

Bob Heenan Sells

Great Used
Equipment

Tel: 6t7-734.2727
Sound Advice
Box 782

Brookline Village
MA 02147

AR

Marantz (Tubes)

DB
EPI

Magneplanar

Bose

Levinson

B&W

LS 3/5A
H - K

McIntosh

Crown
Advent
Dahlquist
Dyna (Tubes)
Audio Research

Linn
GAS
JBL
Lux

SAE
Sony
Stax
Quad
Revox
Yamaha
Thorens

-

FREE LIST. Closeout/bankruptcy
AUDIO BARGAINS
TF
specials. SCC, Box 8014 (A-79). Canton, Ohio 44711.

AUDIO PULSE MODEL ONE

-

$450. John 801-295-4375
8-9

AUDIO REPORT
STAN WHITE Glassconen" Speaker
AUDIO Magazine (Germany 2/78) reports on Stan White
SHOTGLASS loudspeaker, "Er klingt soals ob ein im
Halbdunkel spielendes Orchester poltzlich von starken
SCHEINWERFERN beleuchtet wurde, so dass jeder Mann
mitseinen Instrument poltzich sichtbar wird." For further information write TACHYON, P.O. Box 204, Bloomingdale, III.
60109 Sole U.S.A. distributor. 312-529-9468.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-100, Mint, $850.00; TECHNICS SE 9060 (2), both for $595.00 sealed boxes; ADS L200 minispkrs. (pair) $145.00; Marantz 250 amp (USA model) Mint

Equipment bought, sold, traded & brokered.

BEVERIDGE 2SW-1 electrostatic system, mint condition, 6
months old-$5000/Mark Levinson JC-2 with A. A3, & D phono cards, ML-1 pwr supply filter, oak cabinet, mint - $550/
Call 912.746.0037 between 6 & 11 pm EST (GA).
10.9

BIG, SAFE, TWISTED *12 GAUGE SPEAKER WIRE 404
per FT. COD O.K. Free Shipping 100 Ft. or more. Keith Monks
Record Sleeves 100 for $20. Samples $1.00. Audio House,

4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 313-732.4670.
TF

B &

AUDIO RESEARCH D-110 $1850.00 702-293-4795.

10.7

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -4A $600.00, McINTOSH MC -2205
$800.00, PIONEER 518 w/DECCA MKVI $190.00, YAMAHA

0 USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting

centers after our modification kit or at factory. Effective mass
2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $199.00 with money
back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.
TF

8-9

"A-1 SOLUTION FO MC CART. /PREAMP INTERFACE
Consider the MCT-1, a passive device with twin transformers
in mu -metal containers. band -width: 0, 1db 10Hz, to 22.5
volts out. $299 Amer. $340 Can. RWR Audio Ltd., Box 3080,
Station D, Ottawa, Canada KIP 6H6 Or send for literature."

Money Back Guarantee

Sound Advice, Box 782,
Brookline Village, MA 02147

BEVERIDGE MODEL 2. Best pair ever made, factory mods.,
$4000.603-868-9683. 70 Mill Rd., Durham, NH 03824. 8-9

$195.00 406.282.7673.

HP -1 PHONES $25.00 (301) 666-7438.

Tandberg
Nakamichi
Phase Linear

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL SOLID WOOD custom made cabinets for individual components. Made of wormy chestnut, walnut, mahogany, cherry & pine by North Carolina craftsman $150 up Cabinets in stock for Haller VA & PS Others by order SWCC, 2227
Greenway Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377.6590.
8.9

Basic Power Amplifier: SAE 2200, 100 w/ch. LED Peak
Power Level Display. Mint condition with Mfr's validated
Transferable Warranty. FREE UPS shipping. In NJ, 201.665.
8-9
0525.

BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD ROGERS LS35A, Swisstone, mint,
orig. carton, stands, pr. $425. Van Alstine modif. Dyna ST
70, new parts, tubes $225.(212)935.7596 weekdays.
8.9
BRYSTON AMPLIFIERS USED SIX MONTHS, Five year warranty transferable, original owner, 28, $350. 36, $550. 4B,
$900. Also, THRESHOLD N510, as above, $650. Contact
Mark or Todd, 713.527-0774.

CALCULATE FM STATION COVERAGES easily, accurately
with FCC coverage curves. $3, "FM" Adolph, MN 55701. 8.9

-

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
Earn big money selling hifi as a QS' Campus Rep! For info. contact Quadraphonic Studios International, 9320 Keeler Ave., Skokie, IL 60076

102
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CHARTWELL
THE SPEAKERS THAT LOOK
AS GOOD AS THEY SOUND
Introducing the FIRST full range of
Monitor Speakers Featuring
Polypropylene cones.
ADVANTAGES OF
Less

THESE

CONES:

Coloration

CASH IN ON DISCO: BEAT INFLATION START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS NOW! CONVERT AN OLD BAR/RESTAURANT
INTO A DISCO. SEND $12.50 FOR COMPLETE, INDEPTH
MANUAL EXPLAINING DISCO SOUND AND LIGHTING SYS-

Smoother Frequency Response
Lower Mass - Improving Transients
More Efficient
Consistent Acoustic Performance

TEMS TO L'AVENTURE
P.O. BOX 702, DEPT.

DISCOTHEQUE UNION STATION,

Al, ENDICOTT,

NY 13760.

the audio advocate

Add all these benefits together
with careful design and the
is

CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!!
DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. is now fully stocked with top -rated
phono cartridges at unbelievable prices. We feature ACUTEX,
ADC, DYNAVECTOR, EMPIRE, GRADO, MICRO ACOUSTICS,
ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SONUS. STANTON, et al.
Specials this month include: ADC XLM Mk. III -49.95; DYNAVECTOR 10X-89.95; GRADO F3E+-27.95; SONUS BLUE
(gold) -89.95. All fact. fresh w/manuf. warranty. We also handle several esoteric pick-ups at competitive prices. Please call
us at 212254.3125 for more information or write to: DIRECT
DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, COOPER STATION, NY
10003.
TF

Less Distortion

result

CARTRIDGE SALE, EMTXSD-15 new in sealed container
$350.00, Nakamichi MC 1000, MCB 100, $100.00, Denon
103C Au 320, $125.00. (206) 575.0853.
8-9

SME
POLK
LS35A
SHURE
DECCA

... Pure Music

Don't take our word for it, hear the

CIZEK
DENON
ONKYO
QUATRE
ADVENT
ARISTON
ACOUSTAT
MAGNEPAN
FORMULA -4

full range yourself, from the mini to the

professional studio monitor.

NAKAMICHI
AUDIO RESEARCH

CHARTWfl1
Reference Monitor Int. Inc., 2380

"C"

505 Millburn Avenue
(201) 467.8988
Camino Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92008

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CIRCUIT BOARDS: Your artwork, quick delivery, reasonable
prices, quanity discounts. Richard AIIran, Box 974, Dept. D,
8.9
Waynesville, NC 28786.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado, Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES,
Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York
11218. For fast service call toll free 800.221-0906.
TF

$210, AR -5 spkrs. & MA CITATION 16 $410, CITATION
9.9
1 twtrs. $250, Dynaco FM-5 $50.302.368-9854.
11

CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio Pulse,
B&0, B.I.C., Carver, Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Epicure, Hafler Harman/Kardon, J.B.L., Mitsubishi,
Nakamichi, Ortof on, Phase Linear, Micro -Acoustics, N.A.D.,
Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek, Sonus. Will ship prepaid.
Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804.
TF
(203) 775.1122 -phone quotes only.

CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive, 37 logged
hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $75 408-279-1425, 2599648.

Critical Record Review
Issue 3 is available. Issue 4 is ready. Subscribe now! $6/year
8-9
(6 issues). P.O. Box 8766, Jacksonville, FL 32211.

DAHLOUIST DO -10 OWNERS UPGRADE YOUR SPEAKERS TO THE LATEST PRODUCTION MODELS. MYLAR
CAP AND MIRROR IMAGE MODS DONE IN YOUR HOME

(NYC VICINITY) (212) 454-3205.

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!
The man behind the original Dynakits is back with his own
company and a new state-of-the-art preamplifier at a bargain
price! Available as a KIT or CUSTOM ASSEMBLED by expertly
each performance certified. For further detrained wirers
tails write or call AUDIOKIT-260 Old Country Road, Hicks-

DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 MKIII Series 3, rosewood & wheat
with stands, Threshold mods, several months old / Grace
714 tonearm / Call 912.746.0037 between 6 & 12PM EST
(GA).

DAYTON-WRIGHT SPS MK. III, exc. cond. $225. Cizek Model l's, $300 pr. Bill, (713) 471.3604, 944-0340.

DECCA/LONDON'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORD New Year's
Concert In Vienna. $20.00 postpaid for 2 LP set. Baird Box
8-9
17947, Memphis, TN 38117.

-

DR. AUDIO'S REMEDY
in issue #4 of MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY. Introductory copy $3. P.O. Box 3022, Monterey,
CA 93940.

Buy

8.9

with confidence
JVC

for Quctee

llt

on
Oyer e0 Other
ran

Price
SP

F

emoueB

JVC-JRS-201
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

watts per channel, RMS at 8 ohms, from 20.
20,000 Hz with less than .03 percent Total
Harmonic Distortion.
35

CARSTON std...
140

Old Brookfield Road. Danbury Conn. 06010

SYSTEM
IS HERE

212-463-1208 OR 516-621-2126

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED

Custom Audio Systems Designed and Installed

FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

(516) 561-7114

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

DYNACO/DYNAKIT: SCA-80Q/K, $97; PAT-5/A, $177; ST
80/K, $67; PAT 4/K, $64. POSTPAID (U.S. only). Certified
check/mo, SCC, Box 8014, Canton, Ohio 44711.
TF

-

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.

We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Win
dow, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier
and tighter sound: the image is raised and standing

For the past two years

waves reduced.
THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of
heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appear-

ance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per
pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master

Charge & Visa accepted) from

R. S. PARK AUDIO

ASSOCIATES

5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY

11581

(516) 561-7555

PERFECTIONISTS PREFER DYNAKITS
Before Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote Mainline Ila,
971 Fronheiser, Johnstown, PA 15902
TF

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

You can pay $5.00 for an advanced

state-of-the-art 60 minute cassette.
Why? Larksong will sell you
less.*
one for $1.30 or less:*
* Pure Micro -Acicular Ferric Oxide
* Fully Bias and Equalization Compatible
* Five Screw Case

* Outstanding Signal to Noise Ratio
* Lifetime Guaranteed
Treat your hungry power -packed tape machine to a Larksong cassette and
get a lot more entertainment for your money. No longer does its
thirst for quality cassettes need to be limited by your lean budget.
Larksong. One top line of exceptional
Now you afford the best
cassettes available in two styles of boxes. * Dollar Special
Your first Larksong C-60 cassette with complete tape
specifications and postage -free order blank for only $1. Limit
one per customer. Larksong puts it all together so you get
music ouo Larksong, AD pt. IC,
10 Scott St., Point Arena, CA 95468.

-

a1i(Tn

Mon. -Fri. 9:00-5:70
Sat. 9:00-3:00

TATE SO DECODER

716 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10021
(212) 751-9733
5 Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, NY 11581

among serious audiophiles, professional
musicians, and recording perfectionists.
For more information, please write to
WESTERN TECHNOLOGIES
9819 McKnight NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

4.9

MUCH AWAITED

AUDIONICS

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

ville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822-5749

DAVID HAFLER PREAMP
Now available at Audio Ltd.
115 N. Walnut, Champaign, !! 61820 (217) 359-3774

THE HIGHLY TOUTED

DESIGN ACOUSTICS DEMONSTRATED
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
All Models in Stock
Phone your "MUSIC MAN" for demo appointment

-

tified. Power Amp Kit coming this summer. Place your
order now. Preamp Headamp now available. For further
details write or call AUDIOKIT-260 Old Country Road,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516)822-5749

FLASH!!!

DISCO: MOBILE OR FIXED = CASH
START YOUR OWN DISCO BUSINESS. Complete 25 page
start-up manual explaining sound and lighting systems installation written by Professional Disco DJ's and Designers.
$10.00 J.C. ENTERPRISES P.O. Box 243, Apalachin, NY
13732.
TF

the REFERENCE 25 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
has been quietly establishing a reputation
for accuracy, musicality, and realism

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!
The man behind the original Dynakits is back with his
own company and a new state-of-the-art preamplifier at
a bargain price! Available as a KIT or CUSTOM ASSEMBLED by expertly trained wirers-each performance cer-

FOR SALE

-

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES INVITED

The Real tape breakthrough you've waited for.

1203) 7444421 1212) 3694212

AUDIO August 1979

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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FOR SALE
HAFLER DH -200 AMPLIFIER

FOR SALE

HALF-TRACK HEADBLOCK FOR SONY TC -850 $150.00,
8-9

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA.602-25 for GR -2000 or 2001
TV's. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425 day. 408-2599648, eves.

Reserve your Haller DH -200 amp. Delivery begins late June.
Audio Salon, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204.

OFFER. 213-785-2324, 805-962.8273 PERFECT COND.

(704) 377.6590 shipped prepaid.

HARTLEY 24 with 14 foot folded transmission line. (206)
857-6635.

8-9

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING DIRECT-TO-DISC AND SOTA
RECORDINGS? WE HAVE THEM ALL. SEND FOR FREE
CATALOGUE. KNOT SO CHEAP RECORDS, 705 BIG
BEND, DEPT. AM12, WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119.

In stock, the superb Hafler DH-101 preamp. Kit $199, factory

assembled $299. New:DH-200 amp. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried, Audionics, more. READ BROS, STEREO, 593
7.9
King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723.7276.

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!!! Earn more than just spare
money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in
your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only
please. Contact: Mail Order Dept., K&L Sound Services Co.,
TF
75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172

HAFLER PREAMP CABINETS. Literature. GEOMETRIX, Box
7-9
612, Mexico, MO 65265

HAFLER: PREAMP, HEAD AMP, AMP
& ACCESSORIES
We have in stock the DH -1 01 K $199.95, DH-1 01 A
$299.95, DH -102 head amp $74.95, DH -103 black
knobs $19.95, DH-104 rack mount kit $24.95,
DH -105 preamp cabinet $24.95 & DH -101A with
DH -102 installed $399.95, DH -200K $299.95 &
DH -200A $399.95. World wide shipping. Free shipping in the US. Visa & M.C. honored. By appt.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895. Also open evenings & weekends.

HIGH END DEMO SCRATCH AND DENT SALE
All units perform as new, but are soiled, scratched, or dented.
AMPS: Quatre Gain Cell DG -250C $499; AMPS & PREAMPS:
ELECTROCOMPANIET amp and preamp $1100; PREAMPS:

Listen to the PRECISION FIDELITY C7 tube preamplifier with
innovative cascode circuitry. The real David against all the
Goliaths. Let your ears as well as your pocketbook relax. State
of the artaffair at $499.

PRECISION FIDELITY 1238 GREEN ST.
6.0

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109

1

Goo, Screw & Save

40

Kits including

Corlo,

Analogue Engineering Associates (AEA) 520 $399, AEA 515
Headamp $130, Dayton Wright SPS $136, Theta $539;
RECEIVERS: R1060 $394; TURNTABLES: Denon DP-7000
(no base or arm) $525, Denon DP-7000 w/DK-2000G two
arm base $735, Connoisseur BD103 (no arm) $150, CASSETTE; Denon DR -350 $290; SPEAKERS: Lentek S-4 $350
pr., Monitor Audio MA -5 Mk. II $199, Monitor Audio MA-4
$249 pr., Sonex II $433 pr., Thiel 01 $247 pr., Rogers LS 3/
5A $316, Magnepan MG -11 $449; TONEARM: Denon 307
$157. Prices firm. Call day time only.
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO LTD.
P.O. Box 250
Pleasant Gap, Pennsylvania 16823

YES, KITS!

Choose from The

.

HIGH -END AUDIO AT LOW LOW PRICES! Aiwa, Allison, Audio Pulse, Bose, DBX, Cizek, ESS, Luxman, Micro Seiki, SAE,
Technics Pro and many more! All factory fresh with full warranty. For discount price call 212.254.3125. Or send $2.00
for our catalogue and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD,
P. O. Box 841, N.Y., NY 10003.

HAVE AN AFFAIR

104

FOR SALE

(814)359.3007

F',,est Seec'.on of Sneake

FRIED, DALESFORD EXPORT, JANSZEN

ELECTROSTATS & SEAS.

in the country

FRIED dB/2
MONITORING
SYSTEM

where you can buy

if

eain
auaio

pre -assembled)

The dB/2 combines the B/2 mini's with the
new Fried line tunnel sub -woofer for a
superb no compromise system. The new 10"

6403 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 525-0200

...

-6

-

HOW TO CREATE BEAUTIFULLY Veneered Furniture Quickly, Easily! Illustrated Veneering Manual/Catalog FREE. Exotic
Veneers, Inlays, Supplies. Morgan, A11K8, 1123 Bardstown
Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40204.
8.9
INSIDERS know that AUDIO FORUM MAGAZINE provides
the most extensive coverage of the esoteric audio market ...
Do YOU!? Audio Professionals know how AFM helps them to
keep in touch with the ever-changing audio market with vital
information often exclusive, always first, months before the
others. Audiophiles like the first reports on new equipment,
ways to improve their systems, and increasing their under.
standing of some of audio's most complex and controversial
topics. You should subscribe today. Send $18 (1st class) or
$22 U.S. (overseas air) for six bi -monthly issues to AFM, Box
22544 A-5, Portland OR 97222. BAC/MC honored. Full MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if not satisfied.
HANGERS FOR ADS, Braun, Visonik/David
speakers. Pair $12.00, $1.00 postage. Plexiforms, 10161
Gilbert Court, Iowa City, IA. 52240

Model II ELS

complete kit

How is it that the inefficient, noisy, distortion prone, archaic
vacuum tube can retain any acceptance among serious
audiophiles? Why do manufacturers, large & small still ex
pend enormous creative energy in desigining and making
tube equipment? Who cares? We do
MR. AUDIO'S BI.
MONTHLY expounds the gospel of tube equipment but not at
the exclusion of all else. We concede to permit solid state MC
head amps, xovers, bass amps & the like in a music system.
The tenacity with which tubes cling in spite of advanced solid
state technology is a mystery to some
but not to us. MR.
issues 1st class $15. Overseas
AUDIO's BIMONTHLY
$18-P.O. Box 3022, Monterey, Ca. 93940.

INVISIBLE

®KOSS'

$475
per side
($780 per side.

place

The o

Here's just one example:

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: McIntosh 2100
amp, $450; McIntosh C28 preamp, $425; Yamaha C2
Preamp, $450; Rappaport preamp, $350; Genesis Ill speakers, $180 ea; IMF Monitor Mkll spkrs, $700 ea; Nakamichi
70011 deck, $800; Nakamichi 410 preamp, $210; Nakamichi
420 amp, $250; Tandberg 10XD, $1000; JR 149 spkrs, $150
ea; AR lOpi spkrs, $250 ea. Luxman C350 preamp, $200;
Yamaha 3020 rcvr, $1100; B&O M100 spkrs, $360 ea. Audio
Research SP3, $360; Audio Research EC2, $225; ADC LMF II
tone arm, $80; Harmon/Kardon Citation 17S preamp, $300;
McIntosh ML1C spkrs, $250 ea.
All used equipment is guaranteed 90 days parts and labor.
Audio Consultants, Ind., 517 Davis St., Evanston, IL 60201,
(312) 864.9565.
8.9

JBL AND GAUSS SPEAKER WARRANTY CENTER. Full
lines stocked. Instant Recone Service, compression driver DI-

j

APHRAMS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. Newcome Sound,
4684 Indianola Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43214, (614) 268.
5605.

KOETSU is here. The legendary handmade moving coil car-

tridge is now available in the U.S. For the complete story,
write: Sumiko, Inc., Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705.

high force factor Bextrene woofer produces
108 dB at 40Hz. and is flat to 30Hz. Power
handling: 25-200W.

Hartke Systems

No matter how good your other components, you

won't hear high definition sound if your speakers
can't reproduce it!
FREE MINI -CATALOG
OR SEND $1.50 FOR
NEW SPEAKER MANUAL/COMPLETE CATALOG

--n

Transient Attack m)

-

1- - - - - -

Is1.50 Refunded with Purchase)

a- -pl-"

I

I.

173 T- 65th Street'
ILOakland CA 94608

I,; Please send me yrui Fee Mini -Catalog.
IO

I

Tweeters With Your Favorites At Our N.Y.-N.J. Dealers.

I
I

Audio Den Ltd. Stony Brook
The Listening Room Scarsdale
Charos Custom Sound Southampton

Here's my $1.50 check-send my Spkr. Manual/Catalog.

City

New York

A 13

I Name
I Address
State

Zip

The Hartke Systems Tweeter Modules Will Add An Open Detailed Sound To
Fried, AR, Advent, JR, Polk, Allison, JBL Or Almost Any Other Speaker
System. Write For Literature Or Audition These Dynamic Free Edge Aluminum

J

Hartke Systems

New Jersey
University Stereo Ridgewood
C.S.A. Audio Upper Montclair
Summit Stereo Summit

42 Orchard Street, Bloomfield, N.J. 07003

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

201-743-1236

FOR SALE
KENWOOD 'Mg. KA -8100 mint $200 or Best Offer. Aft 8
(212) 858.1140 Doug.
8.9

KOETSU cartridge?? POWERLIGHT head amp &
preamp?? MISSION 774 tonearm?? These names will soon
become well known in the underground press but, remember,
we told you first. Subscribe to MR. AUDIO'S BI -MONTHLY
and be a tube -believer. We also offer subscriber discounts on
select cartridges and tonearms. 6 issues 1st class $15, Foreign $20. P.O. Box 3022, Monterey, CA 93940.
8-9
KUSTOM ACOUSTICS IN OHIO (513) 523-3467.

LAUGH AND THINK. The Hi-Fi Game: A board game of fun
and thought. $11.95 from Penijon Games, Box 2129, Martinez, CA 94553. Dealer inquiries welcome, too.

-

L.A.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
LINN ASAK CARTRIDGE: The makers of the finest turntable have brought us the finest cartridge. This moving
coil tracks excellently in most fixed pivot tonearms. The
cartridge does the same thing as the table, less trash
and hash, more music. $350
SERIES 20 PA1000: This incredible tonearm is the per-

fect match for the Linn cartridge or any other cartridge
regardless of compliance (1 or 2 exceptions). $150
MUSIC FIDELITY BB1: This battery powered prepreamp
is the clearest, tightest, most natural available. Its only
competition is a certain transformer (causes some
smearing compared to the BBl) at twice the price. $225
MICHAELSON & AUSTIN: All three pieces from this company are among the finest values ever offered in audio.
The WP-1 preamp at $750 is a tube unit with resolution
and a 50/50 watt tube amp with high resolution and
detail you probably never heard before. The TVA -10 is
the big brute, at 75 lbs. this amp has the muscle to fill
the room with the largest and yet most detailed sound

-a

features 0.7% THD 22Hz-20kHz/1W input, has three 12"
woofers 103d13/1W/lm sensitivity, handles 250 W rms producing 125dB undistorted output, costs only $369 ea KIT,
assembled $549 ea. THE VMPS SUPER TOWER with two 15"
woofers, 12" midbass, 180 tweeter array, 0.5% THD/1W,
102dB/1W/lm sensitivity, 128dB output with rated 350W
rms input, is only $499 ea KIT, assem. $799 ea. The fabulous
7ft tall SUPER TOWER II employes two 15" and three 12"
woofers, a 7 -tweeter line source, has 0.25% THD and produces 132dB/lm with 500W in, sensitivity 103dB/1W/lm, KIT
$799 ea, assembled $1299 ea. All models feature highly linear response (+1.5dB), 17Hz-22Hz low -frequency cutoff (3dB), butyl -surround midranges, integral subwoofers, biamp
provision w/o ext. xover, true minimum phase response and
periphonic dispersion patterns. There are nine VMPS
loudspeakers priced from $72 ea. DEALER & REP INQUIRIES
INVITED! Kit prices plus shipping, assem. freight free. (TONE
AUDIO, 7301 Rockway, El Cerrito, Cal 94530 (415) 5268-9
7084.

MILWAUKEE! The Audio Emporium: Audio Perfection
cables, Audiopulse, Audio Research, B&O, Connoisseur,
Dahlquist, Denon, Genesis, Grace, Grado, Grafyx, GAS,
Hafler, Linn, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, M&K, New Acoustic
Dimension, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Revox, Rogers, Sonus,
Sumo, Technics. We have many direct discs and the Keith
Monks record cleaning machine. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd.
Open Tues. thru Sat. 10-6, (414) 354-5082.
TF

WE CARRY: Linn Sondek, Denon, Michaelson & Austin,

Series 20, Professional Systems Engineering (PSE), Rog-

Tangent, Koss ESL, Satterberg, Spatial, Theta,
Peterson, Hafler, Lentek, Stax, SAEC, Audionics, Decca
ers,

QUAD ELECTROSTATICS,
5281 before 10 P.M. E.D.T.

and Osawa.
EXECUTIVE AUDIO

2210 Wilshire # 207

LOWER LOUDSPEAKER DISTORTION
The best available speaker systems generate more than 2.5%
THD with 1W input in the 22Hz-45Hz octave. But now the top
three VMPS systems can guarantee three to ten times less
distortion
dramatic breakthrough. The VMPS TOWER Il

METRO-NEW YORK CITY
G.A.S., FR, Dahlquist, B&O, Lux, Linn Sondek, AVID, Janis,
Baure & Wilkens, Grace, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Direct Discs,
Grado, many others. All issues of Absolute Sound.
UNIVERSITYSTEREO -Ridgewood, N.J.,
57 E. Ridgewood Ave -(201) 447-5700
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge
12-9

stage.

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY
TRUE AUDIOPHILE DEALER
Specialists in components by; G.A.S., Yamaha, KEF, Tand berg, Dahlquist, DCM, Fried, Quatre, Stax, SAE, Connoisseur,
Transcriptors, Grace, Nakamichi, Infinity, Dynaco, Crown,
Ortofon, Sonus, ADC, Hafler, DBX, Akai, Teac, Revox, MXR,
Technics and many many more. Featuring a very unique
switching system for instant component comparisons. Also,
one of the largest tape recorder displays in the country, with
over 130 machines on display. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC.
5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WI. 53208. PHONE:
414.442.3441
TF

AUDIOWORKS
AUDIOWORKS ASSUMES THERE S MUCH,
MUCH MORE TO SOUND REPRODUCTION
THAN IMPRESSIVE, BUT MEANINGLESS
SPECS, GEE -WHIZ TECHNOLOGY, AND VIRTUOSO SALES HYPES. THERE IS THE MUSIC.
RAPPAPORT, SYMDEX, SNELL ACOUS-ICS, FIDELITY -RESEARCH, DENON, SPENDOR CONRAD -

JOHNSON, AUDIONICS, BRYSTON VANDERSTEEN, TANGENT, GRACE, CLARKE AMBIENT, Z MOD CAFTRIDGE, DECCA, PLATTEF PAD, THETA,
MARCOF, NAD, SAEC, MOGAMI CABLE. Authentic
high -resolution sound at AUDIOWORKS, Box 4314,
Harrisburg, PA 17111. Tel. 717-652-6996.

105

Western
Pennsylvania's

8-9

SarzsuL
Model QC -04 CD4 Four Channel QUAD RECORD

TF

DEMODULATOR!
"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, DBX, TANDBERG, ADS,

95$9.95

EA.

HK, JBL, AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND, Box 168, Starkville,
MS 39759. (601) 323-0705.1 P.M.-9

P.M."

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS
& Tapes. Over 150 brands. Send # 10 SASE for quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 289.8875 1-6 Monday thru Thursday.

ea.,
lots of 3.
$8.95 ea.,

Sensational actory Surplus
purchase! A Soldmine of parts
and circuitry! 1500 In stock.
With schematic. (5 Ib.)

025HP099._

lots of 100.

_

Hundreds

EXCITING

o

surplus-

items-

FREE! CATALOG!todl
Write today!
I

ELECTRONICS
Dept. 044,
NORTH COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER
PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. 12901

LUXMAN CL 3511 Tube Preamps and two 50 watt MB 3045
Tube Power Amps. ALL THREE $1000.00 OR BEST OFFER.
8-9
214-369.2080.

pelt % /ad

landed agaiai2

The isleworth PX3/ II pre- preamp
are only one thing simply

better!!

are invited to audition the PX3/II for 30 days with
money back guarantee, $110 as an introductory offer.
Let your ear be the judge.

Quality Audio
Dealer
Mark Levinson
Bryston
Dayton- Wright
Watson Labs
DCM Speakers
Snell Acoustics
Linn- Sondek
Rogers LS3/5A
Van Alstine
Symmetry
Hafler
Marcoff
Threshold

Grace

AIWA

Nikko

Dahlquist
Infinity
Marantz
Technics -Pro

SAE

Sunrise (St Company
85 COLUMBIA

STREET,

two
VISA

&

MC

SUITE

19A

NEW YORK,

Y.

10002

years limited warranty,

accepted (N.Y.S. resident add
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N.

8%

sales tax)

Lea

M&K Woofers
Denon

Ariston
Connoisseur
Thorens
Fidelity- Research

Supex
Formulla 4
Decca

dhx

Cotter
Armstrong
Visonijk
AEI

Direct -To-Disc Recordings
SHIPPED PREPAID & 'NSURED

OVi4TI0N AUDIO
VISA

Px3/S HEAD AHP

Janis Woofers

plus much more...

You

ORDER FROM:

-

-

year old, $980, (207) 727-

1

-

MINT CONDITION HI END EQUIPMENT. Mark Levinson ML1, Oak Case, CA-1 A&D Boards 16 sets Lenin's 1250.
Threshold 400A 1000.- Revox B77 w/Pro Nab Adaptors
1100.
Luxman PD121 350.
Grace G714 200. -Grado
18150. (317) 259.1701 Monday -Friday, 8-5.

(213)394.6463
Santa Monica, CA 90403

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L
Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

¿6e

Metal Film Resistors, RN55, 1%, 75 values from 10 ohms to
1 Meg., 12$ ea. Send stamped self addressed envelope for
list of values. Gold plated panel mount phono jacks, 90$ ea.
Nylon panel insulators for jacks, 10 for a $1.00. Gold plated
shielded metal phono plugs, $1.00 ea. All ppd. Component
Systems, 5556 Personality Ct., Indpls., IN 46227,.

6019 Broad St Mall
Pa. 15206

Pittsburgh,

(412) 441-4550

Ale

WI

To AUDIO readers ... from AUDIO advertisers
Look over the below list of advertisers and select those
from whom you want more product information.

Advertiser
Acusta Craft
Speaker Kits

Page
117

Advertiser

Page

Barclay Electronics

116

Advertiser
Fisher

Hi Fi Components

ADS
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card

49

AIWA

77

Speaker Kits
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

Carston Studios
Stereo Receiver

103

Fujitsu Ten
EP -750 Cassette Stereo
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

90

Garland Audio
Audio Store

116

Golden Gramophone
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

117

Goodwin, Inc
Stereo Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

99

Hartke Systems
Tweeter Modules
Write Direct to Advertiser

104

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
92

Chestnut Hill Audio
Audio Store

79

Write Direct to Advertiser
20

B&F

Page

RS2000 Receivers

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Allison Acoustics
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

Write the numbers on the Reader Inquiry Card and fill
in all the information. We will rush your request to
each company.

114

Write Direct to Advertiser
American Audiophile

100

Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Crown
Hi

106
Apt Corporation

62, 63
Fi

Equipment

Write Direct to Advertiser

6, 99

Apt/Holman Preamplifier
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

Audio Advocate
Hi Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

102

Audio Concepts
Hi Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

115, 116

Audiocom
Hi Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

98, 112, 115

Audio Critic
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

20

Audio Excellence

99

Hi

Fi

DeCoursey Engineering
Electronic Crossovers

113

Digital Meter Research
Digital Decible Meter
Write Direct to Advertiser

117

Discwasher
D'Stat-II Turntable Mat
Write Direct to Advertiser

2

Dual (United Audio)
CS 1237 Tonearm
Write Direct to Advertiser

81

Components

Audio
Headphones

Eakin

Write Direct to Advertiser
113

Audio Insight

118

Electro Voice

Empire

Write Direct to Advertiser

112

Write Direct to Advertiser

Henry's Camera Shop
Hi Fi Components

117

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hitachi

17

International Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No.13 on Reader Service Card

93

JBL

13

Hi Fi Equipment
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

104

94

L150 Speakers
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

5

EDR.9 Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

Jensen Car Audio
R430 Car Stereo Receiver

70, 71

Jensen Home Audio
System B Speakers

46, 47

World
Audio Mail Order

92

Write Direct to Advertiser

113

Speaker Kits

Write Direct to Advertiser

112

E.M.S

Speakers

Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Technica
Stereophones
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
Vital Link Wire Sets
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

Hearingthings
Speakers

Interface: D Speakers
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

Stereo Equipment

98

Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Horizons
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Reference Systems

Havens & Hardesty

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

24, 88

105

Etco

Quad Record Demodulator

Write Direct to Advertiser

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

J&R Music

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Free information

service

To AUDIO readers... from AUDIO advertisers
Look over the below Mist of advertisers and select those
from whom you want more product information.

Advertiser

Page
34, 35

JVC

Cassette Decks
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

Write the numbers on the Reader Inquiry Card and fill
in all the information. We will rush your request to
each company.

Ndvertiser

Page

Cover II,
Pioneer
HPM Speakers
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

1

18

55

Polk

Kenwood
Hi-Fi Equipment
Write Direct to Advertiser

39

Primo
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card

89

Lake Shore Drive Hotel

68

Radio Shack
Hi-Fi Equipment

69

KEF

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No.17 on Reader Service Card

"hicago Hotel

Larksong
Stereo Components

103

Reference Monitor International
Speakers

L.T.

Sound
Hi-Fi Components

117

Write Direct to Advertiser
41

Lux

Hi-Fi Equipment

Write Direct to Advertiser

RG

Dynamics
Dynamic Processor
Write Direct to Advertiser

Rotel
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

68

11

Maxell

27

Sansui

McIntosh
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

95

Sanyo
Plus Series Components
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

3M

53

120 Cassettes
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

Hi-Fi Equipment
on Reader Service Card
Enter No.

n

Graphic Equalizers
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

Ohn Acoustics

91

116

105

The Sensible Sound

Speaker Kits

28

118

Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

Receiver
Elder No. 39 on Reader Service Ca rd
S TR -V7

Sound Advice
Used Stereo Equipment

Gnome Micro Synthesizer
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

Phase Linear

Preamplifier
(Erster

No. 46 on Reader Service Card

4

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

92

Direct Boxes & "Mic-Splitters"
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
19

Sherwood
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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102

97, 114

Speakerlab
Speaker Kit Catalog

115

Speakerwcrks
Speaker Kits

Stanton
Permostat Anti -Static Kit
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card

3

105

Sunrise & Company
Islewo^th Preamplifier

Tandberg
TD 20A Open Reel Tape Recorder
Enter No.41 on Reader Service Card
Tape World..Blank Tapes, etc.
Write (Direct to Advertiser

25

116

Cover III

Teac

Hi-Fi Equipment

Write Direct to Advertiser

Series 20

Sescom

65

Sony

TDK.Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
Technics

93

PAIA

104

Sonikit

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

Ovation Audio
Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

75

Tapes & Tape Recordings

Sennheiser
HD 430 Headphones

26

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
67

SME
Series Ill Pick -Up Arm
Enter He 38 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

Turntables
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

Saxitone

30, 31, 58, 59
Shure
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card
Hi-Fi Equipment
Eater No. 36 on Reader Service Card
Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

97

20

Hi-Fi Equipment
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

114, 115

Rhoades
TE -200 Teledapter
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

Marmi

MXIR

102

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Page

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Advertiser

23

7,

21

Cover IV

Open Reel DecK
Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card
Micro Series Components
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
MULTI -TRACK AND SEMI-PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT: BEST PRICES! Prompt Delivery! DBX, TEAC/Tascam, Sound Workshop, AKG, Delta -Lab, Phase-Linear, Uni Sync, Others. Dept. AD, WDI, P.O. Box 340, Cary, NC 27511.
919-467-8122.

NAKAMICHI 1000 $800, NAKAMICHI 700 $650, Nakamichi
610 Preamp $450, Soundcraftsman RP2212 Eq. $250, Dy.
naco ST400 Amp $400, SAE MK 8 Dig. Tuner $450. All equipment as new. Must sell. Offers accepted. P. Norden, 15.18
Ellis Ave., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. (201) 794.1566.
8-9

NAKAMICHI 600b. DBX 128. Technics 300MC Cart., SU
300Mc Pre Preamp. ADC XLM II. Tektronix T922 Scope.
L. Riley, 16 Lilac Lane, Pease AFO, NH 03801, 603-4366564.
8.9

NEW AMPEX MASTERING TAPE 406 (7") 2.25, 407 (7")
3.25 New Scotch or Ampex LN -HO 1200x7 1.50, 1800x7
2.25, 4000x10 5.00 min. 20 pp. all boxed. New type 10"
metal Reels Boxed $4 min. 10 pp. other tapes Avail. Large
SASE for Details. MIS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., SJ, CA 95131
408-262-8793.

NEW CROWN TAPE RECORDERS Still In stock. New and
usd Crown CX 822's fully guaranteed, limited quantities. Clay
Barclay (215) 649.2956 or 649.4951.
NEUMAN U87, 2-mic power supply, cable, pop screen, in
warranty. $800, 413-232-7077.
NORTHERN CAUFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.
At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and

traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer will
achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a
careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer
sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific
needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.

WOO FERSMIDRANGESTWEETER
ZERO PHASE ERROR CROSSOVERS

OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:

High power handling 41/2" & 51/4" midrange units
with 2.7 lb. magnet structures One hundred
watt 6", 8", 10" & 12" woofers with 4.7 lb. or 7.6
High quality 1" cloth
lb. magnet structures
dome tweeter with3 lb. magnet structure Wide
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Audioics
Threshold
Audire
Hafler
P.S.E.
Lux
Grado Sig.

Magnepan
Tandberg
Onkyo
JVC
AKG

Dahlquist
Chartwell
B&W

Cizek
AVID

Stanton

dispersion, low distortion piezoelectric tweeter
handling 150 watts r.m.s. Revolutionary new
ZERO PHASE ERROR CROSSOVER built on glass
epoxy printed circuit boards for 2, 3 & 4-way
systems Crossovers are matched to system
utilizing our drivers or systems utilizing the
high quality POLYDAX units mfg. by AUDAX in
France Large inventory of nonpolar capacitors, non -inductive wire wound resistors & air core coils.

Denon

SEND $3.00 for prices & CATALOG of complete

Northern N.J.'s finest store -Lux, Mod DQ-10, Grace, B&W,
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty, FR, B&0, Linn, Sondek, Janis, Tan-

engineering data, application notes and simplified proceedures for measuring Theile and
refundable with first
Small's parameters
order.

-

EMS, Inc.

P. 0. Box 5301

Knoxville. TN 37918

Micro
Connoisseur
Soundcraftsmen

Sonus

Grace

AIWA

M&K
Rogers

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
1511 North Main Street

Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596

(415) 932.2242
"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

gent, R.H. Labs, Grado, AVID and more. University Stereo, 57
E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450. 20 minutes from
TF
the G.W. Bridge. 201.447-5700.

SOTA TANGENT RS2 $519/pr PPD, DCM Time Window

$680/pr

PPD. WOODBURN SOUND STUDIO 400 Highland
9-9
Court, Iowa City, Iowa 52240.

Connecticut's Progressive Audio Store
Audionics
Bryston
Apt Holman
DAC
DCM Time
Cotter Cybele
Hafler
Denon
Grace
Grado
Window
M&K
KMAL
LS -3/5A
JR
Levitation
Quatre
Rappaport
Signet
Pyramid
NAD
Tangent
Supex
Symdex
Sounds Concepts
Yamaha
Audiophile Accessories.
105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06511 (203) 777-1750

Over 350 Titles of Direct -Disc
Keith Monks Record Cleaning
5 Listening Rooms
M -W 10-7, TH -F 10-e, 5 10-5
All shipments pre -paid & insured.
Master Charge/Visa/American Express

TAKE 5 AUDIO

Acoustat
Cizek

-

NOISE REDUCTION
Playback or record.
For tapes, records, & broadcasts
8800 DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER by LOGICAL SYSTEMS

3314

H

St., Vancouver, WA 98663. 206 694 7905.

9-9

ONLY $8.95 EACH! DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDINGS
*DTR 7901, "Lynn Binstock Plays Flute" (w/piano, violin,
viola, cello); # DTR 7907, "Annette DiMedio Plays Piano."
TAPES ONLY-DUPLICATED AT PLAYING SPEED! No outrageous ticks and pops or direct discs. Specify cassette, cartridge, or reel (4 or 2 track, optional dolby or dbx II). Shipping
$1.00 per order. Add NJ sales tax if applicable. Direct -to-Tape
Recording Company, 14 Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.

ALL ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES & RAW SPEAKERS
over 25% discount from retail. Immediate shipment. Call for
quote 24 hrs. 7 days (312) 368-0662.
8-9
ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi -monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement
methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative,
informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $12.00

USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San
Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.
TF

ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries
invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.
POLYDAX (AUDAX) Bextrenes, soft domes etc., Decca Ribbon tweeters Leach Amplifiers. Catalog: TA Box 97A, W.
Cornwall CT. 06796. Postage now 404, please help with
stamps.
9-8

PROFESSIONAL Noise Reduction at an affordable Price.
8800 DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER by LOGICAL SYSTEMS
3314 H St., Vancouver, WA 98663. 206 694 7905.
9.9
PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle,
overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while
playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing.
Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00,

"Universal" nylon hardware, $1.00; alignment protractor,
$3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee.
JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
TF

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 10',
ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 9', SQUARE BOTTOMS
6', POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15', while jackets 35',
POSTAGE $1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW
YORK, 10931.

TF

PS AUDIO, HAFLER, VAN ALSTINE, SME, THORENS 160
MKIII, VISONIK, XRT, PLATTER PAD and others. AUDIO
SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704)

366-6590 Shipped prepaid. By appointment only.

IN CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS...
MAGNEPAN*

POLK

APT-HOLMAN

HAFLER

G.A.S.

KEF

ADS

DAHLQUIST

B&W

AMBIENT

NAKAMICHI

STAX

D -B SYSTEMS

GRACE

LUXMAN

*Exclusive N.E. dealer for MAGNEPAN MG -I and MG -IIA

Hearingthings
319

Main St.(Mechanics Hall)

Worcester. Mass. 01608 (617)757-9658

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

8-9

PUT PHILLIPS AND AUDAX IN YOUR CAR and you'll want
to spend lunch hours in the company parking lot. For a buck
(refundable) we'll show you how. MADISOUND SPEAKER
COMPONENTS, 537 Holly Ave., Madison, Wis. 53711, (608)

238-1517 or 256-7337.
AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL: 230+ pages of step-bystep procedures for many common components. Data applicable to almost any unit. Tube circuitry emphasized. Applauded by AUDIO, STEREOPUS, HIGH FIDELITY, SOUND ADVICE,

et al. Unique information provided nowhere else. $25 USA,
$27 elsewhere. California tax applicable. M/C, Visa welcome.
(714) 278-3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123.
TF
TURNTABLES
Denon
Visonic
Supex
Linn Sondek
Transcripter
SAEC
Grace
Sleeping Beauty
AKG

Formula 4

Audiocom

Dynavector

Mitsubishi

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO

177 Sound Beach Ave

Phone.(203) 637-3621

Old Greenwich

CT

FOR SALE
QUALITY VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS from Conrad -Johnson design. The conrad-johnson stereo
preamplifier and the new conrad-johnson power amplifier offer breathtaking impact, clarity, harmonic structure of live music. Highest quality materials and workmanship assure lasting beauty and performance. Preamplifier $585, power amplifier $985, at selected dealers.
For information, write to: conrad-johnson design, Inc.,
1474 Pathfinder Lane, McLean, VA 22101.
10-9

FOR SALE
Seeburg Audiomation, Stereo System, Model HSC 3, w/
remote control. Itl. prov. Style Cab., Mint Cond. Call for
details. 203-265-7007. Write: D. Zied, 406 Pilgrims Harbor,
Wallingford, CT 06492.
8-9

-

-

Sansui TV
9900 Tuner, Sansui BA/CA 2000 Power Pre Amp, Pioneer HPM 1500 Speakers, Sansui Au 11000 Amp. E.
Teringer, 1212 Laredo Ave., Chatt., TN 37412 (615) 8677103. Excellent condition. Low prices!
SAVE UP TO 40% ON DIRECT DISCS
Select from over 250 different direct discs, PCM, and Japanese Audiophile records. Over 30 labels to choose from. Send
$1 for complete list and prices. ($2 outside U.S.) Dynamic
Discs, P.O. Box 0, Tarzana, CA 91356.
1.0

RECORDS/TAPES. Major labels, top names at distributor
prices. All categories. Complete set of catalogs $1.00 (refundable) Box 1111, Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.

Records you own can sound like the master tapes that
made them! Our perfectly machined disc resonance damper
will allow you to hear imaging, depth and detail you never
knew existed on your discs. Hearing is believing! Just $33.00
and $2.00 shipping. V.P.I. Industries, Box 159, Ozone Park,
NY 11417.

FOR SALE

radio the FCC doesn't want you to own. Now you
can legally tune in hidden talk and music programs on FM
subcarriers, Details 25c, FM Atlas, Adolph, MN 55701.
8-9
SCA

sonal attn. 616-241.2994."

EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST
DEALER FOR THE
INCOMPARABLE

MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.
REFERENCE SYSTEM
The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the follow-

ple issue. No obligation. EURO -DISC GAZETTE, PO Box 337A, Peterborough, NH 03458.
TF

ing components:
Hartley 24 in sub-woofers
2
4
Quad ESL loudspeakers
Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
2
2
Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers

ROGERS LS3/5A NEVER USED $375. (212) 677.3299. 8-9

ROTEL PRODUCTS 30% + DISCOUNTS all items available.
Call 24 hrs. 7 days (312) 368.0662.
8-9

Levinson ML -1 (LEMO) preamp

Levinson ML -2 amplifiers
6
1pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle
stands (for Quads & Decca)

RTR DAC/1 Subwoofers New $975.00 pair, ARC D-76
$775, 4-AKG 224 mikes mint $700, Levinson JC1/AC $195
2-JBL Le l0A New $110. (203-739-0565)
8.9

THE H.Q.D. STYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL,
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.
For more information, please write or call:

! !

TWO FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE. Now you can buy
two fine RCA (Japan) direct to disc records, Beethoven's appassionata and Lew Tabackin quartet's trackin' for only

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified.
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

Tri -amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available at comparable prices. Other
available features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET
Write to:

j///
DeeMduf

SOUND COMPONENTS

2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134
305-446-1659
TWX 812-848-7627

$11.95 including postage. That's right. Two records for
$11.95! Rated as reference recordings in the Absolute Sound
& Stereophile, these records retail for $30 for both. Hurry,
supply limited. Send check or money order to: Specs Corp.,
130 Fallen Leaf Drive, Hillsborough, Calif. 94010 CA residents add Sales tax.
2-0

AUDIO

SEAS PROFESSIONAL SOUND
kits designed for the amateur and the
audiophile. Only SEAS speaker kits use the finest quality
imported Scandanavial components.
*Dynamically damped woofers with cast magnesium
frames.
*Isolated midrange drivers
°Vacuum formed plasticized dome tweeters
°State of the art crossover networks
SEAS speaker kits are easy to build and are available
with or without cabinets from $59. For free literature on
SEAS speaker kits, raw drivers and crossover networks
write: The Speaker Works P.O. BOX 303 Canaan, NH
Speaker

HORI'ONS
P.O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, MO 63135

1

STEREO BI-AMP.$139

(100hz&7Khz)
1

8-9

FM TUNER *1565 Mint condition,
full factory warranty, must sell, make offer. (319) 382-5918.

SEQUERRA MODEL

8-9

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

RENOUNCE ROTTEN RECORDINGS! Read selected British
reviews in the bi -monthly EURO -DISC GAZETTE, then order
these European discs judged the finest in technical and musical excellence. Selections mainly classical. Send for free sam-

!

watts/ch., $295.00. (919)885-9436.

"Sonus 40% off, Grado 60% off, Ort. 40%, ADC, AKG, per-

8-9

SALE!

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH FM RECEIVER, 60 watts/ch., walnut case, recently factory refurbished, Excellent overall Condition. $325.00. Sansui Model 6060 AM/FM Receiver, 40

ENGINEEIt94G LAIOATOIY

11828 Jefferson BI..Culver City, CA 90230
Phone: (213) 397-9668

tf

Issue #3 contains reviews of the AUDIO STANDARDS MX -10A pre -preamplifier, the
THETA preamplifier, the DENON PCC -1000 phono crosstalk canceller, plus PART II of the
phono cartridge survey, which includes the KOETSU MC -ONE. the SUPEX SOX-1000 and
SD -900E, Super II, the GRADO Signature Ill, the FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1 MK3F, the
FULTON RS, the PRECISION FIDELITY, the WIN LABS Lab Standard, and the ELECTRO
RESEARCH EK-1 Issue #3 also features reviews of several high-grade pickup arms, which
include the FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -64s, the LUSTRE GST -1, the GRACE G-707 MKII,
G-704, G-714, the DENON DA -301 the MAYWARE PLS4/D1 Formula 4 Series III, the SME
3009 Series III, the JH AUDIO LABS, the DYNAVECTOR DV -505, the HADCOCK GH -228
Super, the BREUER DYNAMIC 5A, the JMl TA -3A, the INFINITY "Black Widow" GF the
STAX UA-7cf-m. the new SUMIKO, the MISSION 774, the SERIES 20 PA -1000, the MICROSEIKI MA -505X and MA -707X, and the ULTRACRAFT AC-3000MC
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS' for six issues are U.S.A. - 518 Canada and
Mexico 520 and outside North America $26 (sent Air Mail) Sample copies of any issue
are available for $4 50 each U.S.A.. Canada. and Mexico). and 56.00 each (outside North
America) U S DOLLARS ONLY
-

03741.
SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COM-

AT

PONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS. NEW ENGLAND'S AUDIO SUPERMARKET ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER
FIRMS (EST 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST

WE'VE

RELIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARSTON STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD, DANBURY, CONN.
TF
06810.

AUDIO RESEARCH

JANIS

GALE

Audionics

CBOT

I

T

.... Bang & Olufsen

...

Audio -II'

Reference
m

808 732-3303 Kahala Office Center v
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816 z
~ Suite 201
ROGERS GREAT AMERICAN SOUND SONEX

INc

Al l
....Beveridge Cylindrical

....

Bryston

Denon ...Dynavector .. Fidelity Research... Fulton .. ,
Grace ...Great American Sound... Hafler . . H.Q.D. Reference System
...Janis... KEF... Kenwood Purist ...Linn Sondek... Magnepan .. .
Mark Levinson
Paragon
Pyramid Metronome
Rega
Quad
Rogers
Yamaha . , .
Sonex
Spendor
Stax
Verion

...DCM...

BREUER

Systems

SOUND COMPONENTS,

...
...

...

Master Charge & Visa accepted

...

...

...

...
...

We ship prepaid

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
(305) 446-1659

AUDIO August 1979

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

...

within U.S.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and
other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive
prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg,
TF
PA 15212 or (412) 3224706
SOUND TECH GEAR!
Used, well-kept 1000A: $1500, 1100A: $350, 1700B: $1500.
Will ship to first certified check. Call for list of options: Larry
Franks, Omega NW, 835 106th NE, Bellevue, WA 98004.

8.9

206-455-2128.

STANLEY AUDIO SYSTEMS PRESENTS TD-500, The mini
floor standing monitor speaker sys. with full range response,

+ 3db, 35-35KHZ! ($499.00/pair). AUDITION

IN WISCON-

-

SIN, AT SOUND STAGE, IN ILLINOIS, AUDIO CREATIONS.
Write: P.O. Box 536, Silver
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

8-9

Lake, Wis. 53170.

STELLAMASTER with large reel attachment, power supply,
switchable head block. Also Sennheiser mikes. Paoli amps.
Call days 201-592-2355, eves. 201.567.5062.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!
100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco-REP
DEPT. -998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn. 06516
TF
Sell

- DENON - OTHER MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE OWNERS Send 50' for literature on our Micro-

SUPEX - ORTOFON

r.

Preamp. Superb Performance at $129.95. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

SpeakerGuts.
"'
The absolute latest in
,
advanced speaker techno- e
logy. Wave Aperature'"
Drivers, the Patented
UI
Nestrovic Woofer System, -raw
speaker components selected for
their excellence. Horns, crossovers, subwoofers, woofers,
midranges, horn and dome tweeters. Over 30 in all. Build
your own speaker system and we'll provide top quality
speakers and design information. Send for FREE 48 page
color catalog from the largest, most experienced speaker
kit manufacturer in the world. DON'T DELAY. Write today!

97
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4ecikedci
ept. A -AD, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103

FOR SALE

STATE OF THE ART IN N. CALIFORNIA
is now on demonstration at The Audible Difference. Hear the
superb Threshold NS -10 preamp/400A power amp through
Dick Sequerra's stunning Metronome loudspeakers. Audition
Peter Snell's superb Snell Acoustics Type A loudspeaker system with Threshold's new medium power CAS1 amplifier. For
the ultimate in high -power amplification, audition the Threshold 8000A mono amplifiers. Hear how good a biamp system
can be with John Curl's new transient perfect crossover from
Symmetry, the ACS-1, plus Paragon's 125 watt solid state
bass amp. Experience the beautiful new Paragon 12A
preamp, plus Thaedra II from G.A.S.
Hear the ultimate direct drive turntable, the Denon DP
6000, plus the audiophile reference Linn Sondek with Linn modified Grace 707 tonearm. Examine the precisely machined bearing of the new glass platter, belt drive Planar tables from Rega Research. Hear the ultra -musical Paragon
System E preamp, plus the new high performance, moderate
cost Thalia/grandson combination from G.A.S. Audition a
new generation of compact high performance loudspeakers
from Polk and Cizek, plus BBC minimonitors from Spendor
and Rogers. For the music listener who demands the best, we
offer the Breuer Dynamic Tonearm, plus the EMT cartridge
with Verion transformer.
For that extra measure of sonic purity so important to the
critical audiophile, we recommend and stock Polk Sound
Cables; Mogami wire; the anti -resonant Platter Pad, $24.95;
Audio Perfection audio interconnect low capacitance cables,
$15/pr; plus the Stylift at $19.95 and a wide selection of
audiophile quality recordings including Gale Maximum, Fidelity and Denon PCM.
We ship all products prepaid throughout the United States.
THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
435 Tasso, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-1081
-

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full frequency
response. $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

THE AUDIOGRAMB, a pithy independent newsletter now in
its third year, provides timely, money saving reports on the
latest products and techniques. Our critical integrity and realistic sense of proportion fill the gap between the commercial
magazines and the neurotic underground press. Our latest
issue of number 12 contains reviews of:
The best moving magnet cartridge
The best headamps
The best turntable mat
The best tube preamp
Ultracraft AC300 Mark II
A review of tonearms by Paul Messenger.
$10/6 issues/1 year. AUDIOGRAM, Box 27406, St. Louis.
MO 63141.

---

THE CRITICAL RECORD REVIEW
Issue 2 is ready. We offer sound reviews of SOTA and D -D
discs in bimonthly newsletters. $6 per vol., 6 issues. P.O. Box

8766, Jacksonville, Fl. 32211
FULON JS $1800. AUDIO RESEARCH D-350 $1800. D-51
$375. Bravura preamp $325. SAEC $160. Blk. Widow $100.
8-9
305-678-3599.

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.
TF

MARANTZ SLT12V TURNTABLES -2- Mint Condition. Brian Appleman, 604 Kenwood Ave., Dayton, OH 45406.
9-9
The Listening Room Loves

TF

POLK AUDIO MONITORS
STAX DA300 class A power amp, $2000. Bob Duca, P.O.
9-9
Box 93, Beverly, NJ 08010, (609) 386-7041.

SYMDEX OMEGA SPEAKER SYSTEM IMPULSE CORRECT
FULL RANGE SYSTEM. Now available at AUDIOWORKS, by
appointment. Tel. (717) 652-6996, Box 4314, Harrisburg, PA
17111.
TANDBERG 10X REEL TAPE DECK CALL (703) 951-0267,

The golden ear of Marcel Wittman has established the Listening Room as one of the nation's premier audio salons. Not
only do we have the finest esoteric audio equipment costing
well into the five figures price range, we have the Polk Audio
Monitor Series Loudspeakers beginning at just $99.95 each,
and easily worth many times their price in sound value. Come
in to listen, write them for full literature, or give us a call.
Shipped free anywhere in the U.S.

EVES.

Listening Room
590 Central Park Avenue

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers, amps,
mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices,
8-9
Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640

Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

(914) 472.4558
9-9
THE LISTENING ROOM INC.
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
(914) 472-4558

LEGENDARY.
Levinson. Threshold.

Mark
Grado. Audionics. Janis. Pyramid. Grace. Spendor.
Rogers. DCM. Quad. F.R. Bryston. Snell. Linn-Sondek. B & W. Precedent. Cotter.
Symdex. Revox. All these legends at Chestnut Hill Audio, 2302 Lombard Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19146. (215) K16-6178.

(;III:S'I'NIJ'I' IIILI. MJI)I().

Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
THRESHOLD
BRYSTON
SPATIAL - PYRAMID
-

METRONOME 2+2 PLASMATRONIC - SPEAKER - DAYTON
WRIGHT ESL - QUAD ESL SNELL ACOUSTICS DAHLQUIST

KEF105DYNAVECTOR- DENON YAMAHA - TANDBERG
POLK AUDIO - GRACE - NAKAMICHI STAX R.H. LAB :S3/
-

-

5A BBC MINI MONITOR BY CHARTWELL
KEITH MONK - HAFLER
JANIS - FONTEK HEADPHONES
AUDIO PUSLE - LINN SONDEK OASIS - GREAT AMERICAN
SEQUERRA

SOUND EMT HADCOCK-SRATHCLYDEPSE- OBELISK
MARCOFF - ULTRACRAFT TONE ARM - AUDIO STANDARD
GRADO SIGNATURE Ill IMPULSE - FIDELITY RESEARCH
TANGENT - DIRECT TO DISK RECORDS -

-

Visit our private studios. We ship free anywhere in the Continental U.S. We invite Inquiries.
TF

Exclusive patented
circuitry optimizes
stereo image.
For information write: AG Dynamics

4448 W Howard St.. Skokie. IL 60076

THE RG PRO -16B DYNAMIC PROCESSOR
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HARDWOOD VENEERS
& LUMBER CATALOG
96 varieties world's rarest veneers and

¡'Jj3C3

lumber at reasonable prices. Simplified
veneering Instructions plus full color
wood selector Included.
Send for free
catalog now and get special bonus
starter offers. SAVE 25% Hurry!

BOB MORGAN WOOD, Dept. MU
1123 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40204

j

FOR SALE
THE MONITOR SERIES FROM POLK AUDIO
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers priced from less than
$200 per pair. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in
the world. All Polk Audio Monitors utilize high definition polymer laminate bass -midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft
dome tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are
capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three
dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar
super speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet
reveal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics.
Shipped free in U.S. Send for free brochures on Polk or our
other fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1534 Northern

Blvd., Manhasset, LI, NY 11030 (516) 627.7333

TF

THE SOUNDING BOARD, INC.
75 Franklin Ave.
Ridgewood, NJ

(201)445.5006
Come to listen at northern N.J.'s brand new audio salon. We
carry quality products such as:
DAHLQUIST, D.B. SYSTEMS, VAN ALSTINE, I.M.F., OBELISK,

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We feature
Acutex, ADC, Nagatron, Ortofon, Sonus, Stanton, et. al. Unbelievable prices! Call 212.254.3125 for prices, or write to
DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, N.Y., NY 10003.

WATSON LABS. MOD. *10's speakers $1300 or best offer.
GAS Sleeping Beauty super Ellip. never used $125. JH Formula 4 tone arm $70. 2 pair of Jecklin Float headphones @ w/
8.9
energizer $100 ea. Phone: (716)692-7313.

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4 and 8 Track Studios.
Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Altec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyna, Revox, EV; Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 787-4072Att: Ken Berger.
TF

-

-

-

TYMPANI 11A SPEAKER, $1200. Marantz 500 amp
a
classic
$650. Marantz 510 amp
excellent bass amp
$425. Will consider trades. I'll pay shipping. 614.486-1267,
evenings and weekends.

-

TUBES
GENALEX, TELEFUNKEN,
for audiophiles
who demand premium quality European replacements for
Aduio Research, Conrad -Johnson, Dyna, LUX, Paragon,
Marantz, McIntosh and other tubed preampy, amps and

TURN-ON THUMPS AND NOISE? Send 50' for literature on
our Suppressor. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but the
new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your trade-in
and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a surprisingly
low price. We offer very generous trade-in allowances on
your old tuner or other audio equipment. A rare chance
to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov.
'77). Write us for a quote, or better yet, phone after
business hours and we can discuss your trade-in: (617)
874-0706, mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster, MASS
TF
01473.

TUBE Affectionados: ALLEGRO SOUND is proud to introduce a new generation electron tube, the Gold Aero/Allegro
12AX7B made in W. Germany, which offers a degree of clarity
never before possible in previous designs. Try a set with a
industry -first money -back guarantee. Special introductory
price, only $4.95. OEM & resale pricing available upon
request. We specialize in hard -to-find audio tubes & tubed
electronics. Send us your requirements. ALLEGRO SOUND,
home of the fabled SP3A-leegro preamp, 15015 Ventura
Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403. (213) 766-9101

2-0

GENALEX:

KT88/6550

TELEFUNKEN:

ECC83/I2AX7

Each

$67.00

$29.50

$4.95

ECC82/12AU7

$4.95
$23.95

$10.95

Quotes provided on request for other than advertised tubes.
Save 10% and get a complete Retube Kit for any specific unit.
Now! HARTLEY 7", 10", 18", 24" drivers and complete sys-

tems. Send orders and inquiries to: SOUND SERVICES, Lake
Walton Road, Wappingers Falls, NY, 12590. Telephone: 914226-5414.
TF

TONEARMS-CARTRIDGES-TURNTABLES at lowest prices.
Most brands available, including MC. Send ft 10 SASE for
quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA
95112.
U.S. AUDIOPHILES REJOICE! The KOETSU moving coil cartridge is now available. For more information write: Sumiko,
Inc., P.O. Box 5046 Berkeley, CA 94705.
12-9

VACUUM TUBES and tube -peculiar parts. We offer a complete inventory of high voltage capacitors, precision resistors
and tubes. Kits or separate parts available for building circuitries described in our 220+ page Audio Modification Manual.
Write for parts list and literature. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairement Mesa Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92123.
TF

ALL SPEAKER KITS ARE FUN TO BUILD. BUT...

Rogers L35A

Snell Acoustics

Mitsibushi

Audiocom

SEAS SPEAKER KITS FROM SCANDANAVIA OFFER THE
MOST COMPLETE ANO BEST ENGINEERED LINE OF
LOUDSPEAKER KITS TO DATE. SEAS LOUDSPEAKER
KITS ARE THREE-WAY BOOKSHELF DESIGNS
UTILIZING HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS OF THEIR
OWN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE IN COMPUTER.
MATCHED ENCLOSURES OF OPTIMAL SIZE.
SEAS SPEAKER KITS ARE AVAILABLE FROM BBD.
FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. FOR LITERATURE
AND INFORMATION, SEND III REFUNDABLE UPON
PURCHASE TO:

THE SPEAKER WORKS
P. O. BOX 303
CANAAN. N. H. 0ä741

Houston and the Gulf Coast

-io Co aCcl+w

Klipsch/ Fidelity Re s rch/Grace/Signet/Cotter/(vie Analyzers

i AlU

-ea

2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774
Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

The only expander to
accurately invert bo
compression and peak

JR Rogers 149

Dahlquist
Janis

SPEAKER KITS SOUND BEST(

Mark Levinson/Threshold/G.A.S./Apt/Holman/Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/Dahlquist/
Magneplanar/KEF/Acoustat/KM Systems/DCM Time Window/Cizek/Snell/Denon/

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

0

McIntosh C-28 Preamplifier, Immaculate condition, 3 yrs.
old. $475. N.Y. Call 607-669.4521.
8-9

-

ALLEGRO SOUND is proud to offer the incomparable DRACO LABS Micro CPU -100 broadcast monitor tuner, with the
original pulse-count digital detector & microprocessor circuitry (formerly distributed by Sherwood at $2000), for only
$995 delibered anywhere in the world! This is the tuner that
Audio Mag (11/77) could not distinguish from master tapes
on a closed-circuit transmission. Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back (excluding shipping). Trade-ins accepted.
Literature free upon request. ALLEGRO SOUND, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403. (213)766-9101.

DCM

MARANTZ 7C, 9, McINTOSH C22, MC275, MC240. J. Fong,
1238 Green St., San Fran., CA 94109. (415) 885.0596.
7.0

FOR SALE: UNOPENED COPIES OF SHEFFIELD S.9, LAB 1
and LAB 2
make offers (212) 454-3205.
8-9

t

Allison

211 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801

8-9

$925. (919) 276.7134.

Beveridge

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER,INC.

914-576-3230

EL34/6CA7

Threshold NS -10 w/latest phono update, Ml headamp.

J.V.C., J.V.C. Pro., Kos, Lux, L.S.S., Maxell, Panasonite, Pickering, Qysonic Array, Rotel, Scott, Sennheiser, Soundcraftsman, Sound Source, Stanton, Supex, Thoren, Tandberg, TDK.
Shipping is free in continental U.S.

Just a few popular types include:
Matched Prs.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue -$2.00. House of Records, Hillburn, New York
TF
10931.

Fried Loudspeakers

to the already fine lines of AR, AKG, ADC, Pro-Accutrac,
Quanta, CM Labs, Celestion, Decca, Dir. -to -Disc, Discwasher,

tuners.

SERIES 20

LINN SONDEK, CIZEK, TANDBERG, MITSUBISHI, QYSONIC,
AVID, WINTEK, DUAL, CONNIOSSEUR, GRADO SIGNATURE,
GRADO DECCA, STAX, and more.

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
Westchester's finest audio sales and service dealer is proud
to announce the addition of:

ADS

BW

limiting.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO

For Information write: RG Dynamics

177 Sound Beach Ave.. Old Greenwich. CT
Phone: (203) 637-3621

4448

HG

W.

Howard St. Skokie. IL 60076
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

YOUR SONG professionally recorded Vegas artists. Girl plus
three. Send lead sheet, $30. Vegas Demos, Dept. A, Box
1321, Las Vegas, NV 89101.

RAPPAPORT AMP Real Time power amplifier may
be now heard with the improved Snell Type A,
Symdex Sigma, or Vandersteen speakers at our
studio. A marvelous listening experience awaits you.
Phone for appointment. AUDIOWORKS, Box 4314,
Harrisburg, Pa 17111, Tel. (717) 652.6996.

PUBLICATIONS

I

HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO - The ListenTF
ing Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452.6332.

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

WESTERN MICHAGAN High -end Components Discounted!
Incredible Cartridge Prices; 616-241-2994. Over 250 labels
8.9
avail. Personal attn.

Mayware, STAX, Micro-Acoustics, Connoisseur, Nagatronics,
Aiwa, Hitachi, Kenwood. Ut. and prices on request: The
Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143 715.735-

AKG 0224E mica. Alan Prichard, (814) 238-6057 nights,
238.2461 days, or Box 407, Lemont, PA 16851.
8-9

9002.

200 PAGE 1979 catalog, listing thousands of chemicals, science equipment and labware. Send $2.00 -Merrell Scientific
Division, Dept. A.R., 1665 Buffalo Road, Rochester, NY

McINTOSH OR MARANTZ any kind of tube amps: Pay top
dollar (213)278-3430, 8633 Airdrome St., LA, Calif. 90035.

8.9

OPEN REEL pre-recorded tapes. Rock, folk, jazz, classical
stereo, quad (8 track quad also). A few of each for sale too.
SASE. Ray, 1293 French Ave., Lakewood, Ohio 44107.
11-9

14624.

4 CHANNEL TAPE DECK AKAI GX 4000 SS - 101/2'. 3
speed remote outboard Dolby, Best offer call day 516-7415533 after 6 516-374-2711.

y
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TOP PRICE PAID FOR MARANTZ 8 McINTOSH TUBE
EQUIPMENT. Sam Aberst, P.O. Box 480436, L.A., Calif.
90048 (213)276-6727.
9.9

JO
0

P

0,

WANTED FISHER -LINCOLN changer, state condition and
price in letter or call 212-377-7282. Edward Schenck 1401
Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230.

-

51.PO\O

CL

WANTED: KENWOOD KC6060 (201) 530.0872.

OAJ

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

-

ADVENT DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION UNIT NRU 100 in
good condition. Call Anne Richmond, 919.286.2222 (day)
919-732-7389 evenings, collect.
8.9

Wisconsin Has: Audionics, Denon, Luxman, Hatler, Polk,

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2! "Elec
T.F.
tronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC 29439.

8-9

SUPER FERRO DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
Equal or better than Maxell UDXL, TDK-SA etc. Eight cassettes with FREE Add'n Stac storage module ($1.95 value): C 45's $16.00; C-60's $18.00; C-90's $22.00 including postge
or send $2.00 for a sample C-60. Save money, Get Great
Quality! Use check, moneyorder, Visa or Mastercharge.
Moneyback Guarantee! ED HELVEY ASSOCIATES, Box
1507A, Annapolis, MD 21404.

CUSTOMIZED TAPES, Jazz, Big -Band. Over 900 standard
tracks. 80 minute cassettes or 8 -tracks, $8.00. Open reel,
$10.00, catalog $1.00 (refundable). Tapes Unlimited Box
163 Portsmouth RI 02871
T.F.
NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex,
Scotch, BASF, etc. New catalogue now available. MJS, 2514
Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793.
SAVE UP TO 70% ON MAXELL CASSETTES! Bulk packaging (No box or Label) saves you money. C-60: $1.09, C-90:
$1.57, C-120: $2.65 Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send order
with check or M.O. to Starship Audio, P.O. Box 217, Great
Falls, Va 22066.
9.9

(i0.`pF

WANTED: Recording gear of all ages and variety. Microphones, outboard gear, etc. Dan Alexander, 6026 Bernhard,
Richmond, CA 94805, (415) 232-7933.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 43056 Washington, D.C. 20012. USA, APO, FPO
5.9
TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX, BASF, cassettes, reels 8 -tracks.

WANTED TO BUY McINTOSH MPI-4 Maximum perforindicator 1820 W. Gunn Rd., Rochester, Mich. 48063. Mike Tobiassen 313-651.301.5.
-

Lowest prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG.
Audio, P.O. Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

WANTED: Audio Research SP3A's. ALLEGRO SOUND,
15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403.

FOR SALE

Verion: Watson speakers.

East

233(215)

& S

TF

TAPE RECORDINGS
BIG BANDS radio broadcasts on reel/cassettes $1 refundable for catalog. P.O. Box 5101, Riverside, CA 92507.
9-9

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP -6 tube preamp and D-110
amp; Badap 1; Celestion; Cizek; Crown Distinction Series DL-2, SA -2, and EQ-2; Dayton Wright;
dbx; Decca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Gracé; Hafler kits: KEF: Kenwood Purist: Lux
LRS: Magneplanar: Mitsubishi: Mobile Fidelity records: Nakamichi: Plasmatronics: Polk: RTR:

Ìboicl41g
.eo,,

S

Avenue, Wynnewood, Pa. 19096.

Lancaster667.3048or649-2965.

ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard,' Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -Crocker,
Room -1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC, 10004.
TF

OPEN REEL TAPES. 76ips, Dolbyized releases from RCA,
London, DG, Warner and others. Airline tapes, quad. Catalog
and updates, $1. THE REEL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 55099A,
Valencia, CA 91355.
9-9
UNIQUE RECORD KEEPING FOR YOUR HOME RECORDINGS. SEND SASE FOR FREE SAMPLES. AUDIOCO, DEPT.
AU6, 11 CHURCH ST., BOSTON, MASS. 02116.

-

GARLAND AUDIO, INC.

-
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MAGNEPAN
LUXMAN
DENON
F.M.I.
Call or write for

America's Recording Tape Specialists

QUATRE
GRACE

FIDELITY RESEARCH
R.H. LABORATORY

G.A.S.

QUAD

subscription to our quarterly newsletter!

BLANK TAPE SALE

,

GARLAND AUDIO
960 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose (408) 244-6724

L

ues/Thurs, 11-8

- Wed/Fri,

11-6

-

Sat, 10-5

MES

1776a Columbia Rd., Washington. D.C. 20009
(202) 462-0800

SEQUERRA

MITCH COTTER

a FREE

STaXITONC

MARK LEVINSON

NAKAMICHI

GALE

v EST

IEv(IUIGIH

B & W
ROGERS

AUDIO RESEARCH

SAVE up to 80% BY MAIL on: SCOTCH, TDK, BASF,
MAXELL, MEMOREX, CAPITOL MUSIC TAPE, CERTRON
(over 180 different reel & cassette tapes to choose from);
top brand recorders; Americas largest collection of taping
accessories, too. Same day service. FREE catalog.

-and

by appointment

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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SA-C90

3

AD -C90

2

05
45

AMPEX

Tor
TDK

o -c90
SA-C60

1

59

0K
BASF

PRO

2 79

Scotch 212-7R-1800
Soundguard Record Pres Mt
TDK L-1800

BASF

PRO II or 1110.90

289

TOR

BASF

Studor

2 59

AMPEX

315

SCOTCH

509

2 69

BASF

6 49

SCOTCH

I

2 15

C-90
I

or 11C-90

Master

SCOTCH. Master

11

or 111C-90

IC -90

All tapes can be assorted

GRANDMASTER l-90
GRANDMASTER 1190

AMPEX

09

4

59

5 13
6 31

1800

207-7R-1800
Studs 1800 R Reel

mnlmum order

69

3

399

Lß.1800
Grandmaster

2

N

Reel

5

95

No
Shipping 300 per order Or ente tor tree
catalog nl over 250 products, IncludIng lowest once: on all Martell products All tapes 100%
guaranteed Free gill NM every order 412-283-8621 M -Th 9.4
TAPE WORLD,

220 Spring Si

Butter

PA 16001

RECORDS
DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield,
Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs...WE HAVE
THEM ALL!! (and more!!) Send for FREE price list and
Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive cataloge DISConnection,
P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.
FREE AUCTION UST 100's RARE SOUNDTRACKS shows
and personalities. RECORDED TREASURES, P.O. Box 5872H,
8-9
Buena Park, CA 90622.

Free Catalog LP's $2.50 to $4.00 factory sealed. Modem
Design, 1731 N.E. 51st St., Pompano, FL 33064.
FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!
ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa,
TF

CA 92627.

MILWAUKEE! The Audio Emporium: we have over 100 di.
rect discs and other high quality LPs, most labels and con-

stantly new releases. We also have the Keith Monks record
cleaning machine. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd. Open Tues. thru
Sat. 10.6,(414)354.5082.

TF

-

-

99c to $3.99
RARE OUT -OF-PRINT LP's. Factory Sealed
$1.00 Record Warehouse,
ea. Over 25,000 in stock. List
Box 4617, Dept, AO, Rochester, New York 14613.

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with
clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6,
TF
Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."
RECORDSAVERS,

POLY -LINED

INNER

RADIO PROGRAMS

SPEAKERS

SLEEVES

TEN

CENTS EACH, POSTPAID, MINIMUM 100. DEO, INC., BOX

6-0

452D, GLENVIEW, IL 60025.
RECORDS, RECORDS, RECORDS

Old, New & Direct Disc too! Send $1. for Complete Info,

S.E.O.J., 519 Wheat, Johnstown, PA 15902.

4.9

ALL ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE & SENTRY speaker systems. Over 30% dicount from retail. Immediate shipment.
8.9
Call 24 hrs., 7 days (312) 368.0662.

-

HAND PAINTED BACKGROUNDS FOR PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS. 25 color pictures plus 1979, 50 page Catalog
freelance supplies, school drapes, mounts albums, poly bags.
Send $1.00, Pierce Company, 9801-A Nicollet, Minneapolis,
8-9
MN 55420.

"THE HESTERMAN SUB-WOOFERS. $189.00 AND UP.
The word is getting around ... Details 504. J & S Acoustics,
Box 35424-A, Phoenix, AZ 85069."
VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for complete brochure. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 260-A GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN 37849.

PLANS & KITS

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of ThirTF
ties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.

-

GOLDEN AGE RADIO. Your, best source for radio, tapes
7-9
reels or cassettes. Box 25215 -DA, Portland, OR 97225.
RADIO RERUN CASSETTES, 50 shows. FREE Brochure.
ASTRO -VIEW, AS box 923, Valley Forge, PA 19481.

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just listen.
Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1
refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore. Ca. 94550 TF
YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A, Inglewood, California
TF

90302.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats television!! Tapes.
$1.00 hour! Established esteemed dealer, informative 200
page catalog $1.25. Cassette samples $2.00. AM Treasures.
TF
Box 192AU, Babylon, N.Y. 11702

AR TURNTABLE IMPROVEMENT KIT. $2.50 postpaid. AUDIO PLEASURE, P.O. Box 498, Croton-on -Hudson, NY 10520.
9-9

SAVE MONEY - building your own 19" rack -mounting equipment. Rack cases available for 10 or 12 band stereo equilizers, LED VU meters, preamps, patchbays, etc. (schematic
included). Send $1 for details and prices. Home Grown Music,
10-9
P.O. Box 1084, Decatur, AL 35602.
TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap-dissolve
plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics,
$8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121. TF

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS, NO SECONDS. Free plans with
each woofer purchase. Super selection including full line of
car speakers and equipment. Send 504 to: Speaker Warehouse 809 N. State Rd. 7 Hollywood, FL 33021.

FOR SALE

2

GOLDEN
gramophone,.,

Rega
Revox

Audio Resch
Advent

Grace
Grado Sig.

ADS
Denon

Haller
Hiroka Mat
Kenwood
LinnSondek
Magneplanar
Mitch Cotter

Dynavector
Electro Resch
E.M.T.
FMI (Fulton)
G.A.S

Nakamichi

2858 W. Market St

SOUSA RECORDS. Free catalog upon request. Stanford. Box
1.0
36163, Grosse Pointe, Mich. 48236.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out.of-print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued. 444 S. Victory
TF
Blvd., Burbank, Ca. 91502

HELP WANTED
AUSTRALIA -NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! 50,000 Jobs!
Big Pay! Reports $2.00. AUSTCO, Box 2069-K, La Puente, CA
1-0

91746

RADIO-TV Jobs... Stations hiring nationwide! Free details:
"Job Leads," 1680-PH Vine Hollywood, CA 90028

Features of the DMR100
0.1 dB resolution
120 dB range
True RMS response
±99.9 Vdc scale also
Variable zero reference

$250.00

Analog and Compressed signal outputs

STEREO COMPONENT

Video Tape Equipment

Ä

Build your own speakers
No soldering required!

421-8537

r bt.

es

CAMERA 'HI-FI 'VIMO a=.
516 W. am 5t.

Downtown L.A.Cn90014 T.1.488-0341
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Arlington Hts, MA 02175

They don't LOOK like kits!
They don't SOUND like kits!
They just SAVE like kits!

RCA Photographic Equipment Too!
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

-,R

Box 28

The Ú7KITS!

AKAI B1C Harman Kardon
Phase LinearALTEC Kenwood
TEAC Marantz Sony Technics.
SanyoJVC JBLPioneer Dual.

r-

Akron, Ohio 44313 Phone (216) 864-4411

DIGITAL DECIBEL METER

DIGITAL METER RESEARCH

(BOO)

Rogers
Setton
Shure/SME
Signet
Sonus
Stax
Technics
Ultracraft
Wintec

FOR SALE

SUPER -FI RECORDS!
All types, labels; quick, personalized service; huge catalog
only $1.00 Try us! Cosmic Chords PO Box 4873 Boulder Colo

80306

Platter Pad
Polk Audio
Quatre

- Give

I'm interested
Brochure (kits from $55.00 each).

FREE KIT BROCHURE
8 -page

- Save 50% or more ...

51.09 Catalog/Manual

- send me your free
- send me your

me all the details

comprehensive manual on speaker kits. crossovers. basic components
and engineering data with "How -to -do -it" article by noted speaker
designer John Hoge. $1.00 enclosed.

c3custa ei8ft

Dept. AU P.O Boo 12030

Shawnee Mission. Ks. 66212
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B&W FILM PROCESSING. Newly expanded services. For
prices and mailers write: B&W Services, 166 Alphonse St.,
8.9
Roc., NY 14621.
CB RADIO OPERATORS-Send your name, handle and license number. We will inscribe this information attesting to
your status as a CB operator on a handsome scroll, suitable
for framing. Send information printed or typed together with
check or money order for $2.95 to: Larry Bergman, P.O. Box
9.9
281, Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

MISCELLANEOUS

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

SERVICES

CERTIFIED AUDIO CONSULTANTS home study Hi Fi course
available. Send $5.00 for information. Includes AUDIO TECHNICAL YEARBOOK with 29 sample lessons and applications
for membership in Society of Audio Consultants. Write SAC,
P.O. Box 552 Department A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

LEARN AUCTIONEERING in Fla. Brochure: Jim Graham
School of Auctioneering, 204 US 1, N. Palm Beach, FL 33408.

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUT, SURPLUS! Parts,
equipment, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values!
Fascinating items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere!
Unusual FREE catalog. ETCO.008, Box 762, Plattsburgh,
N.Y. 12901
TF
J -E-E -P-S

...

!!

450,000 ITEMS'

$59.3011

CARS

11

$33.50

1

1

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS'
MOST COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE tells how,
11
where to buy'
YOUR AREA!
11 $2.0011
11
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE'
"Government Information
11

1

1

1

1

1

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave.,
TF

Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134

DICTATION VIA PHONE: MS, letters, etc. 24 hrs.
Rapid transcripts. 215.698.1377.

a

day.

JBL SPEAKER WARRANTY STATION- RCI, 8550 2nd Avenue, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Mail orders Welcome.
NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
TF

37203

START A RECORDING STUDIO IN YOUR OWN HOME! It
doesn't take big bucks or an engineering degree to make
money in the recording business. Booklet tells how; the gear,
the techniques AND where to find your customers. Share my
success; send $3.50 to IMAGE, 7 Crescent PI., Suite 2014,
8.9
Toronto, M4C 5L7, Cda.
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STARTLING REVELATIONS! Your true character and future
explicitly revealed. Send $5.00 with signature sample and
birthdate to: SCIENTEL, BOX 720, Adelaide St., Toronto, Can.
ada M5C 2J8.

Services," Department SA -4, Box 99249, San Francisco, California 94109.

HIGH FIDELITY
Connect Your Television to your stereo system in minutes!
Details, 154 stamp, JMC, 491-A, S. Wyckles, Decatur, IL
8-9
62522.
HI-Flndex shows where to instantly find any test report in 6
major publications from 1974 to 1978. It is an important
reference work. Send $4.00 check or MO to: HI-Flndex, box
8.9

1175, Great Neck, NY 11023.

UNZOO OBFUSCATION OF SALON AUDIO. STATE-OFTHE-ART: PHASELIN-EAR II, ANALOG. TECHNICS, PRO,
NAKAMICHI, KENWOOD PURIST, PSE, NIKKO, PRO DENON,
RTR, MARK LEVINSON, VAN ALSTINE, DYNA, TANDBERG,
KtRKSAETER, LECSON. OTHERS: ADS, BOSE, B & 0, MCIN-

PERSONAL LOANS. $4000 up. No collateral. Fiesta-Aud,
Springfield, IL 62708.
TAX REVOLT INFLATION SURVIVAL Information. Free
sample: Survival Publications, 500 Esplanade Dr., st 1520A,
Oxnard, CA 93030.
YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -$3.95
Sourcebook to 1,100 periodicals. 250 books, 7,500 products!
Future Publications, 137 Valley Park S. Bethlehem, PA 18018
1.9

16mm Films, Videotapes. SAVINGS on reels, equipment. Big
list. Urbanski, 8142 Kenneth, Chicago, IL 60652.
10.9

TOSH, KLIPSCH, AUDIO PULSE, BRYSTON, THRESHOLD,
DAHLQUIST, KEF, SAE, YAMAHA, LUX, AND OVER 141

INCREDIBLE DISCOUNTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AVAILABLE TO GIVE FREE, NO B.S. ADVICE AND
INFORMATION. SEND $5.00 FOR NEW 36 PAGE CATALOG

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

MORE.

2,500

CONTAINING

HIGH -END

AUDIO

ITEMS:

EVALUATED:G.E.A./E., Drawer 33 (DEPT: A.), Blackhawk,
COLORADO, 80452, OR CALL: (303) 582-5200, 1:00 p.m.
until 9:00 p.m. (MST) GOLDEN EAR AUDIO/ELECTRONICS
ACCEPTS:

MC, VISA, BANK,

CHECKS,

TRADE-INS

AND

HOME TRIALS.

Beat the Races! "Lifetime Income From Racing -flats, trots."
Elias, Box 47AA, Brooklyn, New York 11219
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details "CAFM," Box 130-N4, Paradise, CA 95969

CAMPUS REPS
High Performance Loudspeakers, Box
18009, Seattle, WN 98118
TF
-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PIANO TUNING LEARNED QUICKLY AT HOME! Free information. Empire School, Box 450327, Miami 33145.

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the
audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033, Houston,
TX. 77206.

Audio Research Acoustat Denon B & W Armstrong Chartwell Lux
Tangent Polk GAS Conrad Johnson Audire Ariston Connoisseur
ADC Grace Supex Grado Goldring DB Systems Quatre Stax
Plasmatronics Transcriptors Dynavector Vandersteen
Theta
Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

AUDIO
INSIGHT
The Promenade
at Bay

6286 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308

THE

OUND
SENSIBLE
\T1:W
te
ISSUJE
403 DARWIN, SNYDER. NY
MAKING ANY PURCHASE

$1200.00 MONTHLY Correcting Pupil's Lessons!!! Start
Immediately. Free Report. Send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Home, Box 9201-SLT, San Diego, CA 92109.

$500/THOUSAND Stuffing envelopes. Send stamped ad.
dressed envelope. Messerer Enterprise.
Iowa 52147.

Colony

New findings based on channel phase differences have been added to our
cartridge reviews which include NAGATRON 360 CEX. SUPEX SD -901 (high
output). ACUTEX N1320/ Ill. SHURE V-15 IVG (spherical) and Type Ill. ADC
ZLM. SIGNET TK7E. SONUS BLUE. PICKERING XSV-3000. STANTON 881S
Preamps include APT/HOLMAN. SERIES 20 C-21. JSH LABS MODEL T.
SPECTRO ACOUSTICS 217. MARCOF PPA -1. EPOCH 10U-4000. ADI modified
PARAGON El. We look at following turntables & tonearms: B&0 4004 & 3400.
SME III. DENON DP -790. MITCHELL FOCUS ONE. SOUNDAIDS TONEARM
MOD. Loudspeakers cover the field with the (NEW) DCM TIME WINDOWS.
ROGERS COMPACT MONITORS. LIVE PERFORMANCE MODEL ONE. GRAPHYX
SP6. BASSMINT 10/24. MONITOR AUDIO MA4. EPICURE 14. RTR 800D and
the FRIED H/2 8 T. Also. the HAN -D -MAG. GRT Products. OUIETONE. STATI BRUSH and SPECTRA MAT. We review over 30 recommended records (half on
budget labels). tell which speakers break the laws of physics and acoustics
look at loudspeakers and "real world" power rating. phono capacitance loading
and wet record play considerations -plus much more-PLEASE JOIN US $12
14 issues): $14 1st class mail & Canada. $17 Foreign air mail -VERY SENSIBLE

Rt. 2A, Hawkeye,
1-0

FOR SALE

305/491-7677

14226.

REQUIRED READING BEFORE

FREE REPORT: "FLEA MARKET PROFITS." O'Donnell's 9AMF Sewanois Ave., Lincoln Park, NJ 07035.

-A

SINGER'S DREAM!

-

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yel leave
the background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer!
We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a brochure and
demo record below.
COST: $195.00

ECH

OWe do it BETTER for LESS
Whether your interest is in using ambiance for a concert hall
effect or as an echo chamber for studio recordinguse we
manufacture a broad line of sophisticated analog elay Echo
and Reverberation devices at prices which only direct sales
make possible. Prices range from $159 to $495.
Write for a brochure and demo record. Include $1 to
cover costs (refundable with order.)
Write to: LT Sound Dept AU.,
P.O- Box 1061,
(404) 284-5155
Decatur, GA 30031
,

AUDIO
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TEAC

WE'VE GOT THE GUTS.

Look inside any tape
recorder and you'll
find the parts that
really matter. The parts

sound reproduc-

tion. So you'll find

that balance
in every TEAC.
The proof is
in the results.
That's why more
professional
recordists rely
on TEAC machines than
any other make
m the world.
So next time you're
distracted by an
Astro-this, Fluoro -that
or Spectra- something
else, remember:

that define the ultimate
quality of your sound.
The transport
mechanism.
Transports must
work in a world of
micro -tolerances. A
millionth of an inch
error can ruin your
audio quality. Because
when the transport
errs, no amount of
electronic wizardry
can replace the lost

a tape recorder
a machine.

fidelity.

Consider the TEAC
transport. Capstans
formed on computer controlled lathes and
perfected on industrial
micro -grinders. Massive flywheels, inertially
balanced. Solenoids
typically twice the
size and power of
those used in other
decks. Belts that are
tested for dimensional
stability under the most

severe temperature,
humidity and atmospheric conditions.
The results of this

specialized design
and manufacturing
technology are unusually high levels of
accuracy, stability and
durability. Proven
qualities that make a

TEAC

sound better

initially and maintain
its sonic integrity after
years of use.
Often, to reach these
performance criteria,

we've found current
state-of-the-art con-

is

How well it works

depends on how
well it's made.

Look into a TEAC,
and you'll find that

we've got the guts.
To show you what's
inside. To let you
evaluate our performance. To make
you the final judge.
To us, it's a matter of

cepts lacking. So
built to withstand conthrough the years,
tinuous read/write use
we've introduced new in computer installatechnologies.
tions. Where mega Like the first cassette dollars are at stake.
craftsmanship. To you,
deck with integral
a matter of decision.
And reliability is
Dolby' noise reduction everything.
Because when you
in 1971. And the first
peel away the bells
Soon you'll see the
cassette transport to
and whistles, you find
first popularly priced
break the 0.1% wow & cassette decks with
the real measure of
flutter barrier in 1973.
every tape recorder.
integral dbx" noise
Designs that helped
elimination. Originally Especially ours.
For more informamake the cassette
designed for open reel
tion, see your TEAC
deck a respectable
recorders in profeshigh fidelity comAudio dealer.
sional recording
ponent.
Or write us at
studios, the dbx system
Dept: AO -8.
Today, we're progives you sound so
ducing cassette comquiet, so noise -free,
'Dolby a registered trademark
ponents with instruit's scary
of Dolby Laboratories.
"dbx
is a registered trademark
mentation drive
Twenty-five years
of dbx, inc.
systems. Mechanisms
of specialization
taken right out of our
has taught us that
own data recorders.
design balance is
These transports are
critical for quality

01979 TEAC Corporation of Amenca. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 90640.

is

TEAC

In Canada, TEAC is

distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd.

Technics
micro series

Yo.i1e looking at three small sonic wonders 117z: prove
components io longer have to be big znil bu L. to sound big
and beautiful -The Micro Series by Techn cs.
lake our power amp, the SE -COI . It hzs a I h- peed
sw tching power supply with filter capacitzrs that recharge
40.000 times a second instead o- the usual 122. That's just
one reason to the SE -CO l's low distcrticn and clean,
tigitt bass response. Direct coup) ng is aimthet.With it,
bass response goes all the way down tc DC (0 Hz.
JVith an arplifier like this, youwant pcwer slaters that
measure up to it. 24 LED's provice true peak -Dower
incitation with extremely fast attack tine.
Another big suipiise is the SU -COI preamp is one
preamp but it works like two. Beattise is has c Doll: -in
preamp for moving coil cartridges. It alsc IT<ts gDld-plated
coinections to maximize signal t-ansfer.
To add the finis -ling touch, there's the ST-OE1 idler.
It gives you geat =M specs and great FM soa i.
Ard that's a big achievement considering its sal size.
t's also a breeze to tune. Instectd of ccnve oral
separate tuning meters, the Center-of chancel üd cator is
on the tuningdial,where it's easy to see.Twc __ED arrows
point you in. the right direction fcr fine tt niig.
Experience the Micro Series. Once scat 1c.,rou'll agree:
The big thing about them is definitely roc thei- small size.

t

îJ-001
Continuous paver
per channel
into 8 ohms.
20 Hz 20 kNz

Srgralto

Distortion

%tiº

0.03 á

40 watts

Phono Signal to
Noise Ratio

-_otzl Harmonic
Noise.Cistnrtion

Total Harmonic

-

ST -001

i

C.0C5 (phono
0.0O3% (aux)

11G d3

FM Sensitivity

Frequency
Response

50 dB (stereo)

90 dB IMM.2.5 mV) 3Hz-100kHz,
-1 dB
78 dB (MC. 250 p V)

Stereo
Total
Separator Harmonic
Selectivity (1 kHz,' Distortion
(stereo)
10 kHz)
FM

75 d6

38.3 dót

45/35 d6

0.15%

With performance this big, the last
thing you expect is components this small.
The Micro Series byTechnics.
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Technics
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rM 'AM stereo Tuner ST-CO
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volume

4

loudness
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s
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OC power amps i er

.th pulse power supply and
high - speed power md,Gatorc

Technics

Stereo/Mono DC Power Amplifies SE -CD
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